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The "Blitzkrieg Strategy" as an historid theory has b e d  the debate for the last 

five decades conceming the nature, extent, and purpose of German rearmament during the 

1930s, and the performance of the Thini Reich's rnilitary forces and war economy 

between 1939 and 1941. It argues that Germany d e l i i l y  planned for a series of short, 

predatory wars requiring only Limited military and economic mobiluation; conversion to 

fùil-war production came only after the fim Germaa defeats in late-1941. Documentary 

evidence and the work of revisionkt historians, however, demonstrates that pre-war 

rearmament and economic mobhtion in wartime were as extensive as possible given the 

Reich's economic and financiai Iimitations. Furthemore, Gennany planned to fight a 

large war in the mid-1940s once its major cearmament p r o m  and heaw industriai and 

raw materiai pmjecîs had been compieted 

.*. 
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CHAITER ONE Introduction: An Historiographical Discussion 
of the Blitzkrieg Topic 

Much research and discussion has occurred since the end of the Second Wodd War 

concerning the military and economic motivations of Nazi Germany's Blitzkrieg or 

lightening-war campaigns between 1939 and 194 1. The lively and vigorous historical 

debate which has resuited has focussed mainly on such key areas as the extent and 

composition of Germanyts rearmament programmes throughout the 1930s; the evolution of 

the Gerrnan economy and the nature of German economic policy under Nationai Socialist 

control: the regime's diplomatic and strategic goais, or lack thereof; the type of war pianned 

for by the politicai and military leadership; the adequacy of miiitary and economic 

preparations given the type of war which resuited d e r  1939: and the performance of the 

German military and economy during the first two years of war. Al1 these factors must be 

taken into account when considering the nature and existence of a "Blitzkneg strate&*. 

The fint attempts to analyse the German economy and German rearmament under 

National Socialist direction were spearheaded primarily by economists. some of whom were 

Marxist-Leninists. Econornic and political studies of pre-war Germany were conducted by 

the American economists Maxine Sweezy, ûtto Nathan. and Milton Fried, as well as by 

East German Marxists like Jiirgen Kuczynski.' These studies nearly al1 agreed that, 

beginning in 1933. the National Socialist regime tailored its large public works projects to 

I See Maxine Sweezy. "Germanicus," Gerrnanv. the Last Four Years (Boston: Eyre and 
Spomswoode. 1937); idem. The Structure of the Nazi E- (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1941); Otto Nathan, Nazi War Finance a d  Banking (New York: 
Financiai Research Program, National Bureau of Economic Research. 1944); Otto Nathan 
and Milton Fried. The Nazi Economic Svstem: Germanv's Mobilizaiion for War 
(Durham. N. C.: Duke University Press, 1944); Jiirgen Kuczynski, üermay: Economiç 

* .  

and Labur Conditions under Fascism (New York: intemational Publishers, 1945); 
: Hitler's New EcollpmiE Jiirgen Kuczynski and M. Witt, -ne Economics of Rarbarisrn 

Order in Euroue (Toronto: Progress Books, 1942). 
Other studies not mentioned include Henri Lichtenberger's The Third Reich 

(New York: Greystone Press, 1937), and Gustav Stolper's Gennan Economy. 1870-194Q 
(New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1940). 



benefit rearmament. restricted civilian consumption and production. and funneiied al1 

available economic resources into massive war preparations. W l e  orthodox Marxist 

research stressed that the NSDAP was merely a tool of organized capital. Manrist and non- 

Marxist economists alike agreed that the Nazi state had developed into a centralized and 

efficient war machine. which was prepared for an offensive conflict at such tirne as Adoif 

Hitler's diplamacy called for one. As Nathan suggests: 

With the Nazis in power in Germany a u n m g  principle was brought to bear on the 
economic system. Tbey had a predetermined purpose: the creation of a war 
machine. in subordinating the economic system to that objective they substituted 
conscious over-al1 direction for the autonomy of the market-mechanism[:] a 
totalitarian system of govemment control w i h  the M e w o r k  of private propem 
and private profit .... A vast network of organizations was erecred to embrace ... 
every factor of production. distribution and consumption in the country. By 
domiaating this organizationd structure, through which orders codd be issued to 
eveq businessm an... and by insisting on sûict obedience fiom dl ,  the government 
obtained complete control over the economy without actually owning the means of 
production.: 

Based on very limited and incomplete data. these srudies inadvertently emdated Nazi 

pmpaganda of the 1930s. in that they heiped reinforce the image of the Nationai Socialist 

regime as a totalitarian economic system M l y  geared towards war preparations. This 

characterization is understandable. however. given Gennany's initial military victories 

during the fint two years of war. 

Franz Neumann's 1942 work mernoth: of Nationai 

Sociaiism was the £ k t  war-time smdy to question tbis strictly monoIithic image of the Nazi 

state. Neumann argued that while a command economy was in place in Germany by 1938, 

due to the implementation of a whole package of interdependent state controls after 1936. 

the Nazi state was no more thau a disorganized congiomeration of competing inte- and 

depaments. He cfiaracrerized it as "a non-stae a chaos. a d e  of 1awIessness and 

Otto Nathan. The Nazi Eco 
.. . nomc Svstem: Gexmanv s Mobilization for W a  51. 

cited in Avraham Barkai, Nazi Economics: Ideul~ey. Theory. and Policy (New Haven/ 
London: Yale University Press, 1990), 3-4. 



anarchy"'. in other words. "a monster of indeterminate shape, a Behemoth."' The Nazi 

dictatoi in Neumann's view, was an inept leader, incapable of making decisions, and 

lacking coherent goals or policies. 

With the collapse of the Tbird Reich. a tremendous amount of previously 

unobtainable documentary material became available. and much of it supported Neumann's 

daim that the Nazi state in general. and the German economy in particular. were far h m  

monolithic. Early post-war studies of the Third Reich by historians such as Alan Bullock 

and Hugh Trevor-Roper aiso tended to confinn Neumann's characterizarion of Hitler and 

the Nazi regime.' Burton Klein's first post-war study contradicted previous war-tirne 

findings, maintainkg instead that there were no plans for a long war. The German 

economy was instead found to be highly inefficient and unprepared for the type of war 

which took shape after 1939." New tbeories emerged which maintained that the regirne had 

purposely failed to mobilize at a hi& rate throughout the 1930s; it could defeat its enemies 

one at a time through a series of short. economicaI1y limited wars without committing al1 its 

economic resources to war. or endangering civilian living standards. These new arguments 

formed the foun&tion for a new interpretation of Nazi ditary and economic policies. one 

based upon the more accurate and reliable data provided by captured German documents. 

the Nuremberg Trial records. and the United States Snategic Bombing Survey. 

. - Franz Neumann. Behemoth: The Structure and Ptactice of National Soc-33- 
1934 (New York: Oxford University Press. 1942). lai, cited in Peter Hayes, "Polycracy 
and Policy in the Third Reich: The Case of the Economy." Reevaliiaung the Third Reich, 
eds. Thomas Childers and Jane Caplan. (LondonMew York: Hohnes & Meier. 1993), 
191. 

' See Alan Builock Hitler: A Studv in T- (London: Odhams Press, 1952); Hugh 
Trevor-Roper. "Hitiers Kriegzie1e.l V i e f i m e f i e  f i i r s c h i c h t g  8 (1 96O), 12 1 - 
33; idem. "AJ-P. Taylor. Hitler and the War." E n c o m  17 (1961), 88-96; idem, 
The Last Days of HitIet 3d eb (London: Macmillan Press, 1956). 

" See Burton H. Klein, "Germany's Preparaîions for War, a Re-examination," AmeÉiçan 
Economic Review 38, no. I (March 1948),69-72,75-77. 



The statistical basis for this new assessrnent came primady fiom the United Stares 

Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) of October 1943. which attempted to m e r  hriw the 

German economy, despite the massive Aiiied bombing effort begun in 1943. was able to 

achieve a far p a t e r  increase in productivity in the last three years of war than had k e n  

possible during the first two years. It reported that prior to 1943. Germany's economy was 

very badly nin, with only a minimal amount of national resources dedicated to uzr 

production. Low productivity and weapons output between 1939 and 1941 suggested to 

fiistorians. economists. and military analysts that there was no heaw German rearmament. 

no massive transfer of resources fiom the civilian to the military sector. and thus no total 

mobilization for war either prior to 1939 or during the first two years of hostiiities. The 

USSBS concluded that the Nazi regime was only forced to impiement total mobilization. 

utilizing excess capacity previously devoted to civilian production. once Ailied bombing 

had bepn and once German hopes of a speedy end to the Russian campaign had k e n  

dashed at Stalingrad.- 

ï h e  nwey  relied p a t i y  on the work of Generai Georg Thomas. a key figure in 

rearmament and war-tirne production as head of the Wehrmacht's Defence Economy and 

Weapons Office: his unpublished manuscript "Gmdlage für eine Geschichte der deutschen 

Wehr- und Rüsningm?rtschaft" was an invaluable source of information on the intricacies 

of German armaments production and allocation.' A large amount of data and input into 

the formulation of the USSBS was aiso provided by Roif Wagenführ. the former chief 

economist of Albert Speer's Plamnmgsamt or Statistische Reichsamf (Statisticai Planning 

Deparment). With the aid of captured economic statistics and production figures. he 

concluded that the German economy between 193 9 and 194 1 was essentiaily a F e - l i k e  

- See United States Strategic Bombing Survey. The United States Strategic Bombia 
Survey Over-al1 Report European W~ (Washington. D.C.: United States Government 
Printing Office. 1945). 1-2. 

Thomas' unpublished manuscript "GnmdIage fîir eine Geschichte der deutschen Wehr- 
und ~ i i s t u n & ~ ~  was to form the bask for his later published w o k  GeschicBte 
de r deutschen Wehr- und Riisnmeswirtsshaft- 191 8 - 1943145 (Boppard am Rhein: Boldt, 
1966). 



war economy"." Reaching similar conclusions to those of Wagedih, Klein stressed that 

long before 1939. the Nazi regime had fomuiated a Blifzkrieg strategy which purposely 

dictated low rnobilization levels." M e r  having direct input into the creation of the 

USSBS. Klein went on to publish a major English-language work in 1959 whose 

arguments. together with Wagenf"ubr's archetypai concepts. helped &me the entire debate 

about the nature of Gennany's rearmament and war effort for the next twenty years. 

Germanv's Economic Preuarations for W s  sought once and for al1 to destroy the 

out-dated and inaccurate stereotype of Nazi Gennany as an efficient. monolithic war 

machine. Using data drawn h m  capnired Geman documents, the USSBS. and the 

Nuremberg Triai records' '. Klein argued that nottiing codd be f h e r  fiom the truth. By 

contrasting the German economy's pre-war and war-time production levels. and by 

anaiysing the output of the civilian economy. Klein maintaineci that there was no extensive 

reaxmamenr before 1939: "inspection of Germany's pre-war pattern of investment shows 

' Rolf Wagenfilhr. "The Rise and Fall of the Gennan War Economy." manuscript. 1945 
's Econom'c (The Raud Corporation Library). 9. cited in Burton H. Klein. Gennanv 1 

Preuarations for War (Cambridge, Mm.:  Harvard University Press. 1959), 187. 
Wagenführ's 1945 manuscript The Rise and Fall of the German War Economr 

(Aufstiegad Niedermn der deutsFbgn Wirtschaft) was written during his time at 
Speer's Plmnungsomr (Annaments Ministry). This primary source was later edited and 
published by the Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaflsforschung under the title Die deutsche 
industrie lm ' Krieee 1939-1945 (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot. 1954). 

'O These arguments can be found in Klein. "Germany's Preparations for War. a Re- 
examination". This article was the basis for Klein's later work Gennanv's Economic 
Pre~arations for War. op.  ci^ 

" The Nuremberg Triai records include: International Military Tribunal, The Triai of the 
ar C rimi nais before the Intemational M i l i w  Tribunal: Nurembqg& M ' r W  a10 

Novernber 1945 - 1 October 1944 (Nuremberg: international Military Tribunal, 1947- . . 
1949). 42 vols.: international Wtary Tribunal. Triais of the War C m n a i s  before the 
Nuremberg Militap Tribunals under Conml Couacil Law No. 1 O: NU&KXE. O c t o k  
1946 - Abri1 1949 (Washington, D.C. : M i d  Editions, l97l9l949), 12 vols; U.S. 
Chief of Counsel for the Prosecution of Axk Crimhaiity7 International Military Tribunal, 
Nazi Conmiracy and A p s s i o n l  Office of United States Chief of Counsel for 

ofAxisWashington D.C.: United States Government Printing 
Oaice. 1946), 8 vols . 



that there was no pronounced concentration of investment in those activities associated witli 

economic preparations for war."" W l e  govenunent construction projects and large 

employment initiatives created an infiastnicture which may have been used by the rnilitary 

at a future date. rearmament prior to the reoccupation of the Rhineland in Spring 1936. 

Klein argued. was "largely a rnyth.'"' These low expenditures on war material led Klein to 

conclude that the civilian economy had remained relatively intact. He insisteci there was no 

massive transfer of materid or labour resources h m  the civilian to the military economy 

throughout the 1930s." Nor was civilian production cut dramatically or redirected towards 

war preparations. as so many of his predecessors had claimed: "in the pre-war period the 

Gennan economy produced both -butter' and 'guns' - much more of the former and rnuch 

less of the latter than has b e n  commody assumai."" Klein explained that Hitler's plans 

did not involve large war preparations. and therefore did not require rearmament en m m e  

or huge cuts in civilian production. Lnstead. the German leader hoped to fight a senes of 

short Blitzkrïeg wars ttith the smaiier m e s  surrounding the Reich. while at the same time 

avoiding contlict with one or both of the Western democracies: 

A basic reason why the Gemans did not have a rearmament on the scale popularly 
assumed is simply that their war plans did not require such a large war effort. As 
we have emphasized. Hitler ho@ to satis@ his temtorial ambitions in a piecemeai 
fashion: he hoped to conquer each enerny so speedily that the democracies would 
not have rime to intervene. and to have a breathing space afler each conquest during 
which preparations could be made for the next. There is no doubt that this ~ p e  of 
strategy called for less massive preparations than one involving prolonged struggie 
against a coalition of powers.'" 

. . 
!- Klein. G e m v ' s  Economic Pre-mtions, 15. 
. - 
" ibid.. 17. 

:' ibid.. 2 1. Klein claims that civilian consumption and investment had x m e d  to 
1938-39 Ievels by 1938. and wiiile they were not ailowed to rise above this peak level, 
they were maintained througbout the decade- 

'' ibid. 76. 



Hein noted that wMe German rearmament could have been much pater ,  had the regime 

b e n  w f i g  to incur larger deficits. cut civilian consumption, and subordinate al1 private 

interests to its miiitary ahm. this was umecessary, for Gexxnan economic and military 

preparations were compIerely in line with Hitler's strrtregic goals. Ody d e r  the German 

defeat at Stalingrad and the be-g of large-sale air raids over G m a n  cities did the 

nation begin fuil-scde mobiiization. 

Klein's book was a ground-breaking work which not only dispelld many myths 

about the organization and efficiency of rhe Nazi regime, but also gave an explanation for 

the Reich's apparent. low mobh t ion  levels during the first years of war. In addition, it 

fimly established the Blirzbieg strate= theory as the h e w o r k  around which much 

contemporq research and analpis on the topic would take place. Klein was not without 

his cntics. however. He was harshly criticized for overemphasizing the reginte's 

maintenauce of civiliau consumption and production. for downplaying the extent of 

Geman rearmament throughout the t 930s. and for making the pre-war annament effort 

look slight by using war-time production figures as the basis of cornparison.'- Furthemore. 

Klein's critics noted the limited nature of his source base. and the tack of familiarity with 

0 t h  contemporq works. especidy ttiat of Rene Erbe.IS Despite these criticisms. 

'- Tim W. Mason. 5ome  Ongins of the Second World WarT Past & Present 29 
(December 2964). 77.79.79-81.82. 

Mason argues that while p s s  consumer expenditure levels of 1939 had reached 
those of 1929. Klein ignores the decade-long growth in population and employed labour 
force. the 20% rise in the index of indusaial productioa. and the almost 40% increase in 
p s s  national pmdum 

'' Kiein inchded oniy two works published after 1948 in bis bibliogtaphy. He also 
ignored Rene Erùe's 1 958 work . * .  * .  . . 

1 I I  1 

der modemen Tbeorie (Ziirich: Polygraphischer Veriag, 1958). This comprehensive 
analpis of the Gennan economy under Nazi conml maintains that h m  1934 o n e  
the Gennan economy was "a war economy in peacetime.- (Barkai, Nazi Economics, 6.) 

Tim Mason. in his article "Some O r i b Y  (1964) states that Klein shows no 
kaowIedge of the work done by British and &rman economic historians; he makes 
judgements about Schacht's policies without having read either of Schacht's 
autobiographies: he does not mention the Mefo-biii issue; and his statistics are 
"inScrutable and accasiody contradictory.- (p.77). 



Germanv's Economic Preuaraiions for War Ieft a strong and lasting iduence on the 

historical debate of the day. and on the work of future historiam. 

One of these scholars was the British historian Alan S. iMilward, whose writings 

expanded on the concept of the Blitzkrieg strategy. Miiward's fkst work "The End of 

Bliekrieg" (1964). examined the coilapse of Bliekrieg carnpaigns and economics in lace 

1941. and the impossibilhy of maintainhg this type of conflict once a two-fiont war of 

attrition against economically-superior enemies had begun. Milward agreed with Klein that 

Führer directive Riisrung 19-12 of 10 January 1942. which established production priorities 

and implemented large-scaie rationalization measures to facilitate mass production, rnarked 

the 'officiai' abandonment of Blit=Aneg.IQ But he maintained that Hitler's change of heart 

conceming Blirzbieg economics took pIace not after the German defeat at Staiingrad. but 

with the first serious German Iosses qainst the Russian forces in December 1941 .:" in 

addition. he pointed out that administrative changes had begun as  early as March 1940 with 

the appointment of Fritz Todt as Annarnents and Munitions Minister. 

Milward's larger work The German Economy at War (1965) undertook a far more 

thorough and systernatic analysis of the concept and functioning of Nazi Germany's 

Blirzheg. Like Klein. Wward argued that the regime's economic and rnilitary 

preparations for war were deliberateiy modest. for Germany was planning speciflcally to 

fight a series of short. Blitzkrieg-style wars: 

German strategic and economic thinlring before the war revolved around the concept 
of the Blirzkrieg. It was a method of avoiding the total economic commitment of 
'total war'. It was the Blitzbieg in its profoundest sense for which Germany and 
Hitler were preparing in 1939. For such a policy 'armament in width' rather than 
'armament in depth' was necessq." 

Unlike Klein. however. Miiward saw the Reich's limited mobilization in wartime as an 

- .  '" Man S. Milward. "The End of the Bliakrieg" Econormc Historv Review, 16 (1964), 
509. 

:' Man S. Milward The German Economv at War (London: The Aithone Press. 
University of London. 1965),7-8. 



advantage. not a handicap. for it provided the economic flexibility needed for the coaduct 

of these BlirzRrieg wars.- The rapid defeat of both Poland and France was proof of the 

great adaptability and ptiancy of the Blitzkrieg strategy. 

Why did the National Socialists pursue such a policy? Milward posited three 

significant reasons. First. a short war would avoid disrupting the civilian economy. and 

would guard against massive economic cornmitment to war. Domestic political 

considerations and fear of civilian unrest thus played an important role in determining the 

formulation of the Blitzkrieg strategy, and the low levels of military and economic 

mobilization. The result of this. Miiward claims, was littie or no civilian deprivation during 

the years 1939-41 ." Second. Blitzkrieg wouid best serve the needs of the regime's 

dipIomatic situation. -4 peace economy wouid not only ensure a stable home front. but 

could also be brought to bear quickly and effectively against a weaker enemy as a powerfül 

diplornatic tool. Blitzkrieg was therefore a very suitable complement to Hitler's aggressive 

dipiomacy." Third. there existed a perfect match between the Blitzbieg strategy and 

Germany's unique politicai-economic system. A long-war effort required centralization 

and rationalization which was against the whole spirit of the National Sociaiist 

administration. mith its tangled maze of competing departments. And finally, Blitzkrieg- 

style wars could exploit the industrial. raw materiai. and labour resources of newly- 

conquered territones. thereby neutralizing the Reich's inherent esonomic weaknesses. 

There would be no need for miIitary production to tie up large sectors of the national 

economy. since amaments production could be shiM or adjusteci to suit each unique 

campaign." Centrai to these arguments. however. was the implicit assumption that Hitler 

and the rnilitq leadership planned to launch their war in 1939. and that aU preparaîions 

were specifidy geared toward this goal. 

-- 

ibid.. 16. 

Ibib. 7.9. 

'+ ibicl. 13. 

Ibid. 10.9. 16. 
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War. Economv. and Society. 1939-1945 (1977, Milward's later work, artempted a 

comparative examination of the economic plans and performance of al1 the beiiigerent 

nations of tbe Second Wodd War. It placed the Reichts military and economic 

performance within a much broder conte* but reached no new conclusions with regard to 

the regime's Biitzkrieg mtegy. ïhere was IittIe need for revision on Milward's part. for 

his conclusions received widespread acceptance h m  the historical community with the 

putilishing of The German Economv at War in 1965. 

Another scholar to espouse the notion of a planneci Blitzkneg was the Amencan 

for Total War A m  and Econom . . historian Berenice C m U .  Her work ics rn thg 

fhird Rdch (1 968). fundamentally agreed with Klein and Miiward's assertion that a 

Blizzkrieg strategy was at the hearî of Hitler's war plans. Using General Thomas' 

leadership of the Defence Econamy and Weapons Office as  a chronological guide. Carroll 

traced the course of German rearmament and Germany's faiied war effort. She dBered 

fiom Klein in claiming that military expendinire surpassed civilian expendihm as earIy as 

1934. but she did acicnowledge that thete was no reai drop in civilian consumption until 

1942.:" for Totai W u  maintaineci that Hitler initiaiiy hoped to achieve his goals 

using bluff. intrigue. or threats of violence. if dis proved unsuccessfùi. then he would 

employ his Blitzkrieg mtegy. Hider avoided totd mobiluation of Germany's resources. 

believing instead that a series of short wars would be d c i e n t  to defeat Gemany's 

enernies and achieve his main goal. L e b e w m  (living space).'- Whereas Klein 

underesàmated the extent of German rearmament. and Milward believed there to be ody 

panid mobilization until the abandoment of B l i ~ k e g  in 1942. Carroll arbimriiy 

demarcated the entire Thini Reich era describing the period 1936 to 1942 as a war 

econorny directed heaviiy to the production of war goods. and 1942 to 1945 as a total war 

ien for Total War: Arms and Economcs ui the Third Re * .  '" Berenice Carroll, Des - id4 (The 
Hague: Mouton & Co. N.V.. 1968),185. 



econorny.ls She also differed h m  Klein and Mwad in her assertion that a deveioping 

economic crisis in 1939 forced Hitler to accelerate his timetable of conques, and launch a 

war sooner than iater before an economic collapse could occur.'QLike M i I w d  however. 

sk argued that the unco-ordinated war effort, with its terrible inefficiency and waste, 

doomed the Blitfkrieg to fdure. and forced the tegime to mobiIize for a long war of 

attrition. 

Carroll's Desimi for Total War was a comprehensive d y s i s  which sought a 

balanced approach to the work done by both Klein and Milward. Wkle it could not 

generally be tegarded as a major conmbution of new research to the historical debate. it 

reflected the ever-evolving nature of the Blithieg strategy theory. Carroll's unique claim. 

that conversion to a war economy had begun in t 934 and was in place by 1938, however. 

proved unconvincing to fellow supporters of the Biitzkneg theory. for she could not 

reconcile it with her earlier insistence that cidian consumption was largely unafTected until 

1942. Although she drew upon a wide selection of research h m  the Nuremberg Trial 

records. the USSBS. and the papers of the Defence Economy and Weapons Oflice 

(Wirtschajis- und Riisnmgsamr), Carroll was criticized for having too limited a selection of 

pnrnary source documents. Scholars also claimed that she employed outdated economic 

statistics. thus creating the impression that the British economy. not the German. was the 

most highiy mobilized for war,'" In any case, her work attempted to expand the Iimits of 

the Blitzkrieg theory to include the notion of a quasi-war economy in peacetime and during 

" Ibid.. 189. 

'"ark Harrison. "Resource Mobilization for World War II: the U.S.A.. U.K.. U.S.S.R. . 
and Germany. 1938-I945," Economic H~storv Review 2* series. 41. no. 2 (1988). 183. 

Harrison states: "Carroll's conclusion th Gemiany matched the U.K. peak of 
national income mo bilization for war only in 1944 is mistaken; it is based on comparing 
Germau d t a q  spending with 'total avaiiable output' (GNP plus net imports. not GNP 
as claimed), which si&cantiy understates German war expenditures in proportion to 
nationai income. Rernovd of this distortion shows that, by national income share, 
û e m y  was the most highiy mobilized of the powers." (183) 



the first years of Blickrieg. 

Amongst the publishing of Klein, MiIward, and Carroll's works came AJ.P. 

Taylor's The Origins of the Second World Wx in 1961. This new piece of revisionkt 

historiography set off an immediate conmversy, for it rejected previoudy-heId assumptions 

about Hitler, his strategy, and his goals. Taylor argued tbat HitIer's expansionkt foreign 

policy was in keeping with the tradition of previous German statesmen, whose desire it was 

to expand the Reich's influence and power. Hitler had no plans for a major war. Tailor 

claimeci, and certainly no grand design for wodd conquest; Gennany's failure to mobilize 

for total war was proof of this. What Hider really desired. in Taylor's view. was merely a 

revision of the Treary of Versailles. Taylor also showed Hitler to be the ultimate 

opportunist who very ofien reacted to the moves and decisions of others rather than take the 

initiative hirn~elf.~ In this way, the Nazi leader sought diplornatic means as a way of 

achieving his expansionist go&. using modest remnament solely as a diplornatic tool with 

which he could apply pressure to Germany's neighbours." Regardhg the outbreak of war 

in September 1939. Taylor bIamed the Western democracies in general. and Neville 

Chamberlain in particdar, for leading Hitler to believe that German expansion into eastem 

and south-eastern Europe would go unopposed by Britain and France? This dl amounted 

to a rejection of the entire "Nuremberg thesis". Hitler's personal responsibility for the war, 

and was not well-received by the historical community at large. 

The Oriins of the Second World Wq was harshly criticized for what many refened 

to as its outlandish concIusions, Feiiow historians accused Taylor of racism. and of 

downplaying and even dismisshg Hitler's unique search for Lebewmm. the very factor 

which differentiated his foreign poIicy h m  that of his predecessors. lhey charged that 

Taylor had relieved Hitier and the Nazi regbue of responsibility for the war by portraying 

. . . * 
" A.J.P. Taylo. The On- of the Second WorId War (London: Hamish H d t o n ,  
1961). 192. 



the dictaor as merely reacting to events, and by overemphasking the significance of British 

and French diplomacy.-" Furthemore. Hu@ Trevor-Roper, Taylor's most ardent critic. 

accused the author of wilfully misushg documents, and condemned him for basing his 

work primarily on diplornatic documents, which treated foreign poky in a vacuum with no 

consideration of military, social, or etonomic factors." Taylor thus gained the unenviable 
. - 

reputation as the e n f m  terrible of British historiopphy.'" of the Second 

World War, however. was the first work to consciously step away from the previously 

Hitler-cenmc explanation of events which had dominated this debate since the end of the 

war. Taylor rernoved Hitler from the center of the a r p e n t ,  and thus showed him to be not 

just a pro-active, but also a reactive figure in the detemination of historical events. In this 

way. Taylor's work stood as a harbinger of the approach which many future historians 

wodd employ when analysing this penod. 

Beginning in the 1960s and extending throughout the t 970s. new research and 

writing emerged which while not completely displacing then currentiy-held theories. 

challenged the very foundations of the established post-war debate. Research until now bad 

relied prima@ on a Iimited number of key documents h m  the Nuremberg Trial 

collection. Chosen solely for their legal significance, these individual documents served the 

prosecutors well during the Nuremberg mals, but distorted the view for historians. since 

they had k e n  removed from their original context: 

This made it easier [for historians] to interpret the foreign and domestic poiicy of 
the Third Reich against the background of certain ideological premises. and to 
impose an essentially deductive qstem on i t  one that appeared to be consistent with 
the decisive processes and to provide a plausible p i c m  of an othenvise confusing 
and contradictory weakh of events. At times the more fundamental d e s  of primary 
source analysis were violated .... Since the relevant documents were usualIy missing, 
events were connected by the hypotheticd inference that in some way the articulaied 

:" See Mason. -orne OriginsF. 67-87. 

- - 
" See Hm R Trevor-Roper. "AJ.P. Taylor. Hitler and the War." Encounter 17 (1961), 
88-96. 

Reich. 1933-1945: A Bibi-og&ical Guide to Gennm * Louis L. Snyder. ed. The T M  1 

Nationai Sociaiism (New Yorknondon: GarIand Pubüshing inc., 1987), 1 1. 



will of the dictator underlay 

As these documents were graduaily retumed to the West German Federal Archives to be 

reassembled and catalogiied. scholars were able to evaiuate the comprehensive sets of 

sources as a whole. They proved e m m e l y  valuable, offering historim the opportunity to 

closely examine and reconstnict the institutional structure of the Third Reich. The resdting 

research over the next ten to fifteen years centered around this effort: in the process. it not 

oniy destroyed the notion of a monolithic Nazi Gemiany, but, as Hans Mommsen notes. 

aiso helped displace the decidedly Hitler-centric viewpoint which had previously dominated 

the historical debate: 

The d i n g  system. which previously appeared to be monolithic. now dissolved into 
a host of subsystems that were poorly, or not at al1 CO-ordinated. Hitler now 
appeared to be removed fiom the sphere of quotidian events. implementing his 
obsolete priorities oniy reluctantly, if at all. and, as a d e ,  too late." 

New research. stimulated by the opening of new archival sources. thus facilitated an entirely 

new approach to the many analyses of the entire Third Reich. 

Gennan historians K.D. Bracher. W. Sauer, and G. Schulz were the first scholars to 

trace the process of intention and decision-making within the Third Reich. and their 1960 
. * .  

Machtemi- work Die nationalsoualisnsche helped expose the regime's many 

administrative inadequacies and its leader's fallibility." Ancireas Hiilgruber's thorough 

work Hitlers Strateeie. Politik und Krieemhnirie 1940-41 (1965) closely examined German 

decision-making fiom the coilapse of France in June 1940 to the beginning of war with the 

Soviet Union in June 1 94 1. It was a pioneering work, for Hillgruber argued that Hitler's 

strategy was not oniy the culmination of poiitical factors, strategic considerations, and his 

.- 
H m  Mommsen. "Reflections on the Position of Hitler and Goring in the Third 

Reich" Reevaluatinp the Third Reich, eds. Childen and Caplan, 87-88. 

'' ibid.. 88. 

:'O See K.D. Bracher. W. Sauer. G. Schulz, & . . .  
(K6ln: 

Westdeutscher Verlag, 1960). 



own ideologicd convictions and racial delusions, but alm. in part, a reaction to tbe policies 

and strategy of the other great powers. "We must consider both his wtler's] ide0 logical 

and political 'program' and his politicd and strate& concept as they emerged in several 

stages during the decisive months of J d y  to Decemkr 1940. Any isolated anaiysis of one 

aspect of the question ... must lead to misinterpretation.'* The auihor also explainecl that 

despite the Reich's relative unpreparedness. political and süategic developments. such as 

the deadlock with England in the West. encouraged Hitler to launch prematureiy a war 

against the U.S.S.R Ham Mommsen, Martin Broszat Klaus Hildebrand, and Ludolf 

Herbst. five distinguished Gerrnan scholars. also went on to publish important studies 

throughout the 1970s and early 1980s which strove to more fully understand the inner 

workings of the Nazi regime. its economy, and its political  objective^.^' One of the most 

important historians to begin publishing during this period, however. was the British 

historian Tirnothy Mason. whose studies. despite having been harshly criticised. have 

becorne landmarks within the historiograpby of the W d  Reich. 

Timothy Mason had a relativeiy brief career. lasting h m  1964 until his death in 

1990. but his writings have had a memendous impact upon various areas of study of the 

Third Reich. He approached his work h m  a cntical Marxist perspective. and as fellow 

historian and fnend Jane CapIan has noted. "Masonts career. .. remain[ed] pivoted on the 

avis of a few insistent. ovemding themes: the relationship between politics and class. tbe 

sources and limits of individual and coUective agency. the femcity and destnictiveness of 

"' Andreas Hillgniber. Pol 
* - 
~t ik  und Knegfihme 1940-4 1 ~~ am 

Main: Bemard & Graefe Verlag fiir Wehrwesen, 1965). 586. 

" See notes 46 and 47 for a Listing of Bmher. Hildebrand, Mommsen and Broszat's 
relevant works. 

For Ludoif Herbst's works see "Die Krise der natiouaisozialistischen Re&= am 
Vorabend des Zweiten Weltkrieges und die forcierte AufÏWmg," Viertel-hefie Q 
Zeiteeschichtg 26. no. 3 (My 1978), 347-92; idem, "Die Mobiimachung der Wmchafl 
1938/39 als Ebblem des natiodsozialistischen Hem~haftssystems," in 1939: 
Die Grossrnichte und de eu- 

-. r &gg, eds. WoIfgang Benz and Hemiann Graml. 
(Stungart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1979). 





necessary for the regime to continue arming at a high level, Hitler chose in 1939 to abandon 

his long-tem strategic goals and start a war "so that it couid be continue&*. thereby 

safeguarding the regime's rearmament programmes: "Plunder provides the long-tenn 

perspective that tends to validate this approach to Nazi policy-making in 1938-39 - above 

dl. the plunder of people. This was not a long-nurtured goal or policy, but rather an 

ineluctable necessity, given Nazi economic policy and aims.'*' In this sense. Mason argues. 

war became an end in itself for the regime. 

Mason's hypothesis of systemic crisis was subjected to heavy scrutiny, especially by 

fellow historians Ludolf Herbst and Richard Overy. With every new work on the subject 

however. Mason addressed the criticisms levetied at him by others, and very often 

incorporated their compelling evidence into his later warks. For example, when Jost 

Diilffer and Joachim Fest charged that Mason had ignored certain aspects of Hitler's 

strategic-thinking when discussing German foreign policy dwhg the late-1930s. Mason 

reviewed their arguments. and by the time of his final work, had conceded that Hitler's 

miscalculation of British strategic interests, his fears for his own health and ability to 

govem, and his anxiety that Germany wouid lose its edge in the international arms race 

were indeed important factors which contributed to his opting for war in 1939. 

Nevertheless. it is Mason's ever evoIving theory of domestic economic cnsis which is 

crucial to any debate about Blitzkrieg, for it heips explain in part why Hitler and the regime 

were forced to abandon their plans for a long war. and risk war with Poland in the hopes 

that it wouid rernain Iimited. 

During the late 1970s and early 1980s a whole multitude of scholars produced both 

evolutionary and revisionkt works which di attempted to better understand the institutional 

stmcture of the Third Reich and Hitler's role within it. tt was during this period that the 

influentid 'intentionalist-functionalist' debate emeged. This focussed upon whether the 

ever more radical Nazi policies after 1936 were the intentional result of Hitler and the 

" Tim W. Mason, "The Domestic D_Mamics of Nazi Conquests: A Response to Critics," 
in -np îhe Third Reich, eds. Childers and CapIan. 180. 

*' ibid. 



regirne's ideological program, or whether they were an unpredictable consequence of the 

structure and nature of the dictatorship. Whereas scholars such as K.D. Bracher and K i u  

Hildebrand argued the formerJ6, others, including Hans Mommsen and Martin Broszat 

insisted that the regime's politicai and administrative structures had a far more important 

role in the formulation of policy than previously tho~ght.~' Like Taylor's work some fifieen 

to twenty years earlier. their interpretation emphasized the decentralized or polycratic name 

of the Nazi system; it had a wide-reaching effect on al1 areas of research in this field but 

became especially significant in the field of economic history. For it was at this time that 

previously-held conclusions and assumptions conceming Nazi economic policy, the role of 

big business in Hitler's nse to power. and German preparedness for war began to be 

reexamined by contemporary historians. This was certainly the case with regards to the 

Blitzkrieg debate. as earlier models of a monocratic Nazi state began to appear more and 

more obsolete. Whether their theories were revisionist or more traditionaily onented. most 

scholars in this field eventuaily acknowledged the significance of the functionaiist approach 

and its apptication to the smdy of the Blitzkrieg. 

In the rnidst of this ail-encompassing and often heated debate came the release of 

West Germany's first official history of the Second World War. Das Deutsche Reich und 

der Zweite W~ltkrigg was to be an exhaustive study of the Second World War. in tirne to 

* See K.D. Bracher. ''Tradition und Revolution im Nationaisoziaiisrnus." in Hitler, . .. and und die Machte, ed. Manfred Funke. (Dilsseldorf: Droste. 1977); Kiaus 
Hildebrand "Hitler's War Aims." J o m d  of Modem Hist~p! 48, no. 3 (1976); idem. 
"Monokratie oder Polykratie? Hitlers Herrschaft und das Drim Reich," in The ' F h r  

f the Third Re States: Mph and Reality - Studies on the Politics and Structure o içh, eds. 
G. Hirschfeld and L. Kettenacker (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 198 1). 

" See Ham Mommsen. Beamtentum im Dritte- (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags- 
Anstalt. 1966); idem. "National Socialism: Continuity and Change," in Fascisrn: A 
Readerls Guide ed. Walter Laquer (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1 W), . - 
15 1-92; Martin Broszat. Der Staat Hitlers: Gruncil-e und E n t w i c k l w m e r  innerer 
Verfasqgg (Mfinçhen: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1969) me Hitler State: 
Foundation and DeveIopment of the Interna1 Stmcnire of the Third Reich &ondon: 
Longman. 198 1 )] ; idem. "Soziale Motivation und Fiihrerbindtmg des 
NationalsoziaIismus,* VierteIi&shefte tur Zeit- 18, no. 4 (1970), 329-65. 



number ten volumes. Volume 1. T h e  Build-up of German Aggression", was released in 

German in 1979. and fea~red  contributions fiom the leading German scholars in this field. 

Most important to our discussion of Gennany's military and economic preparations for war 

are the works of W i h e h  Deist and Ham-Erich Volkmann. Deist's extensive chapter. "The 

Rearmament of the Wehrmacht". focussed exclusively on the German military's 

preparations for war throughout the 1930s. and examined not only the armament 

programmes of each of the individual services. but aiso the rearmament of the Wehrmacht 

as a whole. Unlike eariier scholars who had characterized Gennan remnament as an 

efficient and well-organized undertaking, Deist found the entire process to be an 

uncontrolled and unco-ordinated expansion of the individual services. Each service 

introduced its own armament programme in complete isolation. generating great inter- 

service rivalry for scarce raw materials. iabour. and industriai capacity." ïhe  unwiiiingness 

of the independent services to subordinate their rearmament programmes to overail 

Wehrmacht control. Deist argues. resulted in a tremendous amount of inefficiency and 

waste which caused raw material and labour shortages, botiienecks. production delays, and 

overall stagnation. in the end. it was these economic dficulties which convinced the 

cegime's leadership that plunder was no longer an option. but a necessity. While Deist did 

not attempt a detailed discussion of the formulation or implementation of the regime's 

supposed Blitzkrieg strategy, he nevertheless argued that one did exist. in a later work 

entitied The Wehrmacht and Gennan Rearmamw (1 98 1 ), he noted that the strategy took 

shape once Germany's economic conditions worsened: 

When fiom 1936-7 onwards the concept of 'marnent in breadth' had reached the 
lirnits of economic possibility, the most acceptable solution to the problem seemed 
to be short predatory wars for the benefit of the economy. It was no longer only 
nece- to rearm in order to wage wars but also necessary to have war in order to 
C O ~ M U ~  rearming." 

W ~ l h e h  Deist. "The Rearmament of the Wehrmacht,' in Germanv and the Second 
WorId War, Vol. 1. ed. Research I n s t i ~ e  for Military History, Freiburg im Breisgau. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1990), 505-6. 

'" Deist, & (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1981), 111. 



Deist's contribution to the B l i ~ b i e g  debate. while important, must be seen as cvolutionary 

in nature. W e  his research shed tight upon the Wehrmacht's unco-ordinated rearmament 

effort and the resulting economic consequences. it sriil employed the Blitzkrieg strategy 

theon, as the h e  nf reference h u g h  which aH analysis took place. As such. Deist's 

writings can be regarded as a M e r  contribution. dbeit a far more rigorous and exacting 

one. to the evolving school of thought which Klein and the Strategic Bombing Survey had 

begun nearly thirty years earlier. 

Hans-Erich Volkmann's contribution to Das Deutsche Reich und der Zweite 

Weltkneg was entitled "The National Socialist Economy in Preparation for W a f .  a work 

which is still regarded as one of the best studies of Germany's economic preparations for 

war during the 1930s. Like other scholars at the t h e .  Volkmann had access to new sets of 

documents as archives were k ing opened. and his work cornplernented that of Deist as it 

exarnined the economic aspects of Nazi m a r n e n t .  As in his earlier work. "AuBenhandel 

und Aufrüstung in Deutschland 1933 bis 1939" (1975), Volkmann examined Germany's 

economic preparations for war. and its two-pmnged policy of massive rearmament and hi& 

civilian standards which comprised the concept of Wehnvirtschafi (war economy in peace- 

tirne). He found that a series of lirnited military operations designed to enlarge the Reich's 

political and economic sphere lay at the hem of Gennany's effort to rearm as quickly and 

as extensively as possible. Hitler purposely chose to mate a large army capable of iimited 

campaigns. Vollanann argues. since this dowed him to altemate his foreign policy between 

diplornatic pressure and military aggression. In order for this to take place. the m a r n e n t  

economy was guided by the requkments of Blirzbieg as early as 1936. The author insisted 

that no realistic in-depth. long-tenn rearrnament plans were ever put into practice, and that 

the real goal was to continue rearming until the economy becarne exhausted in the hopes of 

repairing it later through the plunder and exploitation of conquered temtorie~.'~ Like 

Mason and Deist. Voikmann discovered that the result of this policy was severe domestic 

' O  Ham-Erich Vollanann, "The National Socialist Economy in Preparation for War," in 
7 Vol. 1,365-71. 



econotnic difiïculties which were causing the slow crumbling of the whole rearmament 

network. He argued that on the eve of war, an economic crisis had fonned which. if not 

averted would won have slowed the entire rearmament effort to a grinding hait. This fact 

he concluded conmbuted greatly to Hitler's decision to launch a war in September 1939." 

Taking al1 of Volkmam's arguments together. bis work on this topic has much in 

common with Deist's. and even Mason's work. They al1 agree that a pre-determined 

Blitzbieg mategy existed and that it was overwhelmingly a product of the Reich's 

economic dEcuities. They also agee that these dire economic conditions contributed to 

the cotning of war in 1939. and that a series of short predatocy wars was the only option to 

economic collapse (given that a slow-dowu of rearmament was potitically out of the 

question). in discussing the historiopphical evolution of the Blitzkrieg debate. the works 

of Mason. Deist. and Volkmann represent the resultant development of a mature Blirzkrieg 

strategy theory. one which has been founded upon solid research and rigorous anaiysis. 

Nevertheless. there were those scholars who, at the same tirne. rejected this entire argument. 

These revisionist histonans have. since the mid-1970s. artempted to disprove the whole 

notion of a Blitzkrieg strategy or Blirzbieg-inspired economy. and have approached this 

discussion h m  a cornpIeteIy different perspective. 

Richard Overy bas become the most welI-hown of those historians who have 

rejected the entire concept of s planned Blitzkrieg. His career began in the late 1970s. and 

his witings. while diverse. have since tended to focus on such issues as the development of 

the Luftwaffe. German tearmament throughout the 1930s. and National Socialist economic 

policy in both the pre-war and war time periods. It is his works d&g with the nature of 

the Gennan economy and Nazi war aims which have generated the most historical debate. 

for their arguments challenge many of the long-held conclusions of the historical 

comrnunity. O v l  has consistently argued over the past twenty years that a long war of 

conquest was at the hem of Hitler's plans, and that German Feannament throughout the 

1930s was designeci and executed with this long-tenn goal in mind. He maintains that the 



regime's strategy had aiways been founded on total economic mobiiization accompanied by 

an in-depth rearmament of the nation's miiitary forces. This obviously required great 

sacriilces by the Germau population, and con- to the established claim that civilian 

consumption remained at relatively high levels as Iate as 1941. ûvery notes that the 

production of civilian goods was indeed capped after 1936, and then severely curtailed or 

diverted for rnilitaq purposes once the war began. He also points to the Four-Year Plan. 

synthetic fiiel and rubber programmes. economic incursions into south-east Europe. and the 

navy's Z-Plan as evidence of long-tenn intent." 

Overy's later work '-Mobhtion for TotaI War in Germany, 193941" (1988) 

acknowledges the incongruity between Gennany's low mobilization and production levels 

and its massive cornmitment of resources to war production by September 1939. But the 

author explains that Germaq's low production and mobilization figures. both before and 

during the first years of conflict. could be attributed in part to the incomplete statu of most 

of the regime's major industriai and rnilitary projects on the eve of war. M a t  historians 

mistook for a purposely restrained military and economic mobilization in 1939. Overy 

argued was in reaiity a partidy mobiiked economy caught off guard by the premature 

outbreak of war.'" Later. the Wehrmacht's easy victories over Poland and France not oaly 

helped overshadow a whole host of econornic inadquacies. but also created an atrnosphere 

in which efforts to prepare for a proüacted conflict appeared either inappropriate or m n g -  

headed. Tbis. Overy claimeci. compromised the integrity of the regirne's long-terni 

planning, and resulted in two years of stagnant production. These decidedly controversial 

arguments ail helped to reinvigorate the debate over Nazi economic poIicy and the causes of 

war. and this had a direct impact on the discourse conceming Blitzkrieg. 

ûvery tackied the question of BlitrRreg head-on. arguùig that plans for a series of 

short wars and for a BlitrRneg-inspird economy did not exist, and would have reqirired 

'' R. J. ûvery. "Hiîier's War and the Gennan Economy: A Reinterpretation," 
Economic History Review 35. no. 2, ( f  982), 281. 

" R J. ûvery, " M o b W o n  for Total War in Germany, 1939-1941,' bgiish H~stoncd 
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some degree of political and economic realism. a commodity greatly lacking witbui the 

Nazi leadership." The author not only insisteci that Hitler was planning a long war in the 

mid-1940s after reannarnent had been largely completed, but also dismissed his colleagues' 

assemons that an economic crisis &ove Hitler to war in 1939. ûvery's 1987 article 

"Gemany. 'Domestic Crisis' and War in 1939" attacked Mason's hdings, instead arguing 

that there was no proof of a 'conventional' domestic economic crisis which threatened to 

derail the whole rearmament process. Production delays, foreign currency shortfalls. and 

labour shortages were side-effects of the transition from rearmament to war economy. but 

Overy regarded these as fiictional problems. not structural weaknesses." While he later 

admirteci that too litde is known about the p w i n g  balance of payments crisis in early 1938 

(not mid-1939 as Volkmann. Deist, and Mason have argued). he maintained that the 

govenunent was well aware of it and had taken the necessary steps to remedy i ~ ' "  This 

unwillingness to accept the notion of a growing economic crisis sternmed fiorn Overy's 

belief that international and military considerations. not domestic economic or social 

factors. were the main determinants behind Hitler's decision to attack Poland. Sensing 

what was an apparent collapse of internationai resolve in the late 1930s. Hitler risked war 

with Poland in the hopes of it remaining lirnited and in so doing, Overy suggested, made a 

grave miscalculation of both Britain and France's intent on halting Gerrnan expansionism. 

Overy's findings did much to debunk the notion of a planned Bliekrieg, and his 

Iatest work War and Economv in the Third Reich (1994) for the most part reiterates the 

arguments which he had made in previous works. It was in this work however. that he 

challengeci his fellow historians to finally put aside the ideas of a BlitzKrieg strategy and a 

Iimited economy. and replace them with the concept of a German economy geared towards 

total mobilization. a mobilization which went tembly wrong during the earIy stages of the 

'' Overy. "Hitler's War." 277. 

'' R J. Overy. "Germany, 'Domestic Crisis' and War in 1939." Past Br Present 1 16 
( A u e  1987),148. 

" David Kaiser. Tim Mason R J. Oveq.  "Debate: ûennany! 'Domestic Crisis' and War 
in 1939." Pas & Present 122 (February 19#9), 223. 
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Williamson Murray. like Overy. has maintained that it is tirne for historians to 

abandon the purel contrived notion of a p!anned Blitzbieg strategy. His works over the 

past fifteen years have closely examineci Gennan military doctrine and Nazi grand strategy 

in an attempt to replace the discredited Blitzbieg strategy theory with a more accurate and 

credible explanation of events." Murray insists that a clear distinction mus be made 

between the strictiy tactical doctrine of Blitzbieg and the concept of short wars and Iimited 

economic rnobilization known as the Blirzkrieg strategy. He regards the former as an 

ingenious but nevertheless ad hoc creation of the Wehrmacht. Aithough the military 

possessed a force stnrcture which was still dominated overwhelmingly by traditional 

infantry divisions. its leadership had pdgingly ailowed for the deveiopment of modem 

and varied tacticd doctrines and the creation of a limited number of rnobilized infantry and 

panzer tank divisions during the pre-war period. The fact that these winning operational 

and tactical innovations happened to best suit the strategic needs of the Gennan economy. 

however. was sheer coincidence." 

Similady. the periods of calm which followed the Polish and French campaigns 

were. in Murray's words. '-the resuit of immediate rniiitary requiremenrs. not deep-laid 

ptans. as Hitler's initial insistence on attacking the West prematurely in the fa11 of 1939 

'- R.J. Overy. War and Economv in the Third Reich (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1994). 
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where a series of new debates has emerged. Scholars such as Peter Hayes, Mark Harrison. 

David Kaiser. Ludolf Hcrbst. Bernhard Kroener. and Avraham Barkai have al1 written on 

such varied economic issues as the role of big business in Hitler's rise to power. Germany's 

economic incursions into South-East Europe, and the ideological determinam of Nazi 

economic policy."' But with the exception of Kroener's brief. thought-provoking article"", 

and the pivotal revisionist works of Overy and Murray. little bas been written over the past 

fifteen years which focusses exclusively on the heretofore unresolved question of Blilikieg. 

The inquiry into the existence of a purposeful BlirrRrieg strategy has. in ment  scholarship. 

becorne a mere aside to larger or perhaps more fashionable questions. One consequence of 

this trend is the developrnent of an "agree to disagree" attitude amongst historians on both 

sides of the Blitzkrieg theory debate. M e n  reference to Blirzkrieg or lack thereof is 

necessary. contemporary scholars have often blindiy adopted either the traditional or the 

revisionist paradigm, and then used this as the foundation upon which to base al1 their other 

" See Peter Hayes. Indumy and Ideplpev: 1.G. Farben in the Nazi Fn (New York: 
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arguments."' In other words. the highly controversial and still unresolved debate over 

Blitrkrieg is no longer of key interest to researchers, and as a result is k ing  simpiified or 

understated in the rush by historians to rnove on to other uncharted areas of study. 

We rnust once again place the focus on the existence or non-existence of what is 

regarded as the Blirzkrieg strategy. But before we can do this. it is important to clan& the 

tenn Blirzbieg, which has taken on a multitude of meaniags thtougbout the scholarship of 

the past sixty years. Historians such as Klein regarded Gennany's Blitzbieg-style 

campaigns as militay operations specificaily designed to mitigate the structural limitations 

of the German economy. At the heart of this view is the deliberate limiting of Germany's 

economic and militay mobilization. the maintenance of civiiian production and 

consumption. and a plan to launch a series of short. limited BlirzRneg wars against the 

Reich's weaker neighbours. Succeeding scholars who acknowledge the existence of a 

Blit=krïeg strategy - Milward. Volkmann Deist. Mason. and Barkai to name a few - have 

expanded on Klein's definition. and s e  it in its perfect state as a well-planned, precisely 

calculated military. economic. and political straregy: an ideal model. they argue. which the 

Third Reich tried often unsuccessfully. to ernulaîe. Finally, Overy. M m y .  Mommsen. 

and other revisionkt historians. in their desire to deny the existence of any planned strategy. 

define Bli~krreg solely as a series of tactical and operational doctrines which were 

employed by the Wehrmacht on the battlefield during the Poiish. French. and early Russian 

campaigns. The term Blitzbieg thus bas at Ieast two completely distinct but vaiid 

meanings: one refers to the planned strategy as argued by KIein. Milward, and Volkmann; 

the other refers exclusively to the rnilitary doctrine and tactics definition of the tem. 

The purpose of this thesis is to reexamine îhis entire debate. with the goal of putting 

forward a slightly more evolved revisioaist interpretation which accepts the presence of a 

serious economic crisis in 1939. but which still rejects the notion of a planned Blitzkrieg 

This is especially evident in the previously mentioned works of Barkai (who 
wholeheartedIy accepts the existence of a p h e d  and pirrposeful Blitzkrieg strategy), 
and Hayes ( d o ,  like Murray? argues the Blifzkrieg military strategy coincidentally suited 
Gennany's economic capci$ and whose works rely heavily on Overyos research). 



strategy. Chapter 3 examines the armament programmes of the individual services 

throughout the 1930s, and demonstrates not only how the rapid and uncosrdinated 

rearmament of the individual services brought about a severe economic cnsis by 1938-39, 

but aiso how little effort was put into constnicting a highly mobile force structure capable 

of undertaking swift military strikes across Europe. Chapter Three look at the economic 

mobilization of the Tbird Reich, and details how National Socialist economic policy 

became the most important determinant of the nature and extent of German rearmarnent. 

The Four-Year Plan. whose goal it was to develop as thorough a war economy as possible. 

is found to have imposed such a heavy economic burden upon the economy, that the entire 

rearmament programme was in danger of collapse by 1938. Finaily, Chapter Four 

addresses the larger issues of the Blitzkrieg debate: the growing economic cnsis in 1938-39 

and its part in contributing to the outbreak of war, the nature and specific charmer of the 

resulting confiict; the structure and performance of the military forces in wartime; and the 

degree of mobilization for war within the Reich economy fiom 1 939-4 1. 



CiLW'ïER TWO German Miüîary Rearmament, 19331939 

A critical discussion of BlitzMeg m u s  begin with an examination of Gerrnan 

rearmament throughout the i 930s, for the annament of îhe military services not ody 

contributed to the premature outbreak of war in 1939. but also helped detennine the nature 

and scope of the conflict. Contrary to the popular myth that the German military of 1939 

was the product of methodical. efficient planning in an economy totally mobilized for war. 

the development of the Wehrmacht was a most inefficient undertaking characterized by a 

lack of cosrdination and co-operation, This is cleariy evident with regard to the rnilitary's 

armament programmes of the 1930s. A close anaiysis of the content of these plans and the 

manner in which they were implemented suggests not only that the process of German 

rearmament was piecerneal and disorganized. but also that its magnitude was determined 

solely by the demands of the individual services. in turn, the marnent programmes of the 

services, developed and instituted in complete isolation fiorn one another. constituted the 

physical causes of the regime's growing economic difficulties after 1936- These difficulties 

were an inevitable consequence of the mnft growth of the military and the massive 

expansion of the maments industry over such a short period of tirne. The individual 

armament programmes also reveal what little in-depth thought and preparation went into 

the development of a rnilitary force supposedly designed d e l y  for a series of rapid 

campaigns across Europe. in other words, German miiitary h i e r s  had no plans to 

constnict a force structure cornposed primarily of axmour and mechanized forces capable of 

rapid Blitzkneg campaigns. nor was theK aerial strategy centred specifically around support 

for the Reich's ground forces. Preparations, instead, were for a ground force cornposed 

primarily of traditional infantry divisions, and for an air force possessing a significant 

component of medium bornbers. Gennan military preparations mder National Socialist 

direction h m  1933 to 1939 were both disorganized and haphazard with no specitïc 

desipu for Blitzkrieg. 

Limited and covert m a r n e n t  throughout the Weimar period bad Iefi the G e m  



nation with a small but relatively capable defensive force by the tirne the National 

Socialists took over in January 1933. The VersailIes Peace Treaty of 19 19 had imposed 

punitive disarmament provisions on a people who felt little or no sense of war-guilt: the 

Reichswehr was limited to just 100,000 men; no tanks. military aircraft. or offensive 

weaponry of any kind was permitted and the navy was reduced to a token fleet of defensive 

surface vessels under 10.000 tons. It was out of this environment that there emerged a 

cornmimient by Gennany's politicd and military leaders to rebuild the nation's armed 

forces once domestic and international circumstances became more favourable. Military 

leaders such as Generai Hans von Seeckt. head of the Reichswehr h m  1920 to 1926, 

moulded the Reichswehr into a highly efficient and professional force by placing special 

ernphasis on modem technical and weapons training, effective communication systems, and 

tactical and strategic improvements.' He preserved the integrity of Germany's military 

administrative network by hiding staff  officers and members of the old General Staffwithin 

various civilian departments of the govemment. Seeckt also fashioned a new Wehramt 

(Economic Mobilization Office) out of the former Generai Staff's economic department, to 

determine the total weaponry. raw material. and transport requirements of the miiitary's 

service branches.' Finaily. he encouraged military and industriai cosperation with Soviet 

Russia which led to the establishment of covert German air and tank training scboois. 

aircraft factories. and chexnical plants in rem for ûerman technical assistance. As James 

Corum points out. Seeckt's efforts throughout this period helped the Reichswehr develop 

into a modem and élite fighting force: 

By the mid-1920s the Reichswehr had become what von Seeckt wanted it to be: a 
superb cadre force with which to build a large, modem army. When von Seeckt 
resigned as army commander in 1926, the Reichswehr was a mature military force. 
Much of the old system. such as the General Staff, had k e n  retained. but the amy 
had undergone a comprehensive reform. The tactical doctrine of the air and ground 

Ii- 
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forces had been analysed. and a modem doctrine created. Enlisted and officer 
training programs had been established that were much more thorough than the old 
army's, and they effectively prepared the Reichswehr to employ its new tactics. The 
army had become more technically oriented and had begun an armarnents program 
to buiid weapons that were tailored to its tactical doctrine.' 

The general. and his successor Lieutenant-General Wilhelm von Heye, however. could not 

pursue their goal of a modernized Reichswehr in isolation. Co-operation fiom Germany's 

civilian political leaders \vas a necessay component in the rebuilding of the nation's 

military might. 

Various politicians within the Weimar Republic supported a limited reannament 

and assisted the Reichswehr's leaders in achieving this goal. Gustav Stresemann, 

Chancellor in 1923 and Foreign Minister fiom 1923 to 1929. helped foster a favourable 

political and diplornatic environment in which limited reamament codd take pIace. 

Viewing the army as a potentially stabilizing force in the nation. Stresemann tacitly 

encouraged the Reichswehr's CO-operation with Soviet Russia, and conveniently 

overiooked the miiitary's failure to M y  disarm according to the provisions of Versailles. 

By including Germany in both the Locarno Pact of 1925 and the League of Nations in 

1926. Stresemann was able to argue for general disarmamen& or equality of mament  

among the powers. thereby easing the pressure on Germany to d i m .  Unless it threatened 

his foreign policy goals. Stresemann was unwiiling to oppose the rnilitary in its endeavours. 

Otto Gessler. Minister of Defence from 1920 to 1928. was another Weimar 

politician who supported the general's plans to constnict a srnail but capable rnilitary. He 

did everythuig in his power to ensure that neither Cabinet nor parliament hindered Seeckt's 

work and he successfully shielded the Reichswehr and its leadership h m  parliamentary 

control or interference. thus providing the militaxy with a large d e p  of independence: 

To say that Gessler -confined himseif to signing the decisions of General von 
Seeckt' is rather unfair to the Minister. but he did secure Seeckt a g a .  attacks in 
press and parliament and it was mder the cover of bis name and authority that 

ibid.. 169. 



Seeckt was able to carry out his work of reorgaukation.' 

The sudden replacement of Gessler with Wilheim Groener in 1928 marked a decisive 

turning point in the history of the Reichswehr, for Groener actively fostered closer ties 

between the political executive and the miiitary. Viewing the army as an instrument of 

political leadership. the new Defence Minister sought to secure the implementation of 

future rearmament measures: he incorporatesi the cost of armament within the national 

budget, asserted political control over the deployment of the Reichswehr through his 1930 

directive 'Tasks of the Wehrmacht', and helped deveIop two medium-tenn plans for 

rearmarnent.' As a result of these initiatives, Groener and the Reichswehr leadership were 

able to improve the quality of the army, expand its size and operational capacity, and 

implement its first comprehensive remament programmes. 

The efforts made by Germany's politicai and military leaders throughout the 1920s 

and early 1930s resuited in the formation of an embryonic army with tremendous potential. 

an army upon which Adolf HitIer was able to build his massive war machine. To put it 

simply. rearmament during the Weimar period laid the groundwork for the ultimate 

expansion of the Reichswehr to the Wehmiacht: the change fiom a srnail defence-oriented 

fighting force to a large offensive army. It also enabled the Nationd Socialist regime to 

expand the military at a much faster rate than would have been normally possible. Hitler 

and the NSDAP invariably profited fiom the work of Weimar's leaders. Thus. the pst-war 

foundation for the German armyf air force, and navy was laid not by the National Sociaiists 

in 1933. but by the leaders of the Weimar Republic. 

Coming to a consensus on miIitary and political goals early in 1933. National 

Socialist and Reichswehr leaders bega. the process of building a powerful army. The 

appointment of General Werner von Blomberg as Reichsminister of Defence in January 
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1933 was the product of an alliance formed between Hitler and Germany's military 

leadership. Because Hitier considered a formidable army essential to his foreign policy 

goals, he assured the military that the nation's resources wouid be used to m l 1  the 

Reichehr's plans for expansion. Few of Germany's rnilitary leaders beiieved, however. 

that CO-operation with the NSDAP wouid eventualiy compromise the autonomy of the 

army. Nevertheless. Hitler's cornmitment to the miiitary was exemplified on 14 October 

1933. when he withdrew Gemüiny fiom both the League of Nations and the dismament 

conference in which it \vas participating. Wilhelm Deist notes the effects of these 

decisions: 

In effect. the withdrawal of Germany fiom the disarmament conference and the 
League of Nations ... marked the final departure fiom Groener's policy of national 
defence, the main features of which had been its incorporation of politicai factors 
and its basis in the collective security system. The adventure of unrestricted 
rearmament had begun." 

Both the military and political will now existed for rebuilding Gennany's military might. 

The Reichswehr, having been k e d  fiom foreign-imposed military resmctions and 

disarmament commitments. was quick to implement its plans for rearmament. On 4 Apnl 

1933, defence planning, which had been previously managed solely by the Reichswehr 

ministxy. was made the responsibility of the newly created Reich Defence Council. The 

Council. composed of the Ministries of the interior. Foreign -airs, F i c e ,  Propaganda, 

and Defence. assumed control over al1 aspects of defence cosrdination and planning, and. 

as Matthew Cooper States. "had the effect of bringing the Armed Forces more closeIy under 

the control of the governent  and therefore. of Hitler. while at the same time ending the 

traditional position of the rnilitary as the sole advisers to the Head of State on such 

matten."' The decision to proceed with a large-scale rearmament plan came seven months 

later. The armaments programme of December 1933. which was an updated version of the 
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second annaments programme of 1932, caiied for an expansion of the army to 300,000 men 

over a four year period. This peace-tirne army of twenty-one divisions, completed by 

March 1938, would form the basis of a future sixty-three division field army. Its military 

goal, according to an Organizational Department memorandum, was to build a peacetirne. 

then field army which would be '-capable of conducting a defensive war on several fionts 

with a good chance of success.""t soon became apparent, however. that while the plan 

provided enough resources for the construction of a peace-tirne army, it failed to supply 

sufficient resources for the planned field anny. 

The rapidity with which Germany's political and rnilitary kariers pursued 

teannament afler 1933 was demonstrated by the acceleration of the 'December 

Programme'. As early as May 1934, politicai pressure from both the Chancellor and from 

the Chief of the General Amy Office, CoIonel Fritz Fromm, was brought to bear upon the 

Chief of the Truppenamt (Troop Department). Lieutenant-General Ludwig Beck. to deploy 

the Programme's twenty-one divisions by October 1934. While Beck womed briefly that 

this move would compromise the military effectiveness of the understaffed and under- 

supplied units. he brushed this aside as weil as warnings fiom the Heereswflenamt (Amy 

Ordnance Office) not to ignore the material requirements of such a decision. Beck went on 

to support what was basically an unco-ordinated, ad hoc intensification of the 'December 

Programme's' goals. This illumted right h m  the beginning of the reamament process, 

the High Comrnand's unwillingness to systemafically co-ordinate their r e m m e n t  

measures or to take economic factors into account: 

For Beck the armaments economy aspects of the build-up were certainly interesthg 
and could be used to support mditary demands, but they pIayed no role in his 
thinking and actions in his own area. This example shows that even the army 
leaders were not able to understand and evaluate the importance for warfare of the 
individual components of the annament programmes in the broad sense .... Now 
that the programme was king carried out, there was no coiirdination among the 
organizers of material reannament the personnel buiId-up, and the plans to actually 
use the army.,.. Because of this, and not only because of HitIer's interference. 
decisions affecthg the whole rearmament of the army acquired the charmer of 
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temporary, partial solutions.' 

Rearmament thus proceeded with such great haste throughout 1934 that by Febniary 1935. 

the army already numbered 280,000 men. Therefore, the Tmppenumt quickly subrnitted a 

plan in March 1935 which caüed for a five-fold expansion of the peace-time army to thirty- 

six divisions, with the formation of a 700,000 man army by 1939."' It became apparent to 

Hitler and his rnilitary advisors. however. that this new programme could not be 

implemented without fîrst overhauling restrictions on recruitment, and securing the Reich's 

vast industrial heartland in the West. General conscription had, by 1935. become a 

prerequisite for any further expansion of the army; consequently, it was introduced by 

Hitler on 19 March 1935. Similady, Hitler argued that regaining control of the Rhineland 

was necessary to safeguard Gennany's western border. Believing it to be the opportune 

t h e  for such a daring foreign policy undertaking, Hitler sent troops into the Rhineland on 7 

March 1936 against his generals' advice. and re-occupied the demilitarized temtory. This 

not only provided the Reich with greater strategic security, but also strengthened the 

nation's economic capacity. ensuring the continuation and indeed hastening of reannarnent. 

Just as the army's size and structure were changing, so too was its role as a fighhng force. 

The German army graduaily evolved after 193 5 from a purely defensive force to one 

which employed increasingly offensive tactics and formations. There is little doubt that the 

SM h m  Reichswehr to Wehrmacht was a long-term rearmament goal of Gennany's 

political and military leaders stretching back to Stresemann and Seeckt. in the winter of 

1935-36. Amy High Command and the General StaE(former1y the Trtcppenamt) debated 

the merits of increasing the offensive capacity of the army. Central to this debate was the 

issue of mobility. During the Weimar years, the circumscribed size of the Reichswehr 

necessarily brought mobility to the forehnt of military planning. Seeckt thus concentrated 
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on building a small. but nonetheless manoeuvrable force out of the old imperid tradition. 

C o r n  states: 

The economic problems Germany had in the early 1920s made any long-tenn 
motorization plamhg by the Reichswehr impractical. However, the growth of the 
German economy afler 1923 coupled with an improvement in the motor industry's 
position and the lifting of AUied conmls on the building of civilian tracked vehicles 
in late 1923 made the consideration of army motorization possible by 1925. Hans 
von Seeckt was not a tank tactician or armoured theorist, but from 1934 on, as the 
German Army was stabilized and the daily situation was no longer one of constant 
crisis. he pushed strongly for tank ûaining and tacticai development." 

Deist adds that the economic and military restrictions of the Versailles Treaty helped make 

the concept of mobility a centml tenet of Reichswehr strategic doctrine. for they "led to the 

demand for a high level of mobility since quick successes oniy seemed possible if surprise 

tactics were used." This was not a revolutionary concept. however. nor was it new to 

German strategic planning of the past. Gennany's tenuous geographicai location had Ied 

former military leaders such as Chiefs of the General Staff Helmuth von Moltke and Alfred 

von Schlieffen to argue for the exact same stxategy in order to defeat Gennanyts enernies as 

rapidly and completely as possible before they could destroy her in a two-front war. 

Whereas Schlieffen described tùis as Vernichtungsge&nkz, the idea of annihilation, 

Williamson Murray characterizes it as blimchnell (quick, lightening-like), and notes tbat 

while its application to mechanized &are marked a '~evolutionary change in rniIitary 

operations". its role in the development and employment of armoured tactics was 
minimal, 1' 

Chief of the General Staff Beck and other leading commanders had called for a 

simiiar focus on mobility in the Reichswehr's officiai statement of strategic doctrine. Qie 

mnfiihnmg (1933). As Cooper notes. the work competently laid out the army's 
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tacticai and strategic foundation for the next twelve years: 

initiative. decisive manoeuvre, and envelopment were the keynotes of the German 
tacticai doctrine, and its success in the war years was to prove immeasurably 
superior to the methods of its enernies. Strategically, too, Die Trupw&hvqg was 
far fiom reactionary, not ody advocating the use of tanks and motorized transport to 
achieve the decisive destruction of the enemy, but doing so in a manner which 
contrasted with prevalent foreign doctrine.IJ 

The basic strategies laid out in Die Truppenführung, however. differed very linle in 

substance fiom those expressed by Beck's predecessors. While arrnoured divisions and 

mechanized units were now factored into the equation of 'modem7 warfare. their role 

would be forever secondary to that of more traditional military formations: 

The official strategic docmne of the German Amy as expressed in & 
w e m  contained nothhg that departed fiom the train of thought initiated 
by the first Chief of the A m y  General Staff some seventy years earlier. Infantry 
divisions. with their marching troops. hone-drawn guns, and wagons. would remain 
the deciding factor of the strategy of decisive encirclement and the motorized 
infantry and armour would be subordinated to their needs. The new formations 
would serve as the 'curting edge' of the infantry's flanking thnists. using theu 
superior speed flexibility. and sûiking-power to pnetrate the enemy's front Iine. 
destroy his artillery positions. mut his nearby reserves. and tinally. close the pincers 
around the opposing forces. But the emphasis wodd still lie on the infanay as the 
'mas of decision'. the means by which the ring round the enemy would be dram 
tight and consolidated. and his resistence overcome. This is a theme continuaily 
expressed in the Army training manuals." 

in opposition to this limited and uninventive use of amour stood General Heinz Guderian 

and his s m d  group of devoted officers. Guderian, who had been lecnrring and writing on 

the subject since the mid-1930s. supported a more active and independent role for armour. 

ûrawing much inspiration and knowledge h m  the works of British military writers Basil 

Liddell Hart and Major-General J.F.C. Fuiler. Guderian developed a noveI strategy, the 

armoured idea based on the potentiai offered by these new weapons to revolutionize 

warfare. The IWO pillars of Guderian's theory, and later implementation in war, were 
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breakthrough. in which the armoured force focussed on the enemy's weakest point in a 

surprise anack. and penetration. in which the annoured and mechanized units alone drove 

dwp into the enemy's rear. The resuit of these actions wouid resdt in 'rhe unpredictabiiity 

and momentum of the force now becom[ing] its primary weapon. for they fwould] not only 

cause considerable disarray in the opposing command but [would] also prevent the enemy 

h m  concentrathg sunicient formations to put up an effective ~pposition'"~ M e  

Guderian's revolutionary strategy, like the more traditional Vemichtungsgedde strategv 

of amour deployment. required a versatile and manoeuvrable tank force, it violated the 

most basic and orthodox d e s  of warfare upon which Gennan military strategy to this point 

had been founded: 

The two concepts found themselves in direct confiict one with another. Physical 
destruction in one was supplanted by paralysis in the other as the primary aim; well- 
coordinated flanking and encirclement movements were replaced by unsupported 
thrusts deep into the enemy's rear areas as the method; guarded flanks and 
unbroken, if strained supply Iines gave way to velocity and unptedictability as the 
basic d e s  of operation: centraiization of control was superceded by independence 
of action as the f h t  condition of command; and the mass infan- amies. whether 
or not supported by tanks and a i r c d  made way for the relatively srnaIl power- 
houses of the armoured divisions as the primas- imtmment of victory." 

Not surprisingiy. Guderian's armoured concept proved to be too radical a strategy for the 

army's top leadership. a group of comptent generals open to new ideas but unable IO 

completely abandon their imperid mind set  And their resistance to Guderian's new 

armoured strategy solidified at the v e l  point when the army was preparing to deveIop its 

fim armoured divisions. As will be seen. this new and effective force was welcomed by 

the Third Reich's political and military leaders alike, but its role was carefiilly delimited 

and its development closeiy monitored by the army's senior generals. 

tt was in the midst of this ongoing debate that the Chief of the General Staff 

released 'Considerations on increasing the Offensive Capacity of the Amy' at the end of 



1935. General Beck's memorandum outiined his conditional support for a motorization 

programme and an independent, operative annoured division. While the establishment of 

three armoured divisions was already underway by late 1935. his plan caiied for the 

development of twelve more annoured brigades to be ready by 1939. Questions regarding 

the financiai implications of such a plan were dismissed outright by Beck. who. as Deist 

States. "Let it be known that neither hancial nor economic difficuities would prevent him 

fiom pursuing the nght miiitary planning objectives."" More will be said of the Amy 

High Command's disregard for the economic consequences of unrestncted rearmament in a 

later section. Beck's memorandum served to accelerate the rearmament process. and the 

remilitarization of the Rhineland ody helped ensure the implementation of his plans. A 

new programme became a necessity by 1936. however. as the army swelled to 520,000 

men. derailing the medium-term build up of 1931. The High Command's most ambitious 

armament programme to date was thus announced in August 1936. 

The Army Armament P r o w e  of August 1936 planned for a peace-time army of 

forty-six divisions nurnbering 793,410 men. of wbich 23.943 were officers. and a field 

army of seventy-eight divisions with a complement of twenîy-one reserve divisions.'" In 

total. field army and reserve personnel strength were to number 3,612.673 men. Provided 

the necessary materiais and supplies were available. the formation of the peace-time army 

was to be completed by autumn 1939. and that of the field army by 1941 ." The August 

Plan vas not proof of a deliberate plan for war in 193940, however. for there is no 

evidence to suggest that serious. in-depth war plans had begun to be formuiated at this tirne. 

Rather. it signalled a M e r  acceIeration and intensification of German rearmament. 

'' Deist. "The Rearmament of the Wehrmacht." 436. 

l u  The peace-rime army's 44 divisions were to be composed of 32 infantry divisions. four 
motorized infantry divisions. three armoured divisions. three light divisions. one 
mountain division. and one cavahy brigade- 

The field army's 78 divisions were to be composed of 72 infantry divisions, three 
armoured divisions. and three light divisions. The 21 reserve divisions were to be 
supplemented with seven armoured, one cavalry, and two mountain brigades. 
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Hitler's political witl proved to be the most important motivating factor behind the 

increasingly rapid pace of reannament: his political objectives. nameIy the restoration of 

German influence on the Continent, and the construction of a powerfd military which 

could Iater be us& to M e r  his expansionkt foreign policy, took precedence above al1 

else. While thete was growing consternation witbn the Army Ordnance Office, the 

General Staff. and the Wehrmacht's War Economy Staff over the apparently overwhehning 

financial requirements of such a plan - double those of the 193 5 plan and four times those 

of the 1933 armament progamme - the army leadership chose to ignore the economic 

repercussions of the August Plan, and pmeeded with the unintempted and unregulated 

expansion of their service. Commander-in-Chef of the Army Werner von Fritsch's refusal 

to extend the length of the August Plan. and later his submission of build-up plans to 

Blornberg on 12 October 1936 cleariy demonsüated this redity, as al1 economic concerns 

and matters of procurement were off-loaded onto other. more 'suitable' departments: 

The economic consequences of rearmament. the enormous. continuous hancial 
burden and possible effects on society. were of only very secondary importance for 
the miIitary leadership. SureIy there are few documents h t  so clearly express the 
rehctance or refusal of the militay leaders at that time to face the consequences of 
their actions for the armed forces that were their responsibility. They concemed 
themeIves primarily with the v a t  goaI of miritary policy, the build-up of an arrny 
capable of a 'strategicdefence' as an instrument of pat-power policy in Europe. 
Fritsch avoided facing the effects of this objective in his own area of responsibility 
and simply claimed that it was not his province." 

Afier the army's iast major peacetime armament programme was implemented in 

Decernber 1936. economic difficulties began to be feit as earIy as mid-1937. when raw 

material shortages slowed the entire pace of rearmament. rquinng an unending yet 

ineffective series of revisions to the plan. Shortages of copper. steeI. and other industrial 

raw materials bepinning in 1937 caused delive. delays. production botthecks. and severe 

shonages of d t a r y  equipment and ammunition which plagued the planning deparmients 

of the army and Wehrmacht. and threatened to extend the completion t h e  of the 

" Dei% "The Reannament of the Wehrmacht." 443-4. 



programme to 1943.2 The programme also caused logisticd problems for the tniiitary, as 

the army's rapid growth meant a shortage of well-trained officers and reservists. in the 

Reich Defence Committee's minutes of 21 April 1937. Colonel Georg Thomas, head of the 

Wehrmacht's War Economy Staff. warned that both the offensive and defensive 

capabilities of the armeci forces were dependent on the ovedl hedth of the economy.' 

Colonel Alfred Jodl also noted th& economic conditions now determîned the pace of 

rearmament: 

The speed [of rearmament] is dependent on the situation of the officer corps, the 
financial strength of the Reich. the supply of raw materiais. and the performance of 
the annament industry. Unbelievable things have been accomplished in a short 
while. but the uitimate god with regards to overall strength. weaponry, and stocks 
of materials and supplies has not yet been reached." 

Lieutenant-General Wilhelm Keitel. Chief of the Wehrmacht Office. spoke even more 

favourably about economic CO-ordination and the importance of econornic considerations: 

"The economy fonns the prime. indivisible unit during wamme. and therefore must aiso be 

led as a unit in order to secure the weapons for the Wehrmacht and the livelihood of the 

people."" niese warnings were not heeded by Army Hi& Command. however. for 

unrestricted rearmament continued and inter-service rivalry for raw materiais and labour 

increased. Twenty months later in December 1938. Keitel was forced to order drastic cuts 

in armament expendinire for the 1938-39 fiscal year. in addition. new projects were 

delayed. current project rimes were extended. and raw material votas for each of the 

" University of Alberta Archives. Records of Headqmers. Gennan Armed Forces 
Hi& Command (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht1 OKW ). Wehrwirtschafts- und 
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services were slashed. effective 1 January 1939." The enormous and long-tenn economic 

burden imposed by the August Armament Programme coupied with the High Command's 

inability and unwillingness to take comprehensive economic planning seriously lefi the 

German army in a precarious state of readiness once Hitler undertook his plans for 

conquest, 

What was the German army's state of readiness on the eve of war in September 

1939? We must first acknowledge that the rearmarnent of the army throughout the 1930s 

had been a monumentai and relativeiy s u c c e s s ~  undertaking both militarily and 

politically. Between 1933 and late 1939. the m y  experienced a 500 percent increase in 

active formations. a thousand percent increase in mobilized strength, and an expansion of 

the force to eighteen times its original size." Once fully mobilized it numbered some 

3.706.104 men. ïhe  Ausirian Anschluy3 had added six divisions to the German force, and 

the occupation of Czechoslovakia supplied enough vehicles and material to equip three 

Gennan armoured units in the upcoming batrles." The August Progranmie's targets for 

personnel and active unit5 had also been met and even exceeded by September 1939; the 

field army had planned for 102 divisions. and now comprised 103 divisions. Furthemore. 

Gemany possessed Europe's most modern and potentiaiiy most powerful military force. a 

force of irnmeasurable importance to its Chancellor and to his pians for territorial 

expansion. in this sense. the growth of the German army h m  a limited defence force to an 

infiuentiai mass army capable of large-scaie offensive operations over such a short period 

'".S. Chief Counsel for the Prosecution of Axis Criminality, international Military 
Tribud, Nazi Consp' iracv - and A m i o n  / Office of United States Chief of Counse . .  . 1 for 

secution of Axis Cnrni- vol. 3, (Washington. D.C.: United States Government 
Pnnting Office. 1946), doc. 1301- PS. 7 Decernber 1938,907. 

Keitel's Order of 7 December 1938 reduced steel aiiocation by 30%. copper by 
20%. aluminum by 47%. rubber by 30%. and cernent aiiocation by 2 5 4 % .  From Jost 
Dülffer. Hitler und die M a r i n e .  Fiottenbau 1920 . . 
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of time was an unparalleled success. 

There were bound to be dficdties with such rapid and uninterrupted rearmament 

however. and the army's impressive mobilization and division statistics camouûaged some 

gross deficiencies, As has been mentioned before, there developed throughout the 

reannament period a severe s h o q e  of both commissioned and nonîomrnissioned 

officen. and this reached criticai leveIs by 1939. Three quarters of the Reichswehr's 4000- 

man oficer corps formed the foundation for the new force, which experienced an 

expansion to over 100.000 in just six years. This invariably had a detrimental effect on 

quality, and as Cooper notes. "By September 1939, only about one in six officers was a 

Mly trained professional. Standards inevitably deteriorated. for five-sixths of the officer 

corps had neither the knowiedge nor. more importantly, the experience required."'" 

Second the army found it exwmely difEcuit to provide adequate training for al1 of its 

servicemen or for those men eligible for service: thus. only 38 percent of eligible 

conscripts were fully trained by September 1939. This created a situation in which the 

peacetime m y ' s  730.000 men and only 1.1 million from the field army had received 

sufficient training. Upon mobilization. the peacetime army was absorbed into the field 

army and reserve units were detached h m  the field army. Ieaving a Replacement Amy of 

958.040 men with little or no ~ g . " '  But the army's problems were not limited solely to 

personnel shortages and training deficiencies. 

The army's matenai readiness for war was in just as precarious a state as its 

manpower and personne1 situation. Cds fkom Thomas and his staff in 1937 for a 

temporary moratorium on M e r  motorization and the development of new troop divisions 

or reserve units due to continuai shortages of steel and other necessary raw materiais were 

ignored by the army's top leadership? The Hi@ Command's failure to factor economic 

-0 
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concems into their armament programmes, coupled with the generally unco-ordinated and 

inefficient organization of the Germai economy, thus resulted in chroaic shortages of 

military equipment, motorized transport. and ammunition stocks, reacbing a criticai point 

by 1939, Military supplies and equipment from Austria and Czechoslovakia did much to 

tempomily improve the army's supply woes, but the continuai introduction of new 

armament targets and civilian building projects had soon reversed tbis progress: 

Hitler's demands for even more annamem.. resulted in a situation in which the 
field army was without supplies of weapons and equiprnent, thirty-four infantry 
divisions were only partiaiIy [equipped].., the replacement army oniy had ten 
percent of the necessary guns. and total stocks of ammtmition feil to a leve! 
sufficient for fifieen days of fighting." 

As of September 1939. fi@ infantry divisions lacked sufiïcient small arms. most of which 

were of an outdated or obsolete design, and thirty-four divisions had no armoured cars. 

Anti-tank guns. light and medium mortars. and mu-aircri  (flak) guns were also in 

extremely short supply. Two mon& later. an intenial monthiy report admitteci that the 

supply of munitions. especially artillery and heavy bombs, had been insufficieut because no 

armament priorities had been established before the war." 

The most telling deficiencies, however. centred around the lack of motorimion and 

the weaknesses within the panzer arrnoured divisions. Of the army's ninety infantry 

divisions. only four were cornpIeteIy motorized, while the reminhg eighty-six had less 

than twenty-five percent of the vehicles needed for their transport." Mer mobiiization. 

just one in ten of the field army's divisions was motorized. and a mere one in twenty were 

panzer divisions. Although the army possessed a total of 3 195 tanks in 1 939. oniy 1944 

tanks numbering twenty-six banalions comprised the armoured divisions. Against the 

advice of Guderian, the General Staff id placed the maining nine banalions of 125 1 

'" Deist. "The Rearrnaxnent of the Wefmnacht," 154, 
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tanks outside the realm of the armoured divisions, within various infantry units to form 

motorized infantry divisions and light divisions in 1938," Furthemore, the six panzer 

divisions in existence by late-1 939 were composed overwhelmingiy of obsolete tanks with 

inadequate weaponry. Prototypes of the new PzKw DI and PzKw IV battie tanks had been 

completed by 1936, but production of these heavier, better equipped units proceeded 

sIowly. and by September 1939, the new models formed ody a fraction of the total number 

of units: 

Such was the state of the panzer am at the t h e  of the campaign against Poland that 
its main battie tank. the PzKw IIIt whkh was intended to provide three quarters of 
Germany's total tank strength. in reality composed only one thirty-second. Of a 
total of 3 193' machines on 1 September 1939 ... ody 98 were PzKw iiis and 21 1 
PzKw CVs. Germany's panzer force was committed to battle equipped maidy with 
training 

These figures demonstrate what Cooper describes as the "neglect and misunder~tanding"'~ 

experienced by the army's panzer force. Not ody did development of the force take place 

in a slow and piecemeai fashion resulting in a shortage of capable modem vehicles, but the 

organization of the force's smaii nurnber of units into large, independent entities, as 

advocated by Guderian and his allies. was also resisted by the General Staff, in favour of a 

more decentralized approach. in this sense. the army's state of readiness on the eve of war 

in September 1939 was partial at beq with glaring inadequacies which would plague the 

Gerrnan army throughout the wartime period. 

The force structure of the G e m  -y, the smail number of motorized and 

armoured divisions. and the ill-equipped statu of the panzer divisions in 1939 aii suggest 

the distinct absence of a Blieàrieg plan- Tiie nature of the German army in September 

1939 was that of a mass army, consisting prima* of infantxy divisions highlighted by 

token motorized and armoured divisions. whose doctrinal and strategic foundation rested 

- - -  
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squareIy on the concept of Vernichmgsgedmtke: weli-ço-ordiuated enchlement, guarded 

flanks. and secure supply lines. I t  possessed 89 traditional infanny divisions which differed 

littie h m  their Imperia1 predecessos, and a mere 14 motorized divisions. six of which 

were panzer. 

Hitler did not understand the details surroundhg the new mechanized tactical 

doctrine, and thus failed to recognize the awesorne potential of such an innovative strategy. 

Furthemore. his constant demands for a large and powerful army and his obsession with 

the number of front-the units not only caused great economic and organizational 

difficuities for the military. but also influenced Amy Hi& Command's choices with regard 

to the size and character of its armed force. Nevertheless, Hitler had no direct invoIvement 

in the formulation of the -y's strategic doctrine, nor did he interfere personaily in the 

determination of rearmarnent measrires prior to 1939." These were left in their entireq to 

the army leadership and to those civilian and military figutes guiding the r e m m e n t  

econorny. Surely. had the army been planning aü dong to fight a series of short. 

econornically-limited BlitzRn'eg wars, it wouid have favoured armoured and motorized 

divisions over infàntry divisions, and wouid have concentrateci its tanks into large, 

independent units in accordance with Guderian's armoured principle. This was a force 

which was neither designed for Blitzkneg, nor adequately equipped for such a strategy: 

It is on the military side of the a r p e n t  t b t  the Blitzkrieg strategy theory coiiapses. 
On the anny side. the generais in charge of expansion emphasized a conventional 
atmy that in tenns of its force stnicnrre differed only slightly fkom the French army 
across the Rhine. Cousequentiy, the emphasis in pre-war German rearmarnent 
remained on World War 1-style infantry divisions and not on the mechanized forces 
that B.H. Liddell Hart and other theorists had been advocating .... Geman infantry 
divisions marched on foot supported by hose dram suppiies and artiilery. Cn t e m  
of resources. Gennan armoured forces received no more than their French 
equivalents ." 

[f nothing else. the amy's motorization figures heIp prove that the development of an 
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armoured force was not the main concem for Germany's military leaders. Whiie &y 

High Command and the German General Staff granted Guderian and his followers the 

freedom to deveIop and test new tactical doctrines, and pennitted the formation of 

armoured brigades and divisions, they consistently resnicted its role within the new 

Wehrmacht and overlooked many of its needs and concem: 

At no time was the German panzer arm given the status and the specid attention by 
the military establishment that indicated they had accepted it as the most important 
component of a new form of warfare. Until the outbreak of war. as weli as aftec the 
men who dominated the Army High Command kept strict control over the 
development of the mobile ann and took steps to ensure that the tenets of the 
armoured idea fond  no expression in the composition and employment of the 
panzer troops. Revolutionary reorganization had no place in the German Amy. 
instead, the Third Reich's mechanized force was subordinated to the requirements 
of the traditional strategy of decisive manoeuvre by a mass m y . . . .  W 

The German army of 1939 was the farthest thing frorn a custom-designed force built 

specifically for Blitzkrieg. That ir was so successftl in rapidly defeating its enemies had 

more to do with the initiative of individual commanders under the doctrinal guidance of 

Guderian's armoured idea than with any force structure taiiored mund a Blitzkrieg 

strategy. 

While the armament of the German Luftwaffe appears to be Iess significant in our 

discussion of BlitzRneg than the reannament of the army, it is by no means irrelevant. For 

the CO-operation and CO-ordination of both p u n d  and air forces in battie formed a primary 

component of Blirzkrieg tacticd doctrine as practisec! during the early campaigus of the 

war. Post-war scholars have also used air armament to support theu Blitzbieg stmtegy 

theory. a r m g  that the make-up of the air force, like that of the army, was c o m c t e d  

specîfkally for use in a series of short. limited wars against the Reich's weaker neighbours. 

The air force's armament effort, however, shows the opposite to be true. Like the army, the 

Luftwaffe mas unable to settie on a clear strategic foundation around which to prosecure its 

plans for expansion. lnsread, it was tom between two visions. This was in tum reflected in 

the service's increasingiy unrealistic armament programmes after 1936, and in its force 
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structure. which by 1939, lacked the capability to undertake either strategy. Finally, 

Luftwaffe High Command's inability to grasp the significance of close air support for 

ground forces. together with stagnating aircraft production due to economic limitations and 

technical failures. al1 indicate that air armament was far too muddled an undertaking to 

have been part of a consciously devised Blitzkrieg plan. Germany's Luftwaffe performed 

well during the early battles of the Second WorId War. but was under-equipped and ill- 

suited for a prolonged stniggle. 

The idea of a German air force began to take shape one year before the Nazi rise to 

power, but it was Hitler's appointment as chancellor in January 1933 which secured the 

future of the new service. Much to the chagrin of those in the army and navy aviation 

offices who had sought to prevent the organization of an independent Luftwaffe service, the 

new Reich Aviation Ministry (ReichsZufifahrministerium or RLM) tvas established in April 

1933. The formation of a separate and autonomaus Aviation Ministry ensured that a future 

air force would not faIl under axmy or naval control: 

The setting up of the Ministry of Aviation in May 1933 had decided once and for al1 
the question of the Luftwaffe as an independent and separate service within the 
armed forces. It almost goes without saying that the Luftwaffe's changed status 
opened up new perspectives both in armament objectives and in armament 
planning." 

It was to be led by the well-known World War I pilot and Nazi leader. Hermann Goring, as 

Reichskommissar for Aviation. with Erhard M c h  serving as State Secretary of the 

Reichskommissarim. Both Hitler and Goring had been committed to the idea of 

consûucting a large German air force long before 1933. but once in power. they were faced 

with the difficuity of building a fleet whose existence so cIearly violated the tenns of the 

Versailles Peace Treaty. The solution to this dilemma was supplied by Dr. Robert Knauss, 

director of the state-owned airline Lufthansa and former colleague of Milch's. His secret 

memo to Milch in May 1933 argue& h t ,  that air poww would be of decisive importance 

in any future conflict. and secondly, that a fleet of large heavy bombers could be used to 

" Deist. The Wehtmacht, 54: Wiamson Murray, Luftwaffe (Baltimore, MD: The 
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protect the Reich against pre-emptive strikes fiom France or f oland during the vuluerable 

period of army and naval reannament. As Edlvard Homze notes. "The plan was a 'risk7 

strategy à la Tirpitz's pre- 19 14 plan. but this time the risk fleet would be bombers instead 

of banleships."" 

This concept of a 'risk air force' met with the approvai of both Aviation Ministry 

and State leaders alike. since it ''oflered a soIutioa to the problem of how armament couid 

be effected despite the risk of senous international developments.'"' Based on preliminary 

studies fiom 1932". Milch's 1000-Aircraft hograrn was submined in May 1933, and was 

soon rejected for being too overwhelming an endeavour for Gennany's tiny aircraft 

industq. His reworked programme of June. basically an improvised plan designed to 

prepare the industry for large-scaie production, was approved. and a directive was issued on 

12 July for the first phase of the buiId-up. A total of twenty-six squadrons, including ten 

bomber. seven reconnaissance. and seven fighter squadrom. were to be established as 

independent airborne units. The second phase of the plan. initiated in August, called for an 

additional twenty-nine combat uni& to be in service by October 1935.'' The cost of these 

programmes was carefdy hidden within the budgets of various unemployment work 

projects. and it was decided by Colonel Wilhelm Wimmer, chef of the Air Ministry's 

Technical Office. that ody one-fifth of any hure  funding wodd be recorded in the official 

public budget.* By late surnmer. however, military planning, wfüch had parailelleci that of 

the Aviation Ministry. found the 1000-Aircraft Programme to be inadquate; an interim 

. . .  '' Edward L. Homze, Arminp the Luftwaffe: The Reich Air Mi- and the German 
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plan nearly Nvice the size of the old programme was subsequently introduced in September 

1933. This new plan, based roughly upon the aircrafl industry's capacity, was the last in a 

series of shon-tem arms programmes, for the rapid pace of rearmament and the burgeoning 

size of the Reich's military forces revealed the need for an expanded air force. 

The first comprehensive procurement programme for the aircraft industry. the 

Rhineland Programme. was developed in January 1934 with plans to produce 3715 and 

later 4021 aircrafl over the next nineteen months. It represented 'rhe &st attempt by the 

Air Ministry to CO-ordinate al1 aspects of the production of air~raft.'~' The Luftwaffe's Air 

Acquisition Programme was attached to Rhineland just seven months later, and was the 

service's fkst long-tenn armament plan. It called for the building of 17,015 combat- and 

training aircraft by 3 1 March 1938. Funding for the expansion of the a i r c d  industry came 

h m  Reichsbank President Hjalmar Schacht's new 'Mefi ' bills4', and the aircraft 

indwûy's large and rapid growth was made further possible through the cosperation of 

aircraft and parts manufacturers, the Minisûy of Aviation. a d  other rnilitary departments. 

By 1935, the Air Ministry's accomplishments were impressive. The creation of an efficient 

industrial base had meant a quadrupling of output in a mere eighteen months, and planning 

schedules corresponded almost perfectly to industry's production capability."' In early 

1933. a total o f  3988 employees worked for eight aVriame and seven engine firms. most on 

the verge of bankniptcy. By late 1934. this had expanded to 53.865 workers at meen 

profitable a . e  and seven successfûi engine companies. Over the same period, there 

was a five-fold increase in the value of airfiame production, and a 350 percent increase in 

the value of engine plant production. Employment in the aircraft industry had. by mid- 

" ibid.. 79. 
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1935. reached over 70.000, and annuai aircraft production reacbed 5500 that same year." 

Delay and stiortages were. for the most part, successfully avoided. but di£ficulties arose 

with regard to technical possibilities. Because technologicd innovation was rnuch more 

advanced than productive capacity. production had to be slowed to prevent a surplus of 

obsolete equiprnent. Nevercheless. the aircraft industry underwent unprecedented growtb. 

and rearmament of the service pmceeded relatively smoothly and eficiently: 

The Luftwaffe build-up in the pars 1933-6 was a period of comprehensive and 
cautious planning in whîch the Luftwaftè leaders t r i 4  to take into account the 
politicai. military, aud technical-industrial factors involved in armamats 
programmes, although the difficulties and weaknesses, above al1 in personnel build- 
up and training, were obvious. These very energetic and successful effo m... 
differed strikingly h m  the namw perspedves under which the armament 
programmes of the other two branches of tbe Wehrmacht were carried out." 

The success of this massive underraking must be attributed in great part to the leaders who 

organized the development of the aircraft i n d m  and the construction of the air force. 

More so han in any other service of the armed forces, the L u M e  was blessed 

nith exceptional leaders who were Iargely tesponsible for the well-otganized buiId-up of 

the German air force throughout its early years. Home writes: 

The originai team that GiSring @ e d  around him worked smoothly and 
effectively during the nrst three years. TLie adroit placement of competeat officers 
in key positions by pans-Jtirgen] Snunpff, [Chief of the Personnel Oace] 
insulateci the Liiftwaffe h m  the peniicious iduence of enthmiastic but amateurish 
Nazis. Seneath Goring, the Luftwaffe was well led by Milch, the capable and 
energetic secretary of the mini*: Wever. the b f ian t  theorist and chief of M, 
Wmer .  diable and steady in the Technid Office. and his two assistants. Loeb in 
production and Richthofen in deveiopment: Kessehg in administration; Shmpff 
in personnel: and Fisch in general aviation. The Party hacks and personal cronies of 
Giiring had ben relegated to prestigious but l e s  important posts where they were 
isolased from the development of the tidtwaffe.'' 

Nomithstandhg his role as Chief of Staff of the Aviation Mhktry! Walther Wever proved 
- ~~- - -  - - -  
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to be a leader of particular significance. for he tried to bring about a revision or 

reorientation of the Luftwaffe's strategic goals and funchonai purpose. Wever's 1936 

directive 'Aerial Warfare' argued that the Luftwaffe had outgrown its original role as a 

'ri& fieet'. and must now be considered an offensive force. This new force should be 

prepared to battle other enemy air forces. provide operational support for the army and 

naw. and undertake aenal bombardment of the enemy's popdation and industrial base." 

Wever thus proposed a new and innovative role for the service. and his directive of 1936. 

as Deist contends. "brought together al1 the ingredients of modem air warfare."" The 

synergistic relationship which had existed amongst the leadership of the Aviation Ministry 

and Luftwaffe came to an abrupt end, however. after the accidental death of Lieutenant- 

General Wever on 3 June 1936. It signalled an end to the period of efficiency and co- 

operation within the Air Ministry and foreshadowed a drastic turning point in the history of 

the service. 

The process of arming the Luftwaffe became increasingly difficult and l e s  

successfd after 1936. Having been appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Luftwaffe in 

1935. Goring began to involve himself more directly in armament planning immediately 

after Wever's death. He appointed General Albert Kesselring to succeed Wever as Cbief of 

Staff of the Luftwaffe. and under pressure h m  Hitler, named the famed World War 1 ace 

General Ernst Udet to replace W i e r  as Head of the Technical Onice." These personnel 

changes proved to be disastrous. for they placed these men in positions unsuited to their 

expertise. created unnecessary rivalries within the service's top leadership. and eventuaily 

helped destroy the Lufnwaffee's organized and imified stmcnrre. 

Over the next three years. between November 193 6 and March 1939. eight aircrâft 

production p r o w e s  were inuoduced. each nulliïying its predecessor, which called for 

-- 
" K.-H. ViAker. "Dokument und Dokumentarfotos zur Geschichte der deutschen 
Ltdhxt3e.3 Beitme zur Militar- und Kriegpschichte 9 (Stuttgart. 1968) cited in 
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large production increases of advanced combat aircrafk By 1937. however. aircrafi 

production began to level out. and producuon soon stagnafed rather than increased as plans 

had predicted: "...as planning continued through 1937 it became clear that the UmTüsrung 

(re-equipping) period would see a sipificant reduction in the number of types produced for 

a number of months in late 1937 and early 1938, as weIl as a lower overail production 

figure for 1938 than for 1937."'" Production ody increased slightly in late 1938 due to the 

implementation of Plan 8. Plan 8 was Hitler's response to the increasingly tense 

international situation which had developed around Czechoslovakia; it set higher 

production targets. cailing for a five-fold increase in the size of the Lufbrtiffe by 1942. and 

attempted to increase output by specifj4ng production priorities, especiaiiy medium 

bombers. The programme did facilitate a nse in monthly production to 750 and later 850 

afler June 1939. and while Richard Overy acknowledges it was "a leap forward". he 

concludes that "This proved to be too much for the availabie planning organization and 

uidustq to cope with... and [the plan] was subject to a successive series of reductions and 

modifications. The industriai goals set by the progranune were unrealistic."" inevitabiy, 

planning figures from 1938 had to be reduced by 20 percent in order to more accurately 

reflect reai production levels within the aircraft industry. Twen'y-one groups of 302 

squadrons. a total of 4093 aircrafl. were evenruaily amasseci by September 1939. This force 

was composed of 6 13 reconnaissance air& 771 fighters. 3 13 heaviiy-armed fighters. and 

1542 bombers. 366 of which were dive bombers." While the Lufbaffe was adminedy the 

larges and most modem air force in Europe by the summer of 1939, Great Britain's 

monthiy aircraft production was just slightiy less than that of the Reich. and continued 

deficiencies with regard to training and industrial co-ordination meant that the German 

Luftwaffe possessed only a short-term advantage. it was inadequately prepared for a 

'' RJ. ûvery, "The Gennan Pre-War Aircraft Production Plans: November 1936 - April 
1939." Enelish &tonca1 Review vol. 90,357 (Oct 1979,780-1. 
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sustained confiict. 

How was it. then. that the well-organized. competent Aviation Ministry and aircraft 

indusq of 1933-6 had reached a point by late 1938-1939 where production targets and 

planning figures had hit utopian levels. and where aircraft production had stagnatecl and 

stalled at a t h e  when the dipIomaûc situation was becoming more desperate? This state of 

aûàirs can be attributed largely to a combination of factors which came together to 

undermine the air force's rearmament effort. in addition to general economic problems likt 

raw material. skiiled labour. and foreign currency shortages which plagued the German 

economy throughout the latter years of rearmament. cornpetition grew amongst the leaders 

of the Aviation Ministry, creating a multitude of authorities and a general state of disarray 

which. as Homze stresses. disrupted the entire armament process: 

Udet's Technical Ofice. the general staEF. Goring. Mlch. and the aircraft designers 
vied with one another for control of the aviation program. but in the long nin none 
of them managed to gain the conml that Milch had had up to 1936. ... there was no 
authority. but many. instead of a uniforni. consistent policy toward the aircraft 
indwtry. there was confusion and chaos. Each fim med to build everythmg from 
single-engined trainers to multi-engined bomtiers. and every effort to squeeze them 
into speciaiization was successfuIIy countered." 

Second. this obvious lack of centralized leadership within the Ministry precluded the 

formation. let aione the implementation. of coherent production pnorities. The General 

Staff and Technical Office not ody set unattainable demands for the rapid design. 

engineering. and manufacture of airc& but also routinely shifted airctaft specifications 

and production targets. leading to a massive waste of tirne. matenais. indusmal capacity. 

and engineering skill."" Third. there was littie or no puidance given by top commanders 

like Gering and Hitler as to the composition and strategic purpose of the new air force. 

This situation helped form a vacuum in strate& planning in which no one knew how large 

the air force should be. what it would be used for. and. thus, what types of aircraft were 

needed: "Long-range planning and straregic thinlring went by the boards, and the Lirftwaffe 

'" Homze. 262. 
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increasingly became a force that reacted to &y-to-day political and operational pressures.'"' 

important design and production decisions had to be made by junior officers and low-level 

managers who were in turn under pressure to base their choices on the availability of scarce 

raw material and financial resources.": Finally, the mitch in production fiom oider aimafi 

to newly redesigned models began in late-1936. at the very same t h e  that the Reich's 

economic and financial difficdties were intensifying. Consequently. aircrafi output 

contracteci sharply. and stagnated over the ne* two years, so much so that overall 

production was lower in 1938 than it had been in 1937." Fierce antagonisrns and a mass 

resistance to specialization throughout the industry oniy exacerbateci the problem of low 

ptoductivity during this period. In the end. each of these factors contributed to the 

increasingly incoherent and inefficient process that was air armament after 1936: taken 

together. the? were responsibie for the large discrepancy between planning figures and 

a c n d  output which had reached critical Ievels by 1939. 

Time HZ an essentiai. but scarce element in air armament. Hitler's continual 

demand for a large. modern air force and his increasindy radical dipiomacy by the late 

1930s meant that neither the L u M e  nor the aircraft i n d q  was allowed to undergo the 

slow and evolutionary organizationd development which is so nece- to the 

establishment of an effective rniIitary-industriai complex. As Overy suggests. the trouble 

with Germany's air amianient was the extremely short penod of t h e  ailowed for the 

deveIopment of a highly complex and techni4 indwtq: 

There was... one industnai probiem that the Nazis couid do very iittle about. This 
was the generai problem of building up an indusrrial sector geared to the 
requirements of a large-sale air force. This was a matter of time. It took years to 
train the workforce. to perfect tooiing, and production methods. to dovemil research 
in aemnautics with design in the facto-. It took an impredictable amount of t h e  
to solve technical and developrnental problems. and during the 1930's a span of four 

"' Murray. L M %  1 3: Ovexy. "The Germa. Pre-War AircraftAircraft 788-9. 
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to five years for the development of one a ircd  was the 

Politicai pressure from a leader anxious to use the new Luftwaffe as an intimidating 

diplomatic tool or powerful new force in banle only served to intemi@ the service's aiready 

numerous growing pains. Hitler and &ring's decision to cease mode1 development in 

favour of m a s  production in mid-1938"'. foIlowed by their late-1 938 plan (Plan 8) for the 

quintupling of the Luftwaffe by 1942, both exernpw the time pressures and unredistic 

expectations which were placed upon the aircraft industxy and the civilian and military air 

administrations. They aIso indicate that the Reich's leaders now saw some sort of conflict 

as inevitable. and were preparing the service for that eventual reality by placing it squarely 

on a war footing. This persistent political interference dong with the insirfficient amount 

of time available for the consolidation of the a i d  industry severely hindered the 

Luftwaffe's pre-war armament effort. 

The fact that the Lufnvaffe's strategic vision was aiso in p a t  disanay does much IO 

disprove the argument that air force annament was tailored specificaily to suit the 

requirements of a pre-determined Blitzkrieg saategy. Wever's 1936 directive had argued 

for the formation of a muiti-purpose air force. capable of assuming a variety of roles, the 

most significant of which was air support for both the army and MW. But a popular aeriai 

doctrine within the German Luftwaffe as weil as in other Western air forces by the mid- 

1930s was the concept of mtegic bombing. Murray notes that "Vimially every air force 

article in the major German militarq- journals of the 1930s stressed 'strategic' bombing as 

the raison d'etre of the L u M e .  ils in other air forces of the thne, Luftwaffe officers 

were intrigued with the possibility of 'strategic' bombing in aii its various aspects* .Air 

force leaders thus faced two options: build either a 'strategico bomber fleet of medium and 

" From the collection of E r W  Milch's mes. liii. 805. 'LDenkscM über Entwicklung 
und Entwicidungsplanung in der deutschen L- imperiai War Museum, London. 
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dive bombers. or a multi-purpose force composed of various aircraft types. The absence of 

clear directives h m  either Hitler or Goring concerning the Luftwaffe's strategic role. 

however. meant that both approaches were implemented, since those in direct control of the 

annament programmes had littie idea what force was required, what type of war wouid be 

fought. and thus what types of aircraft were needed. 

The result was an air force which evolved to a great extent not according to any 

welldehed strategic programme developed by the Air Ministry, but rather in response to 

the difficulties posed by raw material shortages and problems with bomber development. 

These difficulties helped bolster fighter production after 1937. and guided succeeding 

marnent programmes towards greater fighter output: "The bomber became relatively 

much less important as the rearmament drive continued ... [and] fighter production had 

increased over these three years [1937-391 at the expense of other types.'"' Thus by 

September 1939. the Luftwaffe possessed a slight numerical advantage in fighten over 

bombers (1697 to 1542). .Gr armament had by now become very much an ad hoc process 

and could hardly be considered part of a pre-detexmined strategy designed to provide 

maximum air support for German ground forces. Instead. the theory of close air support 

had been developed not by the air force's top leadership. but by Luftwaffe personnel 

fighting in the Spanish Civil War. In fact. "...no one in the Luftwaffe high cornmand saw 

the need for such a capability ... and only a small percentage of the Luftwaffe's budget went 

into the support of the army mission."% in the case of the armyT the Luftwaffe was 

inadequately prepared. both organizationally and rnaterially. for the type of war which 

occurred. It adapted quickly to the unique conditions of the ensuing campaigns, however. 

employing previousiy tested operational and tactical concepts which uitimately conmbuted 

to the Gennan victories in PoIand the Lowlands. France, and the Balkans. 

Naval rearmament by its veq nature has very little to do with Bli~zkrieg, but it is 

somewhat sienificant to our discussion, for naval rearmament, like that of the army and 

'' Overy, "The Gennan Pre-War Airma&- 784. 
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Luftwafe. placed enonnous financial strains upon the national economy. thereby affecthg 

both the timing and nature of the upcoming war. Minimal rearmament had taken place 

during the Weimar penod because of restrictions govemed by the Treaty of Versailles, and 

a lack of financial resources. Nor was naval rearmarnent a priority for the new German 

chancellor in 1933. and only &er much persuasion by Admiral Erich Raeder. chef of the 

Naval High Command (Skl), Hitier convinced that a strong fleet would be a formidable 

political instrument." This led to the Replacement Shipbuilding Prokgamn?e of March 

1934 which disregarded foreign restrictions on tonnage. and planned for the construction of 

some 149 vessels of varying types by 1949." The most important advance in naval 

rearmarnent. however. came in June 193 5 whh the signing of the Anglo-Gennan Naval 

Agreement. which. as a precondition to any M e r  naval development. linked the growth 

of the German f l e t  to 35 percent of British tonnage. and provideci a diplomatic shield 

under which Gennan nava1 rearmamenr couid continue. It was in reality merely a 

temporary measure designeci to assuage England's fears and pave the way for M e r  naval 

armament: "'in this respect the agreement of 1935 was oniy a fonn of camouflage. a 

diplomaüc deception. and thus reflected Hitler's foreign-poli- programme and Raeder's 

ideas about the funire of the naw."'-' 

Gerrnan naval planning after 1935 focussed on the development of a 'balanced 

flet '  of fast. long-range surface vessels designed to swer an enemy's lines of 

communication. Partly the r d t  of a renewed interest in the Mahanian principles of naval 

warfareT. and of the recognition of England as a potential threat d e r  the partial 

" Deist. B t .  72-3. 
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mobilization of Czech forces in May 1938". the decision in favour of a large surface force 

seems also to have been an inevitable product of Hitler's intervention; he actively 

encouraged the construction of a formidable surface neet which couid eventualiy challenge 

the British and Amencan navies. Furthermore. Hitler insisted to Raeder and the Naval 

High Command (Skl) in 1939 that the naw would have five years of peace during which it 

couId continue rearming. Raeder recounts these promises in his memoirs: 

Hitler himself had repeatedly teassureci me that the fleet wouid not be needed before 
1944 at the earlie a... He again assured me emphaticdly that ... political 
developments were in the making which wodd give us ample time for an unhurrid 
peaceîûi naval expansion. Not once in this tirne [January 19391 did he direct that 
we &op our long-range pIan and take up the quicker short-term construction plan 
instead. 1. and ali the rest of the N a m  had to take it for gante& then. that Hitler's 
knowledge of our inferior naval position compared to England's for years to corne. 
would induce him to taik v e l  cautiousIy when deding with that country.-' 

Political and diplornatic developments throughout 1939. however. soon helped nullifi the 

na\?'s fleet-building plans. 

Hitler's Führer Directive of 10 May 1939 laid out the regime's new priorities with 

regard to naval wacfare. and directed the naw to begin preparations for a guerre de course 

(commerce) war against British and French merchant shipping." By this point, Naval 

command appeared to be in a state of disorder as it was forced to reconcile its long-term 

Tirpimian plans with the reality that war with England had arrived. After Britain's 

declaration of war on 3 September 1939. construction of al1 large surface vessels except 

battieships was suspende& and a plan to complete 272 U-boas by 1943. the 'Large U-boat 

Programme'. was adopted on 6 October 1939 in order to facilitate a war against British 

- 
The consideration of a n a d  war with Engiand was outiined in the Heye DenRFchri$ 
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commerce. Considering the lack of pre-NX preparations and the more pressing material 

and labour requirements of the army. the programme was completely unrealistic, and had to 

be postponed. and finally canceiied in favour of a i i i t e d  plan in July 1940.-% less than 

eight months, the navy's pre-war planning was completely overturned due to its inability 

and unwillingness to take a realistic and cautious approach to its own rearmament. 

Economic difficulties brought about by the military's rapid and unreguiated 

rearmament eventuaily helped deterrnine the nature and scope of the navy's pre-war build- 

up. Despite Hitler's m u e n t  calls for further rearmament. the navy could not escape the 

reaiity that shortages of raw materiais. labour. and foreign currency reserves continually 

hampered its rearmament effon as early as 1935, and caused production delays of up to 

twelve months by 1937. Similar to the case of increased fighter output in the Luftwaffe 

afler 1936. shortfalls in steel and non-fmus metals-, in addition to technical difficulties 

with the development of large diesel engines. compelled the navy to shift production 

priorities toward increased submarine construction. Despite the obvious limiting influence 

of economic factors on naval rearmament the MW's planning figures and forecasts 

progressively became more economically unrealistic as the gap widened between planned 

output and actual output. Deist contends that "The planning of the navy high command for 

the coming years [after 19361 gives one the impression that ail restrictions had been 

deliberately pushed aside."'Y Raeder's construction plan of December 1937 dong with the 

massive 2-Plan of January 1939;" oniy served to exacerbate the nation's economic and 

" Eberhard Rossler. "U-boat Development and Building," in The Banle of the Atlantic 
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financial woes, and distort m e r  the High Conimand's s m a l  planning expectations. 

The navy's pre-war rearmament effort was a relative failure; on the eve of war, the 

Reich possessed forty-four surface ships and £i.fLy-seven submarines, only twenty-six 

vessels of which were operational on 3 September. Furthennore, the navy was the least 

prepared of the three services for a protracted confiict, and the rapid neuiraiization of its 

surface fleet once hostilities began served as  proof of this. Overall naval rearmament was 

characterized by an inefficient use of scare materid and labour resources which. together 

with the army and air force's armament programmes. precipitated a senes of economic 

crises throughout the Reich afler 1936. These crises in tum endangered not only the navy's 

rearmament plans. but aiso those of the entire German miIitary. 

The armament efforts of the army. Luftwaffe, and navy ail demonstrate that Gennan 

rearmament. rather than being a well-planned and centralized process, amounted to nothing 

more that a collection of independent m e n t  programmes initiated not by the 

Wehrmacht leadership. but by the individual senices. There appears to have k e n  little if 

any consideration of the Wehrmacht's needs as a whole, and no evidence of even the most 

basic CO-ordination of armament initiatives. instead, the programmes were developed and 

implemented by the services in complete isolation of each other and of their economic and 

financial ramifications. The r e d t  was a rapid and uninterrupted expansion of the service 

branches: 

Hitler's expansion of the Wehrmacht amounted d e r  to a tundamentally unco- 
ordinated expansion of its individual services. An overall rearmament programme 
for the Wehrmacht did not exist. Decisions on the basic programmes of each of the 
individual services were made withont consuiting or taking advice h m  the other 
two. The Wehrmacht was thus M e  more that the smn of its three distinct parts.Yu 

Why did this occur? Most importantly, each of the services jealously guarded its 

independence and refused to submit to overd Wehrmacht authority. Field-Marshal von 

Blomberg. War Minister and Commander-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht until his dismissal in 

Arnold 1972): 113. 
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1938, had been given the responsibility of uniting these separate services under Wehrmacht 

control, and of keeping the services' reannament programmes economicaliy viable and 

politically acceptable." But all of the services, especially the Luftwaffe and na?, fought 

bitterly against any attempt to subordinate their independence. At the heart of these actions 

was the military leadership's refusal to recognize or deai with the economic and financiai 

Iimits of rearmament: "The expansion of the individuai services was a result not only of 

unsolved organizational problerns but dso of the inability of the rnilitary leaders to 

comprehend adequately the radically c h g e d  rdationship between armaments and the 

economy ever since the First World War."" Any pressure to CO-ordinate armament plans 

which had existed during the WeMar period disappeared f i e r  1933 once the National 

Socialists made rearmament their main priority. Consequently, none of the Wehrmacht's 

three services was adequately prepared for the protracted conflict which began in 1939. 

While Blomberg was ultirnately unabIe to centrdize control under Wehrmacht command 

Hitler m u t  ultimately be held accountable for the failings of the Wehrmacht. 

Hitler made little or no effort as both leader of the Reich and Commander-in-Chief 

of the Wehrmacht after 1938 to encourage CO-operation amongst the individual services. or 

basic CO-ordination of their rearmament measwes. As we have seen, Hitler in fact 

encouraged cornpetition between the services ùy hastening rearmament and allowing the 

proliferation of departments responsibie for armament measures. Not once throughout the 

pre-war penod did he force the three services to cosperate, nor did he issue any orders 

cailing for the CO-ordination of their annament programmes or the establishment of a 

central agency responsible for the Reich's entire tearmament pr~gramme.~' Furthemore, 

Hitler refused to give Blomberg and the Wehrmacht the authority necessary to centraiize. 

organize. and rationaiize Gennan rearmament. since this codd pose a potentiai threat to bis 

own position: "Hitler had no intention of aiiowing a subordinate such a concentration of 
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power. Thus. rearmament programs proceeded in the late 1930s independently of each 

other, with increasing clashes over scarce resources. and with a darkening economic 

outlook that made it doubnul whether any one program couid succeed, mucb less ail 

three."w Hitler's actions, or lack thereof, thus resuited in a waste of precious resources, a 

lack of industrial and milirary efficiency, and increased pressure on Gennan industry to 

sans@ the uiflated needs of the three competing services with very limited resources and 

industrial capacity. 

The only department which consistently supported a unified rearmament plan for 

the entire German military was the Wehrmacht's Defence Economy Staff or 

Wehnvirrschafssrab (W-Staff)" , headed by Major-General Georg Thomas. Established in 

1924 as the Econornic Staff of the Reichswehr. the office was reorganized in 1934 under 

the new title Wehrwirrschafis- und Waffemvesen (Defence Economy and Weapons Mairs). 

Its responsibilities included determining the allocation of strategic raw materials, expanding 

plant capacity. and dismbuting military concracts; preparing the economy for mobiIization 

and conversion to war production; planning for armament production in wartime: and 

serving as the Wehrmacht's agency for foreign economic inteliigence, and main 

representative with state and party offices on economic The W-Staff sought to 

bring control of the three services' rearmament programmes under Wehrmacht command 

so that these annament plans could be CO-ordinated and resource allocation could be 

rationalized. But ïhomas' department in the end had very limited influence on the 

direction or scope of pre-war rearmament, for it was given no authority over the individual 

services' armament programmes. The W-Staff therefore played only an advisory role. 

particularly concerning relations between the Wehrmacht and industry: 

The war-economy staffwas limited fiom the very begiming to a consulting and as 

w M m y .  The Change in the E w e a n  Balancq, 29. 
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far as possible, mediaring function; it was never able to exercise any important 
influence on key decisions. As a result the influence on development of the only 
agency that attempted to achieve a CO-ordination of Wehrmacht armament 
programmes must be described as very lirnited.s' 

At the height of its power from 1940 to 1942, Thomas' Wehrwirrschafs- und Rzbrungsumt 

ran huncireds of rnilitary-economic agencies across Europess, but its power quickiy waned 

once it was absorbed into Albert Speer's administrative network in 1942. Despite his 

office's limited influence. Thomas lectured widely and regularly advised the Reich's top 

political and military leaders, ail in support of greater co-operation arnongst the services 

and of a greater awareness of the economic consequences of their rearmament rneasures. 

More will be said of his role in German rearmament in the following chapters. 

To conclude. this examination of the three military services' reannament 

programmes during the pre-war period indicates the total absence of precise building plans 

for a pre-deterrnined Blitzkrieg strategy. and identifies these marnent plans as the main 

cause of the regime's desperate economic state by 1939. Neither the army leadership nor 

that of the Luftwaffe had any clear conception as to what type of force would be required in 

a funire confiict, erg0 each service's ambiguous. incoherent strategic vision tom between 

two diamemcdy opposed doctrines: the traditional Vernichmngsgedanke versus the 

innovative armoured idea in case of the army, and the Luftwaffe's strategic bombing 

strategy versus the deployment of a multi-purpose air force. Consequently. both the army 

and air force constmcted hybrid forces in a chaotic and disorderly manner which managed 

through the brief. limited campaigns, but uitimately coliapsed under the weight of a war of 

attrition. Even success in the Polish and French campaigns wouid have been far l a s  

certain had it not been for the implementation of the miiitary's novel tactical and 

operational theories. Furthermore. the economic and financiai burden placed upon the 

Gennan economy by the services' rearmament programmes afler 1936 became the main 

determinant of the character and tempo of these very programmes. As we d l  see. the 

'' Deist. "The Rearmament of the Wehrmachc" 507. 



Reich's bleak domestic economic situation in 1939 was a crucial factor in Hitler's decision 

to nsk a limited confrontation in order to continue rearming. 



CHAPTER TFiREE Large-scale Economic Mobiiization as an Indicator of 
Total War Preparations 

The National Socialists came to power in January 1933, at a tirne when Gemany 

was in the mi& of the most severe economy crisis of the century, the Great Depression. 

Deterrnined to rebuild the German rnilitarv, Adolf Hitler and the party leadership sought to 

implement economic and financial measures which would make large-scale rearmament the 

foundation for Germany's economic recovery and expansion. The New Plan of 1934, 

created by Reichsbank President Hjalmar Schacht, was designed to irnprove Germany's 

balance of payments through state regdation of imports and exports, and ensure that 

Germany's foreign trade would serve the needs of its rearmament economy. However. the 

temporary nature of the plan. and its inability to fulfill ail of its intended goais, led to the 

irnplementation of the Four-Year Plan in 1936. Designed to maintain the military's 

extensive rearmament programmes and further the rapid pace of reannament. the Four-Year 

Plan also sought to establish the economic foundation upon which expanded annaments 

production couid eventuaily take place. One goal of the plan. the implementation of a 

Iimited degree of self-suficiency, was made possible by first extending the Reich's 

political. then economic influence into south-east Europe in the hopes of forging a 

Gro~rraumwirrschafi (large-area economy) fiom the nations of south-east Europe, and 

acquinng the region's raw materiais and foodstuffs which were essentiai for German 

rearmament The Four-Year Plan's in-depth preparations and long-range enterprises stand 

as proof of the regime's plans to fight not a series of Blitzkrieg wars in 1939. but a total war 

sometime in the early 1940s. 

Ixnmediately after corning to power in 1933, Hitler and his govemment 

implemented a series of economic initiatives in an effort to reduce crushing unemployment, 

kick start the depressed Gennan economy, and pave the way for economic recovery and 

rnilitary expansion. In February 1933, the Short-Term Plan was put into effect; it was 

designed primady to reinfiate the economy, stimulate private industry, and lower 

unemployment through a series of tax concessions, government subsidies, and public works 



projects.' While the previous governments of Franz von Papen and Kurt von Schieichei 

had developed the Plan aller belatedly recognizing the need for govenunent intervention in 

the economy. they simply lacked the t h e  to implement it. The Rheinhardt job-creation 

programmes' of June and September 1933 were also anempts to revitalize the economy. 

Job-creation was the preferred method of governent intervention, for it helped stabilize 

the politicai and social systems. and, more importantly, directed financiai and materiai 

resources towards projects which botb directly and indirectly, contributed to the initial 

stages of military rearmament and the revitaiization of Germany's armed forces. Indeed, 

Hitler had personally argued fiom the early years of his mie that "Any publicly supported 

job creation measures must be judged according to whether it is necessaj' for the 

"remilitarization of the Gennan people. This consideration must always and everywhere 

corne first.'" Besides working in the building and agricultural sectors. Gennany's 

unemployed were set to work improving and expanding the facilities of the armed forces: 

roads. bridges. and fortifications were constmcted for the army; sbipyards. ports. and docks 

were built or expanded for the navy; and anti-aircraft installations were provided for the 

William Carr. . 4 r m s , s s i o n :  A Studv of Gennan ForeM folicy 
1 933-39 (London: Edward Arnold 1972), 23. 
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fledgling air force.' The army's Second Armament Programme, as weii as the m e n t  

programmes of both the air force and navy, also helped decrease unemployment throughout 

1933 and 1934 by stimulating demand for tanks, aircrak and other war and industrial 

materiais. These direct orders not only provided a tremendous stimulus to the economy, 

but aiso helped redirect the orientation of the German economy. The most visible and high 

profile job-creation programme was. of course. the construction of the Reichsautobahnen 

(national highways). which had the fidi support of Hitler and the Reichswehr leadership 

because of their obvious strategic and military benefits. The nature of these early work- 

creation progammes. however. is a contentious issue arnongst historians. especiaiiy 

concerning the extent to which make-work projects were simply rearmament measures in 

disguise. Whiie R.J. Overy contends that the vast majority of job-creation funds. about 

eighty-two percent. was spent on civilian infrastnicture projects. he acknowledges the great 

difficulty involved in determining the purpose and effect of such programmes: 

... reannament went well beyond rnilitq production. Historians here make a 
distinction between direct remurnent (miiitary output) and indirecr r e m m e n t  
(the supply of raw materials, machinery. factory equipment. infhmucture 
invesunent. etc. necessary to sustain military output and military capabiIity). The 
difficult thing is to decide where to draw the line. in the Gennan case any 
definition is complicated by the fact that Hitler was committed fiom the outset to 
rernilitarizing the German state and strengthening the economy in ways which 
wodd be strategically useful," 

Many historians. however, have accepteci to a varying degree that the make-work projects 

of 1933 and 1934 were of strategic value both directly and indirectly to the mihtary. For 

our part. we cannot ignore the fact that these job-creation schemes reinfiated the depressed 

economy. stabilized the economic and social systerns, restored confidence in the 

government. reconstnicted the nation's infiastnicture and transportation network. and 

generall created an environment in which large-scale reannament could flourish. 

A necessary prerequisite of the regime's job-creation and rearmament plans was the 

' Volkmann. "The National Socialist Economy," 226. 

" W. Overy, War and Economv in the Third Reich (Oxford: Clarendon Press? 1994), 8. 



establishment of a stable financial foundation. sometbg which proved to be a cMlenge in 

a period of shrinking govemment revenues and depressed economic activity. 

Responsibility for stabilizing the Gennan economy fell to the newly appointed Reichsbank 

President Hjalmar Schacht. a sympathetic banker who. apart fiom imparting legitimacy to 

Nationai Sociaiist economic plans, favoured pmviding the governent with the necessay 

economic and financial cesources for reannament- Schacht's first innovation came in 1933 

with the introduction of a new form of deficit financing. 'Mefo' bills were a type of short- 

terni credit drawn by the annament contractor and accepted by the Metallurgische 

Forschungsgesellschcrfi. a dummy corporation for the Reicbsbank. Mefo biiis were used 

exclusively for fînancing rearmament. so that h m  1934 to 1936 they accounted for 

approximately fi@ percent of arms e~pendinrres.~ The primary advantage of the bills was 

the secrecy which they provided during the early years of rearmament. This secrecy not 

only prevented fears of rampant inflation h m  such massive expenditures. but aiso 

conceaied the regime's efforts to construct a rearmarnent economy: 

Hitler realized that the initial phase of rearmament would be the most difficult and 
dangerous in terms of foreign policy. The immediate task was to get through the 
period of impotence h t  wodd eiapse between staking the c l a h  to remilitarization 
and securing its acknowledgernent or acceptance by the Western powers ... in short. 
to emerge fiom the zone of reaI risk durhg the first stage of rearmament." 

The Mefo bills were finally cancelled in 1938 when fiil1 production was reached and fun& 

could be obtained h m  taxation and short-tenn loans. The economic measures taken in 

1933 to stimulate the economy and obtain adequate funding for the military's initial 

reannament programmes proved to be very successful: unemployment. which in 1933 had 

9. Noakes and G. Pndham. eds., Nazism: A Historv in Documents and Eye- 
Accounts. 1919-45, Vol. 1. (New York: Schocken Books, 1983)' 266-7. Mefo bills had a 
six month Iife with a three month extension, but many b a s  were in circulation for up to 
four years. 
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been one of the regime's most pressing concerm. was cut in half by March 1934.'' These 

basic measures. however. did not adequately address the long-tenn diffîcuities sunounding 

Germany's extensive rearmament plans. Since the govemment was reluctant to formulate a 

comprehensive economic strategy. just as it was unwilling to fonnuiate a long-tem 

rearmament plan for the militaq as a whoIe. Schacht was soon forced to launch additional 

short-term policies which wouid remedy the situation. 

Schacht introduced the New Plan in September 1 934 in response to the growing 

concem over Germany's foreign debts and balance of payments throughout 1933 and 1934. 

Although German reparations had been cancelled at the Lausanne Conference in June 1932. 

Germany sri11 had to contend with several medium-term foreign loans used to pay for 

earlier reparations payments. By 1934. Schacht feared that Germany's foreign exchange 

wouid have to be diverted away h m  hports of raw materiais necessary for rearmament. 

and redirected to deal with this outstanding d e b ~ "  In addition, Gemany's balance of 

papents had shifted from a surplus of 667 million RM in 1933 to a deficit of over 284 

million Rh4 by 1934. This trade deficit caused by a decline in the demand for Gerrnan 

exports and by the large amounts of raw materials imported for rearmarnent and work 

creation programmes, threatened to completely deplete the Reichsbank's reserves of foreign 

exchange.!' Schacht was therefore appointed Mînister of Economics in July 1934, and 

given alrnost dictatoriai powers in order to deal with the foreign exchange crisis. His fim 

step to impose an immediate moratorium on Gennan debt payments "in order to stop 

the outfiow of precious foreign exchange as interest payments."" The next step was to 

htroduce an extensive economic programme. Based on the principles of foreign exchange 

and import regdation. the New Plan was designed to t d o r  Germany's foreign trade to the 

" Nuremberg Document 436-EC. in Noakes and Pridham, &&DI: A Histoq in 
DocumentS. L 268. 
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needs of the new rearmament economy. It provided for state regdation of German imports 

through the strict supervision and ailocaiion of foreign exchange. hporters now needed to 

obtain foreign exchange clearance and special permits before they could import their goods. 

As a memo to al1 German embassies stated: 

la future. al1 German imports will be regulated and they will be controlled by 
Supervisory Offices. Within the framework of a general allocation system the 
Supervisory Ofices will issue foreign currency permits to importers before 
transactions are concluded .... These foreign currency permits ensure priority for 
foreign exchange al loment~. '~ 

Furthemore. imports were strictiy limited to vital foodsniffs. raw materials. and semi- 

manufactured goods. The memo went on: "It is assumed under the New Plan that. in view 

of the decline in Gennan exports and the consequent decline in foreign exchange receipts. 

the issue of foreign currency permit5 wiIl be to a large degree restricted to vital foodstuffs 

as well as to raw materials and semi-manufactured goods. Even here considerable 

resmctions will have to be imposed."" in this way. the historians J. Noakes and G. 

Pridham note. 'rhe government [couldf ... plan ahead for Mports and ... allocate foreign 

exchange according to its own prionties rather than those of the individual importers. The 

Govemment couid determine not only what goods and raw materiais should be imported. 

but also from where they should come."lb Tight control of foreign trade was also 

accompanied by the need to boost exports and fuEU the materiai needs of rearmament by 

seeking out new trading partners and more beneficial uade relations. Germany's new 

economic and political relations with the Balkan nations helped fulfill this need. 

Schacht's New Plan rnarked the î k t  phase of German economic and political 

penetrarion into southeast Europe. Since the end of the First World War. the Balkans had 

faced unceasing political and social disunity in which the existing order was coustantly 

" "Circular of the Foreign Minisûy.I 20 August 1934. Documents on German Foreig~l 
Policy. 191 8-1 942 Senes C. vol. 3. (Wastiin@on. D.C.: United States Government 
Printing Office. 1957). doc. 169.344. 
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under threat. By the early 1930s. tbis instability, coupled with heaw h c i a l  debts. 

limited the political freedom of these states, and made them open to solutions offered by 

any of the m a t  European powers, including the new Nazi regime in Berlin. Furthemore. 

the Balkan states were emmely anxious to trade with any nation willing to purchase their 

relative. expensive agricdtural. forestry. and minerai resources. Economic CO-operation 

between Germany and the Ballcans initially appeared mutually beneficial. for the region 

possessed a large surplus of those very resources which were most needed by Germany. 

The New Plan sought to link the economies of south-east Europe with that of the Reich by 

means of bilateral clearing agreements which would not only guarantee a secure source of 

essential agricultd and industriai raw materials. but also provide a new market in which 

to barter German manufactured goods and other exports. This enabled the Balkan states to 

reinflate their depressed economies through increased trade. and allowed the ever- 

expandine process of German rearmament to continue. Whiie Schacht believed the New 

Plan to be a tempocary and imperfect solution to Gennany's major economic and trade 

problemsL-. his political masters hoped it would ultimately chah the states of eastern 

Europe to the German economy. and therein estabiish the foundation for a German- 

dominated economic bloc. a GroJraumwirrschafi (large-area economy). in essence, the 

New Plan's foreign trade policy meant to mate an economic and political relationship with 

south-east Europe upon which a Gennandominated economic bloc could evennialIy be 

The New Plan aimed in the long nm to create a Iarge-scaie Gennan economic area 
as  far as this was feasible by economic means. Linked with bilateral trade was the 
intention to force Germany's trade partners into the greatest possible measure of 
dependence. in order to thus gain possession of more or l e s  extensive 'economic 

Despite the long-term economic possibilities of a Gennan trading bloc. however. political 
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motivations rather than concrete economic benefits remained at the heart of the regime's 

attempt to expand its influence throughout the Balkan region between 1933 and 1936. 

Scholars such as Dietrich ûrfow. Gerhard Schreiber. Larry Neal. and David Kaiser 

agree that during this early penod. 1933 to 1936. the extension of Gennan political 

influence into south-east Europe through the establishment of bilateral trade agreements 

consistently took prionty over the =nial economic benefits accruing from these deals.'" 

Commercial treaties signed with Hungary and Yugoslavia in 1934 served not O* as 

prototypes for future economic agreements with other Balkan states. but also as instruments 

to extend the Reich's political iduence into south-east Europe. Schreiber argues that 

.'Econornic agreements.., served as a vehicle for poGtical penetration"'". and he describes 

this process as a steady carnpaign of incursion and encroachment: 

They involved the achievement of conml and hegemony. not necessarily by means 
of aggression. though this was discussed even before the outbreak of war. 
Initially ... the Gennans attempted to destabilize international relations. The aim 
was to play off the individual states against each other, to undermine the collective 
pact system by means of bilaterai treaties; to isolate the states of the region. partly 
by means of economic penetration; and then to exploit the situation to establish the 
supremacy of Germany." 

Concluding a bilateral commercial treaty with Gennany effectively meant signing away a 

large degree of economic and po titicd sovereignty. for "German trade policy created an 

interrelation of imports and exports which made it ahos t  impossible for its parmers to 

. . * .  '" See Dietrich Orlow. The Nazis in the Balkans: A Case Snidv of T o m a n  Politig 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. 1968), 10: Gerhard Schreiber. "Gemany. 
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trade wherever they wi~hed."~ However. Neal bas found that Germany deliberately 

sacrificed its position of economic dominance in the region in order to secure greater 

political and rniIitary influence. While its bilateral agreements provided Germany with 

much needed raw materiais and food supplies without having to exhaust foreign currency 

stocks. the Reich agreed to purchase these goods at substantially higher pnces than could 

be obtained fiom overseas suppliers: often 20 to 40 per cent above world market prices for 

agricultural goods done.- Even when the deliberately overvaiued German Reichsmark is 

taken into account. Germany experienced diminishing terms of trade with south-east 

Europe under the New Plan: the escalating cost of Balkan imports consistently outpaced the 

rise in îhe price of German exports to the region af&er 1934. in addition, the Gennan 

govemment was forced to offer ever p a t e r  hancial and trade incentives to offset any 

increase in the price of its own exports. A Foreign Ministry circular dated 18 June 1934 

aiso admits that Gennan financial and commercial concerns had been subordinated to 

foreign policy interests during negotiations with Huneary and Yugoslavia It assured the 

reader. however. that this  as not intended to be long-tenn policy.'' This clearly 

demonstrates how the Nazi regime initially placed political and diplomatic factors above 

short-term economic gain in its dealings with the nations of south-east Europe. That the 

regîme was willing to sacfice its inmediate commercial interests demonstrates its 

determination to cultivate close relations and foster coiiperation both politically and 

economically with the Balkan States. As Neal puts it "The conclusion is that under the 

conditions of rapid economic recovery which characterized Germany in the mid-1930s it 

was relatively costless. and often politicaliy renarding, for Germany to forego the 

advantages of monopoly exploitation."" The extension of Germrin influence and the 

enhancement of German power within the region was really the first step in a larger 

ibid.. 365. 
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process. for German trade relations with southeastern Europe were not intended to be a 

temporary expedient. lnstead the b i I a t d  c1earing agreements were the first phase in the 

establishment of a large. German-dominared economic base, perhaps from which to launch 

a protracted war some t h e  in the future. It was simply not in Gennany's long-term interest 

to ruthiessly exploit the region, and this fact became more apparent as the Reich's 

dependence on Balkan resources increased. 

The New Plan was quite successful in meeting the short-terni financial and material 

needs of temament, but it proved inadquate when c o h n t e d  with the extensive and 

long-tenn requirements of German reannament. A report written by Colonel Georg 

Thomas' Defence Economy and Weapons Office in 1935 discussed the New Plan's 

accomplishments: 

In foreign trade. the 'New Plan' [has] made it possible to secure 'the raw materials 
necessary for the realization of the defence programme. as well as an indispensable 
additional importation of f o o d d s  and animal feed The rearmament 
programme ... has so far been implementeci. albeit with difficulties. In rearmament- 
economy t e m .  the principie demands which the forces make of the economy have 
b e n  met, Unfommately. however. the Reich's economic readiness for war has not 
been increased, ""' 

Schacht's economic pmgmmme had helped shift Gennany's balance of uade to exports. 

thereby lessening the foreign currency shortage. In addition it had extended German 

economic and political influence over the Balkan nations in order to gain access to the 

agricultural, fore-, and minerai resources of south-east Europe: 

By subjecting her foreip trade to strict government conml through highlv specific 
foreip exchange regdations and bilateral trade agreements. Gennany was able to 
subordinate foreign trade to her political goals of reannament and of the economic 
penetration of south-east Europe for strategic and diplomatic purposes.-- 

The New Plan also aiiowed for geat achievements to be made with regard to the domestic 

'' "Report by the defence economy and weapons office on the economic situation" 1 
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production of raw materiais: between 1933 and 1936. the production of domestic crude oil. 

hydrogenated oil, iron ore. lead. zinc. and aluminum aII hcreased dramati~ally.'~ Despite 

these impressive gains, however, domestic production satisfied oniy a small part of the 

nation's rearmament requirements, and Germany still found itself heavily reliant upon 

foreign imports for the bulk of its raw materiais. The development of further economic 

problems demonstrated the obvious need for structural changes to the way in which 

Gennany rearmed. 

Widespread shortages of raw materials. foreign currency, and agricultural products 

threatened to derail Germany's rearmament programme by early 1936. As import prices 

rose by nine percent and export prices fell by nine percent late in 1935. fears of a rapidly 

deteriorathg baiance of payments situation began to multiply. The growing number of 

nations purchasing German exports with credit. or in exchange for their own exports, made 

it increasingiy difficult for the Reich to obtain the foreign currency needed for its raw 

matenal imports. Furthemore. reserves and stockpiles of industrial raw materiais had been 

depleted to such an extent throughout 1934 and 1935 that acute shortages of these goods in 

1936 caused serious production slow-doms and critical delays in Wehrmacht orders. This 

startled the regime's military and political leaders: 

Those in authority began to reaiize h t  'the ~vigorous revival of the economy, 
[namely] rearmament and job creahon'. had been achieved only by eating into raw 
materiais accumulated in the past. and by nmning up considerable debts with the 
clearing-account counmes. who were able to absorb only a limited volume of 
German manufactured and production goods. By the end of 1935 the rearmament 
programme had to be regardeci as seriously threatened...." 

The inability of German agriculture to provide suficient foodsnrffs aiso created serious 

'' Domestic crude oil production Ïncreased 90 percent; hydrogenated oil increased 
300 percent: iron ore grew 167 percent; Iead production went up 15 percent; zinc 
production increased 23 percent and aluminum production by 41 6 percent. 
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economic disruptions. Poor harvests and increasing consumer demand, due to dechhg 

unemployment, led to calls for increased agricultural irnports. Hermann Goring's decision 

to ignore Schacht's advice and use Germany's remaining foreign currency reserves for food 

purchases only exacerbated the situation. making it extremely difücuit for Gemany to 

afTord M e r  rearmarnent. Dradc changes had to be made with regard to economic policy 

if rearmament was to proceed. 

This c h g e  came in late 1936 with the introduction of the Four-Year Plan. an 

economic programme designed to channel a large part of the economy's efforts and 

resources toward one main task: fulfilling the materiai needs of the military's armament 

programmes tbrough an extensive exploitation of the nation's naturaI resources and an 

augmentation of domesticaily-produced industriai and sythetic raw materids. Issued in 

August 1936. the Four-Year Plan Memorandum called for a dramatic decrease in both 

foreign raw material imports and German exports. The nation wouid hereafler meet its own 

raw material demands as much as possible through home production. with pnority given to 

the domestic production of industriai and yuthetic raw materiais such as petrol. rubber. 

light metals. and textiles. It aiso declared that c o s  especiaily the cost of synthetic and 

ersatz (subs t i~e)  materiais, would no longer be considered a significant factor. "if we are 

in any case compelled to build up a large-scaie domestic economy on the lines of autarky - 
which we are - ... then the price of raw materials individually considered no longer piays a 

decisive part."'" Furthemore. stockpiling of raw materials and foreign currencies was 

forbidden. especially if done "at the expense of national rearmameni'". and foreign 

exchange reserves were to be used exclusively for materiais which were impossible to 

obtain domesticaliy. "In every sphere where it is possible to satisfy our needs through 

German production. foreign exchange must be saved in order that it can be appiied to hose 

' O  .'Memorandum of the Four Year Plan," ~bersalzber~, August 1936, DGFP, C. 5,  doc. 
490,860. 



requirements which can under no circumstances be supplied except by imports."" Schacht 

had argued that the best solution to the Reich's economic crisis lay in slowhg the pace of 

rearmament; this would d o w  the nation to increase exports and acquire the foreign 

exchange it so badly needed to purchase raw materials. His position was supported by 

leading Gennan bankers and indusûiaiists fiom the coai, steel, and iron sectors who 

opposed the costly and inefficient exploitation of Iow-grade domestic raw materiais. ûther 

powefi  mamates fiom the chernical. aluminum, and synthetic textile industries, as well as 

leaders fiom I.G. Farben and the Luftwaffe, however. supported the Four-Year Plaa for 

they stood to benefit greatiy fiom such a programme.'~t any rate, Hider rejected 

Schacht's recommendations. declaring that a slow-down of the rearmarnent process was 

politically impossible. 

Autarky was a central component of the Plan. for it offered the Reich greater 

economic independence fiom world market influence and protection against possible 

blockades. As a theory, it was intertwiaed with National Socialist concepts of large-area 

economics and living-space. As an economic policy. it suited the regime's strategic and 

diplornatic objectives perfectly, for a more self-sufficient economy coupled with a new and 

powerful military force would provide Hitler with the fiedom and manoeuvrabihy needed 

to exploit any funire diplornatic opporiunity. Nevertheles, few if any within the top 

leadership believed that the Reich economy in its present fonn could be completely k e d  

from its dependence on foreign imports- Even HitIer had admitted in the Four-Year Plan 

Memorandum ihat "1 consider it necessary tha! now. with iron determination, IO0 percent 

self-sufficiency should be atîained in ail those spheres where ir is fedble [my itaiics], 

and..- the mional requirements in these most important raw materials [should] be made 

independent of other CO untries...."'j But the redirection of foreign trade toward 

southeasteni Eumpe. both pnor to and durhg the operation of the Four-Year Plan, helped 

" ibid.. 859. 
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make limited autarlq within a German-dominated economic area a real possibility. Only 

then would the German economy be adequately suited to undertake large-scale preparations 

for war. 

Responsibility for c a . g  out the Plan's initiatives and developing its 

infrastnicture was given to the Luftwaffe head Hermann Goring, who had dready been 

appointed Commissioner of Raw Materials earher that year (4 April 1936), in order to 

resolve the raw material and foreip exchange problems which were symptoms of the New 

Plan. While Goring had no experience in economic afTairs, he was one of Hitler's most 

m e d  advisors who couid ensure the economy would now be used to fultill Nazi 

ideological aims and Hitler's foreign policy goals: 

Goring may well have been technicdy unskilled in economic matters, but he had a 
ciear grasp of the centrai political questions involved. As an autarkist and a 
champion of large-scale m a r n e n t .  he approached economic problems with quite 
different priorities fkom Schacht. Moreover, his appointment by Hitler to head a 
new Raw Material and Foreign Exchange Office at the beginning of Apnl 1936 
[and to head the Four-Year Plan in August 19361 was not simply the result of 
conservative cunning, as Schacht later suggested, but was part of Hitler's growing 
preoccupation with bringing the economy more closely under party supervision. 
Hitler intended. one way or another. to structure the Geman economy so that it 
could serve the needs of war and imperid expansion." 

Goring irnmediately established a separate Four-Year Plan authority composed of six 

departrnents or working groups (Geschafisgruppen), each of which oversaw the 

organîzation and operation of a parhcuiar sector of the economy. One depament. the 

Office for German Raw Materials headed by Colonel Fritz Lob. became the centrai agency 

of the Four-Year Plan responsi'ble for the overail production of raw materials. The 

remaining divisions handled such matters as raw material distribution labour matters. 

agricultural production. pnce s u p e ~ s i o b  and foreign e~change.'~ Private inddalis ts .  

the most important of whom was CarI Krauch of IG-Farben were appointed to influentid 

advisory positions within the organimîïoa thus dowing for a sharing of expertise and 

" R J. Overy, Q&j& The 'Iron Man' (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 40. 
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p a t e r  CO-ordination with the private sector. Disputes arose amongst the various 

departments of government, however, as Gering sou& to extend the power and influence 

of bis Four-Year Plan authority. His appointment of State Secretaries fiom the Ministries 

of Labour and Agriculture to similar positions within the Four-Year Plan helped bring these 

nvo economic spheres under his direct control. Similar manoeuvres against the Economics 

Ministry helped bring about Schacht's resignation as Minister of Economics on 26 

November 1937. Under Walter Funk, Schacht's replacement. the Ministry of Econornics 

lost its independence and soon became another tool of the Four-Year Plan administration. 

M e r  1937. Goring's position was consoiidated and his control over economic matters was 

mivalled. As Berenice Carroll notes. Goring had far-reaching economic powers. and his 

influence extended to al1 areas of the rearmament process: 

Goring retained. for example, the h a i  word on allocations of raw mâterials to al1 
major categones of public. private. and military claimants Gering was also 
responsibie for many major decisions on economic policy. including decisions 
relating to the economic administration of conquered temtories."" 

He had become the undisputed leader of the German economy. and of the Reich's 

economic preparations for war. 

Before discussing the purpose and objectives of the Four-Year Plan. we must 

codmnt some fallacies surrounding the programme. The Plan was not a temporary 

expedient as some historians have suggestect designed solely to maintain a fimctioning 

rearmament economy until such rime as temtoriai conquest could provide the Reich witb 

the piundered raw materials and labour of its enernies. Scholars" who support this c l a h  

insis that the Plan constituted the economic basis for Blitzheg: namely, that Hitler and his 

regime actively chose to forego indepth remament in favour of rearmament in breadth. 

&er which "*an aiternation of military aggression and diplornatic pressure [wouId] 

- - . . 
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progressively eniarge the econornic base of the Reich by territorial accretions."" Since we 

have aiready demonstrated the inadequate composition of the Wehrmacht's force structure 

for a Blitzkrieg war, the absence of any detailed military plans for Blitzkrieg, and the 

unwillingness of Gennan miiitary leaders to seriously consider such a radical departure 

from conventionai strategic thinking, it is difficult to believe that the political leadership 

wouid prepare the economy for BlitzRrieg without doing the same for its own military 

forces. Such an argument fails to appreciate or simply ignores the long-term nature of the 

Four-Year Plan. and the long-term planning of its enterprises. 

Wha~ then, was the nature of the Four-Year Plan, its purpose, and its objectives? 

First, the Four-Year Plan was a long-tenn undertaking with long-term goals. not a 

temporary expedient as some have suggested. Despite Hitler's demands that the army and 

the economy be fit for war within four yearsw, the state of Gennany's industrial capacity 

and raw materiai situation made it both physicaily and financially impossible to complete 

the large industriai projects of the Four-Year Plan. never mind the armament programmes 

of the military, in such a short period of time. Colonel Thomas recognized this in late 

1936. noting that the Plan's enterprises 'were long-range projects which wouid provide 

their benefits only alter the lapse of several years."' He aiso womed that these projects 

wouid. in the meantime. create an even larger burden on the national economy as they drew 

scarce raw materiais and foreign exchange away h m  the m i l i t q ' s  armament 

programmes. Second, the Plan's purpose was to mobilize the Gemian economy for a 

protracted codict which would be fought optimdy alter most of the economic and 

military progammes had been completed. Overy dixusses this fact and notes that 

economic and militaxy preparations had always been designed with a total war in mind: 

Al1 of these policies were part of a iong-war strategy designeci-.. to create a massive 
miiitary machine for fighting the other major powm in the mid-19401s, after six or 
seven years of military buiId-up. These p h  were not isolated aspirations of an 

'" Voikmann. "The National Socialist Economy," 276-77. 
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anxious but ineffectual army staff, nor Goring's personal hobbyhorse. AU the 
evidence on war preparations and military production plans confinns that the 
general expectation in Germany before 1939 was tbat any future war between the 
major powers (though not of course war against Poland aione), would be a total war 
fiom the start. The very nature of [modem] m a r e  made this imperative." 

In other words, the Four-Year Plan put into motion the transformation of the German 

economy fiom a peace economy, to a war economy in peacetime. Finally, this economic 

reorientation required annament in depth, placing the long-terni enlargement of the Reich's 

industrial capacity and raw materiai output at the heart of the Plan's objectives. Ail this 

was required to facilitate greater armaments production in anticipation of a major conflict: 

The object of the Four Year Plan was to set up a unified and centralized economic 
system which could provide through a heavy investment programme the necessary 
industrial base, or sub-structure, on which the superstructure of amaments output 
could be raised. It aiso made it necessary to acquire, one way or another. the 
economic resources of centrai and eastem Europe to strengthen and deepen the 
German efforts at economic rearmarnent." 

Closer reiations with the Balkan states was therefore the next logicai step in faditating 

M e r  large-scale rearmament. 

Economic concem were of paramount importance during this second phase of 

Gennan-Balkan relations, as the Reich's expansion and intensified rearmament effort 

increasingly came to rely on the states of south-east Europe for secure imports of 

agricuiturai goods and raw materials in exchange for consumer goods and arms exports. 

intensified bilateral trade with southeasteni Europe and the incorporation of the Balkan 

economies into the Reich's trading bloc was a crucial aim of the Four-Year Plan, for 

limited self-sufficiency in the m a  of raw material production constitutd a necesary 

component of the successful operation and completion of such a monumental bdd-up. 

The drive for economic hegemony intensified after the Austrian AmchIuj? (union) of March 

1938, for Germany's economic and politicai leaders now viewed continued frade with 

'' R.J. Overy, uMobilization for Total War in Germany, 1939-1941," m h  Histoncal . . 
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south-east Europe as indispensable to continued d i ta ry  and economic mobiiization. The 

Reich's underlying objective with regard to the Balkan states was, simply put the 

formation of a large, secure trading sphere which not on@ wouid continue providing greater 

resources for German reannament. but also couid render Germany immune to blockade in 

the event of a major war. As Overy states, "This economic plan was the answer to Hitler's 

fear of blockade and Gennany's tTade and currency problems. A closed trading bloc was 

the best guarantee that in the event of a major war Germany would have access to economic 

resources beyond the level dictated by domestic supply on its own.'& 

There can be no doubt that tremendous importance was placed upon the successful 

execution of the Four-Year Plan. for the Reich's leaders knew it wouid require the 

cornmitment of the nation's entire physical and financial resources to achieve their 

expansionist goals. Hitler had declared at the beginning of the Plan's Memorandum that 

military and econornic remarnent would take priority above al1 else: 

The extent and Pace of the military development of our resources cannot be made 
too large or too rapid! If we do not succeed in developing the Gennan Wehrmacht 
within the shortest possible t h e  into the first army in the world. in training, in the 
nising of units, in armaments ... Gennany will be lost. Al1 our other desires must 
therefore be unconditionaily subordinated to this task." 

Goring, too. stressed the magnitude of the Plan's tasks, and urged unhesitating cornmitment 

from al1 sectors of the German economy and society in order to prepare for a conflict which 

would decide the ultimate fate of the nation. In a speech to leading industnalists in 

December 1936. he warned that "The stniggle which we are approaching demands a 

colossal measure of productive ability. No end to the rearmament is in sight. The oniy 

deciding point in this case is: victory or destruction. ifwe win, then the economy WU be 

sufficiently compensatecl-a At the close of his speech. Goring "demanded unlimited 

Overy, m. 82. 
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efforts of a i i  factors in the whole economic fieid" and announced that .'Our whole nation is 

at stake. We live in a t h e  when the fimi disputes are in sight. We are aIready on the 

threshold of mobilization and are at war. oniy the guns are not yet king fired,'"' Later, 

during his interrogation at Nuremberg in Marcti 1946, Goring once again outlined the 

Plan's aims as he understood them. coni'imed the central importance of the Four-Year Plan 

to the regime's r e m m e n t  effort. and expressed his betief that preparations were to be for 

a total wor: 

[ have explained that it [the Four-Year Plan] had two tasks to fulfill- 1) to safeguard 
the Geman economy against crises. that is to say, to make it immune fiom export 
fluctuations. as far as possible; and 3) to make it capable of witbstanding a 
blockade. that is to say. in the Iight of experiences in the first World War. to put it 
on such a basis that in a second World War a blockade would not have such 
disastrous consequences. That the Four-Year Plan in this respect was a basic 
prerequisite for the entire buiiding-up and expansion of the armament industry goes 
without saying. Without it the rearmament indusay could not have b e n  shaped in 
this way. ... 1 felt obliged quite apart fiom passing fluctuations h m  a calmer to a 
more terne atmosphere [after 1937. to make the Gennan economy ready for HW 

and proof against crises or blockades....'" 

Colonel Thomas' concerns about the impact of such a colossal programme were vaiidated 

soon after its introduction. for fiom the outset it placed an incredible main on the Reich's 

financial resources. 

After 1936. the Geman economy became increasingiy phgued by shortages of 

manpower and raw mater& which not only hindered the operation of the Four-Year Plan 

but also threatened to hait the entire remnament process. Labour shortages in the 

metaiiurgical and construction industries began to appear immediately after Ml 
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employment was achieved in December 1936. This occuned &er manpower concerns 

were transfened to the Four-Year Plan authority. and despite the state's effort to extend 

working hours, to entice workers into the producer-goods and armament industries, and to 

increase the training of apprentices and speciaiists within key sectors of the econorny." 

Rivailing industries also began to pirate each other's workers with promises of higher 

wages: the resulting migration of skilled workers to higher-paying armament industry 

positions caused civilian exports to dedine. thus diminishing the aiready limited suppiy of 

foreign exchange. Furthemore. a comprehensive price freeze encompassing al1 sectors of 

the economy had to be imposed at the end of November 1936 to stabilize prices and 

prevent inflationary increases in the price leve1.'" A year and a haif later. on 22 June 1938. 

labour decrees fixing wage rates and introducing compulsory work s e ~ c e  for limited 

periods aiso had to be issued by Goring in an attempt to prevent sudden and dramatic 

increases in prices and wages." Carr describes tbis situation as a complete breakdown of 

the entire wage and price control .stem which had been adequate up until this point. 

"Pressures on wages and prices increased until the cootrols, on which the Nazis had relied 

since 1933 to check consumer demanci. started to burst at the seams."" in addition to the 

areas of maupower. prices, and wages, the regime experienced great difficulties in 

supplying itself with needed raw materials. 

Raw material shortages intensified as weIl after 1936 as the army's armament 

programmes. the Four-Year Plan's enterprises. and cit-ilian and party building projects d 

competed for the same limited supply of materials. Colonel Lob, head of the Four-Year 

Plan's central agency for raw materiais. acknowledged in November 1937 that severe raw 
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mareriai shortages had in fact reduced the Plan's progress by over 50 percent during its fkt 

year of operation." Eleven months later, the unsustainable economic and financial 

situation in Germany forced Hitler and Goring to modifv and intens* the Four-Year Plan's 

goals. Announced on 14 October 1938. the New War Economy Production Plan extended 

the Four-Year Plan's tirne-tiame fiom four to six years. and abandoned autarky in a wider 

sense so that attention could be focussed on the production of key war materiais such as 

explosives. gunpowder. fuel. ammunitio~ buna rubber. and ores. The production of 

finished weapons and munitions for the army was made an urgent pnority, as was the 

production of goods for export, since foreign cunency reserves were almost non-existent" 

One month later. however. Gôring had to report to the Reich Defence Council on the grave 

state of the Geman economy and the detenoration of the nation's finances. "We have 

aImost insurmouutable drawbacks because of shortages of workers, factories ninning at full 

capacity. depleted currency reserves. the dire h c i a i  situation of the Reich. and the 

deficit."" This demonsuated the inability of even the New War Economy Production Plan 

to provide the economy with long-term. viable solutions to its labour and raw matenal 

shodalls. 

Rapid rearmament combined with the Four-Year Plan's industriai expansion 

projects also severely taxed the Reich's financiai and monetary resources. Mefo bills. 

which had successfully funded a large portion of rearmament expenditures since 1934. 

were cancelled at the beginning of 1938. As Schwerin von Krosigk, Minister of Finance. 

staîed in a letter to Hitler dated 1 September 1938. they had served their purpose without 

enûangering the cunency since "the increased circulation of money was offset by 
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correspondhg increases in pr~duction."'~ M e r  full production was reached at the end of 

1937. the system. worth approximately 12 billion RM, was abandoned in order to avoid 

new infiationary pressures. M e r d  however. the Reich increasingly came to rely on 

short-term loans to cover its expenditures. since revenues fiom personai savings and taxes 

proved insufficient. Krosigk warned against this, noting that increased expenditures for the 

army throughout 1938 had exhausted the nation's cash balances. and endangered the 

possibility of obtaining M e r  loans. T h e  intended floating of a new loan [in September] 

is faced with dinicul ty.... Reich obligations have appeared on the market and had to be 

absorbed by the Reich. If these obligations wodd not be taken up, goverment issues 

would drop in value: because of it the floating of future Ioans by the Reich wouid be 

difficuit or impossible."'- Hi& levels of demand for imported raw materiais and 

f o o d d s .  coupled with an acute shortage of foreign currency and overextended credit 

balances with its clearing-account trade partners, made it increasingly dinicuit for Gennany 

to obtain foreign raw materiais and maintain. let aione expand its volume of foreign trade 

throughout 193 8 and 1 939. These severe conditions convinced Krosigk that the nation was 

heading towards a financial crisis: 

The change in the [financial] situation. therefore, is due to the fact that we are 
steering towards a serious financiai crisis, the forebodings of wbich, have led 
already abroad to detailed discussions of this weak side in our economic 
preparations and to an apprehensive Ioss of confidence domestically. 1 consider it 
my unavoidable duty to present to you, my Führer. in fullest imihfihess and 
sincerity my deep anxiety for the funw of Germany, which is based on my 
knowledge of the economic conditions of our country, and aiso those of the outside 
world'" 

These circumstances were the inevitable resuit of the Reich's simdtaneous attempts to 

r e m  the Wehrmacht and expand the productive capacity of the economy for militaq 
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purposes. Chapter four will undertake a more indepth analysis of these mounting 

economic and financial difficdties and their impact on military and ecanumic reannament. 

in an attempt to derennine the existence of an actual German economic crisis, and its 

possible effect on the regirne's tirne-table for war. 



CHAPTER FOUR "Blitzkrieg Strategy" as an Historicai Anachronism: 
Economic Crisis, Diplornatic Blunder, and Total Mobilization 

We come finally to a discussion of the apparent absence of economic and military 

deteminanis which have heretofore been used to demonstrate the existence of a pre- 

planned Blitzkneg strategy. An economic crisis characterized by increasmg raw materiai 

and labour shortages, p w h g  production bottlenecks, and delays in armament orders, had 

developed after 1937 as a consequence of Gennaay's expanding armament measures, 

deteriorathg balance of mde, and diminishing mpply of foreign curreacy. Al1 these 

conditions inevitably posed a serious threat to the continued cearmament of the armed 

forces' three services. Those scholars supportive of the Bliakneg strategy theory have 

acknowledged that a growing economic crisis was taking shape in the latter years of the 

1930s, but maintain that rearmament femained purposely modest. They are therefore 

unwilling to admit that large-de war preparations were the very cause of the Reich's 

economic and financial crises. Conversely, hisonans who argue that Hitler and the 

regime's plans had always been centred arormd long-term preparations for a long war, 

begiming in the eariy 1940s, see no evidence of a Blitzkrieg suategy, and attn'bute such a 

historiai theory to the mismterpraation of economic data and the popularity of anaiysis in 

hindsight. These academics have as weii consistentiy sought to deny or at least downplay 

the presence of critiai economic and h c i d  difficuities which posed a signifïcant thzeat 

to continued peace-time rearmament. 

A mmendous amount of historical and economic evidence, however, wggests k t ,  

that pre-war German rearmament was mded immense, not restrained: and second, that the 

Reich economy, burdened by c b n i c  raw materid, labour, and fore* cutrency shortages, 

had reached a point by 1939 at which filrther d c t e d  rearmament could no longer be 

maîntained. Whiie these severe economic limitations to continued rearmament were of 

cardinal importance, they worlred in combination with several other key diplornatic, 

miiitary, and domestic politid factors to convince HaIer not ody that war witb Poland 

was necessary, but also that it wodd remain Iimited, This, of course, did not occur, and a 



gentrai Eurom war d t e d .  - 
in wartime, the operation of the Germas amed forces, and the nature and extent of 

German economic mobiiization h m  1939-41, prove that no grand strategic design for 

Bliakrïeg ever existed. The orttiodox military concepts of decisive manoeuver and 

encirclement h e d  the Wehrmacht's strategic outlook and guided its conduct throughout 

both the PoLsh and French campaigns. The German economy, in nnn, had great difficulty 

adjusting to the demands of war as it amggied to complete its raw material and industrial 

base wide supplying the iumed forces with war materiai. Despite a W - d e  m o b W o n  

of the Reich's raw materiai, labour, and industriai resources during this period, the 

economy was unabte to pruduce 4 c i e n t  quantities of weapons and munitions necessaq 

for a long war of artrition. Bureaucratie cornpetition, inefficiency, and rampant 

wastefulness Iay at the hem of this low output, no1 a purposely mtrained mobüization 

conducive to Bliakrieg. Once the tegime's heavy indusuiai programmes had been 

compIeted and ratiomikation measures hi been put in place in late 1941 and early 1942, 

the efficiency and productivity of the regime's large-de mobilization for war i n d  

exponentially and armamats production soared. 

ï he  Germas economy began to show s ips  of s t n h  as early as 1937, as it 

aaempted to deal with ever-increasing labour, raw material, and foreign cmency shortages 

caused by the regime's unrelenting feaRnament drive. The introduction of the Four-Year 

Plan in Armimn 1936 was supposeci to have alleviateci the fiequent production disturbances 

and p w i n g  foreign exchange and raw material s h o ~  which had causeci ammunition 

factories to operate at 70 percent capacity during the Nmmer of th year.' By eariy 1937, 

however, rationing of both iron and steel had to be implemented as stockpiles fell 

dangerousIy Iow. In an address to the fowteenti~ session of the Reich Defence Conmime 

on 31 April1937, G e n d  Georg Thomas of the Defence EEcinomy and Weapom OfGce 

d e ~ ~ n i  the negative impact of these shortages un the rearmament effm "The situation 

' b E r i c h  Volkmann, "The National Socialist Economy in Reparation for War," m 
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with regard to raw materials [shortages] is forcing cut backs and delays, even with the 

implementation of the Reich Couunittee's measures. The financial, for@ currency, and 

raw material simations are forcing the anned forces and civilian goveniments to m t c h  the 

Reich Cornmittee's projects over a longer perd of time.**2 ïhomas went on, pointhg out 

the "dependence of the Wehrmacht's armament programmes, dong with its offensive and 

defensive capability, on the overall health of the German econorny", and he highlighted 

difficuities with regard to "the depletion of supplies, the supply of rnetals, the necessity of 

importing fbdstdli, and the slowing down of armament production due to the short 

supply of raw ~naterials."~ A brief recovery in world trade in mid-1937, however, helped 

boost German expons by 30 percent and imports by 25 percent, thmby furthering the 

rearmament progamme. Three months a fk r  bis report to the Reich Defence Cornmittee, 

Thomas adrnitied that "we are experiencing al1 over the world.. a considerable economic 

upswing which can be seen as a boom in the armaments economy," a boom which, he 

concluded, enabled the Reich to avoid the onset of an economic crisis." This recovery, 

nevertheless, was short-lived. 

Thomas' August 1937 report to Hitler on the state of the rearmament effort 

focussed on rnajor difiicuities in the Gennan economy, and d e s c n i  in no uncertain terms 

the _dual unraveiiing of the economy's raw material distniution system. Critid 

shortages of h n  and steel Thomas reported, were delaying the manufacnne of machine 

tools and d i t a r y  goods, and had already meant an extension of the fortification 
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programme h m  1944 to 1948, the continued under-utilization of the newly completd 

railway system, and a delay in the comction of û m p  barracks. The situation was fiutha 

exacerbated by corresponding shortages of tin, copper, nickel &, lead, and other non- 

ferrous metais? in addition, he mdicated that not only had %e dibut ion  of raw 

materials and the quota plan ... not work[ed] as planned, so that the pmmised quota for 

armament pans could not be reached,'* but dm fhat ' s e  dorment of armament parts 

[were] not suaIcient to cover even the most urgent anns needs."' Every miZitary and 

indusaial pmject, h m  U-boat cunsrruction and the Luftwaffe's switch to new weapon 

to the Four-Year Plan's heavy industrial entgrprks, was king affected by such 

shortages of vitai raw materials Lieutenant Colonel Fritz LBb of the General Staff reported 

that acute shortages of raw materials bad in fact cut the Plan's rate of progress to less than 

haif of what had betn planned.8 Consequentiy, Thomas wmed that %e are Living h m  

hand to mouth" and deduced that "it is not possible to deher the asked for supplies for ail 

three savices of the Wehrmacht* To otder to deviate these problems over the short- 

terru, he first proposeci that dl non-essentiai civiiian and party undertaking be set aside: 

"Everything possible m u s  be done in order to secure the strength of the army for the 

future; we must abandon a11 tasks which are a drawback for fidi mobilization and 

remmament."'* Second, he emphasized that "those projects which reqrrire a nurnber of 
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years for completion must be carrieci out fkst of ail. These are, above aii, warships, 

fortifications, and the most important plant  expansion^."'^ Thomas' report demonstrated 

that the siight boom in the world economy in mid-1937, which was beginning to falter by 

late faii, had only forestalled the onset of greater difficdties caused by the Reich's 

pro-gramme of rapid and unrestricted fea~nament. As discussed earlier, however, little was 

done to co-ordinate the armament programmes of the individuai services; they continued to 

implement them in complete isoiation of each other, rhereby worsening the already 

precarious situation 

Despite the moderate uptuni in the world economy in 1937, the Reich nevertheles 

experienced a marked deterioration in its economic heaith and solubility throughout the 

year. Gold and foreign currency reserves which were valued at RM 530 million in 1933 

had, by the end of 1937, dropped to RM 70 million. Large food hports h m  Germany's 

clearing-account partners, begm earlier dm same year, were supposecl to have preserved 

precious foreign currency for raw material imports. But as the historian Ham-Erich 

Voilananu points out. "The high level of German indebtedness (RM 500 million m the 

summer of 1937) to a number of clearing couutries, especialIy south-east Empe  and 

Turkey, represented a fiirther obstacle ta the maintaance, let alone extension, of German 

foreign trade."" Similarly, exports in generaI rose throughout the year, but the nation's 

overall export surplus dropped by over RM 100 miUi~n.'~ This was in part the result of the 

onset of the American recession in Iate 193 7 which not ody halted the world economic 

recovery, but also exthguished the Reich's export boom and its capacity to import." 

l2 Voikmann, T h e  Nationai Socialist Economy," 3 13. 

" Timothy W. Mason, Social Policv in the Third Reich: The Workmn Class and the 
'National Communitv.' ed. Jane Caplan (Providencelolrford: Berg Pubiishers, 1993), 
207; idem, T h e  Domestic Dynamics ofNazi Conquests: A Response to Critics," 
Reevaluating the Third Reich, eds. Thomas Childers and Jane Caplan (LondonMew 
York Holmes & Meier, 1993),163. 



1938 saw iittie or no improvement in Gemiany's abiIity to continue with its 

unrestricted rearmament progamme. MonthIy reports fiom Thomas' office descn'bed in 

detail the continuhg problems with raw materiais docation and labour shortages. 

January's report discussed the continued Iack of basic housing, difficdties in obtaining 

industrial oils and fats, and the increasing importance of the growing labour shortage. 

February's report noted that 1937 had seen an unexpected upswing in the export of German 

war equipment, but it went on to discuss shortages of iron, steel, and wood products; 

March's report noted that s h o r t f i  in the amount of coke had begun to create bottienecks 

in the production of Phenol and Kresol (needed to pmduce synthetic presseci resin~).'~ The 

report for April 1938 regretfuily pointed out that the Austrh Amchl@ @ohtical union) 

was proving to be of little immediate benefit to the Reich economy.I6 At the same time, 

labour shortages began to intensifj; by mid-year, there were oniy 292,000 registered 

unemployed, and by year-end, there existed one million d e d  jobs, most of which were 

skilied labour positions. This necessitated the use of foreign workers, whose numbers rose 

h m  381,000 in 1938 to 435,000 by March 1939." Shortages of labour, like those of raw 

materiais, became an ever-present, insolvabIe phenornenon after 1937, and, as Timothy 

Mason argues, made the maintenance, let done the expansion, of the German rearmarnent 

drive a much more dificult undertaking. 

By the end of 1938 the overheariag of the economy had led to a situation in which 
there were one million W e d  jobs. This had a wide variety of consequences: new 
workplace wage-bargaining; clear signs of a decline in work-discipline and 
industrial productivity; a growing drift of workers away h m  pooriy paid into 
better-paid jobs; and a degree of wage inflation that led to an i n c d  demand for 
consumer goods. AU of these developments impeded the progress of 

I5 OKW, NARA T-771140, Wd 1 F 5.582, "Stand der wirrschafüichen Lage," January - 
ApriI 1938, h e s  872708-814. 

l6 Ibid., 872708. 

" M. O v q ,  War and Economv m the ï h d  Reich (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 
50-1. 



The regime thus found it necessary to more close@ monitor and reguiate the factors of 

production to facilitate further rearmament. 

Faced with a crumbling resource ailocation network, Hermann Goring announceci 

his intention to streamlme the system in a circuiar letter on 18 June 1938. First, he ordered 

that the ment of aii 'defence' projects be reexamined to see where changes could be made. 

"It is therefore imperative that ail planning and all projects in those field which are 

connected with the development of the defence of the Reich w i l  be reexamined to the 

effect whether they can go on dongside with the large tasks or whether they have to be 

postponed, either entirely or in part util these great tasb are fïni~hed."'~ In reality, 

however, iittle came of this fkt me=, since Goring, unwilling to raise the ire of the 

regional Gauleiters, exempted 'speciai' civilian and Party building projects, both of which 

were large consumers of raw materials and labour. Second, Goring institut& stricter 

rationing measures for iron and other raw materiah, waniing that these shouid be regarded, 

for al1 intents and purposes, as permanent measures which would affect even the most 

important projects. 

It is out of the question that these necessary measutes will loosen up, before the 
projects of the defence of the Reich are cornpiet4 1 therefore request not to make 
any attempts in this direction. The new situation becornes ciearly obvious through 
the fact that not even the iron quota of the Four-Year Plan can be maintained at its 
former level although it was akeady d e r  tw small than large.'O 

Finally, the field marshal promised rhat, among other things, %strictions in the labour 

" Mason, "The Domestic Dynamics," 162. 

l9 "Three Circuiar letters of Defendant Schwerin von Krosigk, Reich Minister of 
Finance, Concerning Reich Defence and the 1938 Butige" 5 Juiy 193 8, Triais of the 
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(Washington, D.C.: Microcd Editions, 1971,1949), doc. NG-5328,504. 
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market, wül facilitate the practical execution of the aforementioned points of  vie^."^* His 

subsequent Labour decree of 22 June fixeci wage rates, extended the work-week h m  40 to 

60 hours to the arrnaments indushy in generai - aot just essential plants as had been done 

earlier in Marchz - and iutroduced compulsory work service for Limiteci terms. This 

decree foreshadowed changes made later in October which M e r  restricted labour 

mobility, implemented longer work days with a greater number of SB, and expanded the 

use of foreigu workers and forced labour." The June labour decree also represented a 

desperate attempt to head off sudden and large iucreases in wages and prices caused by 

burgeoning consumer demand2" But as Mason pointed out, it a d y  helped sbmulate 

greater demand, for "The main new burden imposeci on Gennan workers was a lengthening 

of the working week, which resulted in substantial increases in weekiy earnings (overtime 

bonuses)."" Therefore, despite Goring's efforts, these measures only delayed the omet of 

M e r  and more severe labour and raw material shortages, for they Wed to ad& the 

underlying causes of the ecoaomy's acute difficulties. 

Raw material shortages and production bottlenecks were symptomatic of greater 

and more critical stnrcturai stresses within the Reich economy: namely, the constantiy 

expanding number and scope of armament orders h m  the three services produced an even 

more exigent lack of foreign currency, necessary for further rearmament. As discussed 

" OKW, NARA T-771140, Wü 1 F 5.582, "Stand der wirtscmchen Lage," 1 March 
1938, b e  872748. 

" "Twenv-three Items h m  the Files of the Chief of the Economic Armament Office 
Concerning Economic Preparation for 'War and Rearmament Questions for the P&od 
ending 1 March 1939," The Trial of the Maior War CriminaIs before the Intemational 
Militarv Tniunal: Nuremberp. 14 November 1 945 - 1 October 1946, VOL 27, 
International Military T n i d  (Nuremberg: International Militaty Tniunai, 1947- 
1949), dm. 1301-PS, 162. 

" See above, 104-5. 
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earlid6, the three services' efforts to d e @  their respective independence against 

overaii Wehrmacht control, and their adamant refusal to coordinate their production plans 

resuited in a tremendous amount of wastefid cornpetition for m e  materiai and labour 

resources. And the politicai Ieadership active& encouraged this Darwiniau struggie, first 

by faihg to establish a central resource a i i d o n  agency, responsible for the allotment of 

ali raw materials and labour, and second, by ignoring calls by Thomas' office and other 

economic specialists to centdize o v d  control of reannament under General Werner von 

Blomberg, Commander-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht, and the Wehxmacht High Command 

(OKW). With regard to iron and steel shortages besetting the aircraft industry as early as 

1937, the historian Edward Homze submits that "The creation of an effective overall steel- 

allocation system proved equally m g  to the Gennan leadership. Mead of devising a 

system of priorities for aiiocating raw materiaIs, labour, and money and establishing a 

imified economic comrnand, Hitler preferred that each group fight for its share. The results 

were chaotic."" Likewise, Richard ûvery demonsuates the extent to which this chaos had 

encompassed Goring's own &ce, the Luftwaffe: 

Even in the most advanceci sector, the airrraft industry, traditional worker methods, 
excessive use of skilled MOUI, and wastefiil materhi policies undermined the drive 
to pater output starteci by Hitler in 1938. in the end much of this pmblem 
stemmed h m  excessive cornpetition for resaurces and duplication of effort 
between the three services, who refused to CO-ordinate their production, leading to a 
multiplicity of weapon types and components and far t w  little standardizatio~ 
Prospects for economies of d e  and long production nms, of which German 
indusûy was perfectly capable, were poor h m  the outseta 

Whether it was the Amy's August Programme of 1936, the Luftwaffe's Plan 8 in late 1938 

'6 See above, 72-4. 

" Edward L. Homze, Annma the Luftwaffe: The Reich Air Ministrv and the German 
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(calling for a five-fold increase of the Luftwaffe by 1942)~', or the Navy's won-to-be 

released Z-Plan in Jan- 1939, each service's planning figures and forecasts after 1937 

grew more economicaily unrealistic despite the growing gap between planned and actual 

output present throughout the entire rearmament economy. This inevitably wonened the 

strain on an &ady overburdeaed economy, growing weary h m  the military's rapid and 

unrestricted pace of rearmament. By not actively cwperating and eliminating 

inefficiencies, therefore, the service branches aEtually undermined the potentiai success of 

their own rearmament efforts. 

A consequence of this situation and, ultimately, the Reich's most pressing pmblem, 

was a chronic shortage of foreign currency caused by a heavy reliance on imports of 

sûategic raw materials for remameut Cnished by the combmed weight of the Four-Year 

Plan's industriai programmes, c i v h  and Party building projets, and the ever-expanding 

armament orders of the three services, German indusûy was unable to spare both the 

industrial capacity and precious raw materid and labour resources necessary to increase the 

production of export goods, and thus the Reich's supply of foreign currency. This had not 

been as important a factor during the nation's economic recovery and early stages of 

rearmament, for Hjalmar Schacht's New Plan as well as the military's eariy armament 

programmes were able to utilize the Reich's large stocks of çtrategic raw materiais. After 

1935, however, this practice became increasmgly untenable as stockpiles dwindled and 

armament orders increased exponentiaiiy, forcing more sectors of the economy to cease 

export production and accept military con tract^.^ ïhus, by 1938, German imporis of raw 

materiais and foodsnifç once again exceeded exports, as had been the case in 1934 before 

See EU. Overy, "The German Pre-War Aimafi Production Plans: November 1936 - 
Apd 1939," Endish Historicai Review, vol. 90,357 (ûct. 1979,782; Deist, 
Wehrmacht, 69. 

See above, 76,85. As previously rnentioned, a 94/a increase in import prïces, 
and a 9% decrease in eXpOR prices m Iate 1936 a h  exacerbateci this W o n .  



the New Plan helped SM the nation's balance of trade to exports?' Wüüamson Murray 

stresses the paramount importance of German foreign exchange levels in determinhg the 

Pace and extent of rearmament before the outbreak of war 

For prewar Gemian rearmament the most critical problem was that of foreign 
exchange. Without hard c m c y  to pay for imports, Germany industry codd not 
produce at the leveb asked for by the Wehrmacht. This dependence on imports and 
inability of Gennan indusrry to boost foreign exchange eamings sisnificantly was a 
decisive limiting factor in the prewar German economy." 

And just as foreign currency shortages had impeded the progress of the Four-Year Plan by 

50 percent a year eariier, so too did they bring about material shortages which hampered 

the speedy completion of the military's annament orders: "Overall, fiom September 1937 

through Febrwy 1939, Geman indusny was abIe to meet only 58.6 percent of its 

schedded and contracted armament orders because of raw material shortages and lack of 

industrial capacity."j5 The implication here is that a distinct lack of foreign cunency, due 

primanly to decliniug civilian exports, causeci these materiai and industrial shortages. 

Once completed, Gtiring's FOUT-Year Plan was meant to mitigate these problems by 

protecting the Reich h m  export fluctuations, thereby making the supply of foreign 

cunency a less significant factor m rearmament. But because the Four-Year Plan was 

nowhere near completion in 1938, the result was increasingly severe foreign exchange 

shortages coupled with declining expon leveis and export potential needed to maintain 

The increasmg hquency and severity of materiai shortages and production delays 

alarmed the Reich's political and economic leaders throughout the summer of 1938, and, in 

light of the growing dipIomatic tensions surrounding the Czech Sudetenland, forced them 

j' David E. Kaiser, Economic Dkiomacv and the On& of the Second World War: 
Germanv. Britain. France. and Eastem Eurom. 1930-39 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1980), 268. 

" Williamson Munay, The Channe m the Empean Balance of Power. 19384939: Tke 
Path to Ruin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Ress, 1984), 14. 

" Gerhard Forster, Totaler Knee und B W e a ,  101, cited in Murray, The Charne, 16. 



to alter their rearrnament timetable. As previously rnentioned, the New War Economy 

Roduction Plan of 14 October 1938 extended the Four-Year Plan to six years, suspended 

the drive for large-scaie autarky, and made the production of finished weapons, munitions, 

and strategic war materials a priority." While Goring decIared export production to be of 

paramount importance, he &O insisted that rearmament would not be slowed, regardless of 

export levels. "The export profits [fiom an increased attempt to export] are to be used for 

the increase of armament. ïhe armament programme must not be reduced because of our 

export acti~ity."~~ Ail of this pmved to be slightly unreaiistic, for further into his speech, 

Goring regretfiilly announced that financial mains, owing to an acute shortage of foreign 

currency, were forcing him to cut the Wehrmacht's material requirements for the 

remainder of the 1938139 fiscai year "The mssed financial situation of the Reich makes it 

necessq, that for the rest of the fiscd year 1938/39, the ne& of the Wehrmacht, which in 

ment months under the force of unusual circumstances experienced a very considerable 

intensification, need to be decreased to an acceptable level ...."36 

The Reich thus experienced a marked deciine in its financial health and its ability 

to continue the unresuicted and essentially ad hoc rearmament of its three sentices 

throughout the closing monh  of 1938. A report on a conference in the Reich Economics 

Mhïsûy on 25 November larnented the fact that not even haif of al1 special priority orders 

could be completed because of shortages of raw materiais, foreign currwcy, and labo~r.~ 

ïhose ia attendance were mfomed not ody that "The teserves of foreign currency for 

1939 are as good as depleted," meaning that ali remaining supplies of foreign exchge  had 

already been spoken for, but aiso that orders for iron ore aione were large enough to 

" "Speech by Generalfeldmarschall G&iag in the Reich Air Ministry,'' 14 Octok 1938, 
T W C ,  27, dm. 1301-PS, 160-4. 

" Ibid., 160. 
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consume the nation's entire supply of foreign currency?* M h a l s  gathered in preparation 

for this conference warned that while the combined monthiy steel requirements of the 

m e d  forces, the Four-Year Plan, and civilian export orders would reach 2.9 million tons 

by January 1939, the monthly production of the entire Geman steel indusay was expected 

to reach only 1.8 million tons by the same date?9 What was pmmoted at the conference as 

a viable option was a reemphasis on export production, which had become so crucial to the 

survival of the peacetime e~onomy.~ G6ring's address to the Reich Defence Council 

approximately one month afier the introduction of the New War Economy Production Plan 

as well raised many of the same issues: Iabour shortages, depleted currency reserves, 

overburdened productive capacity, and the growing Reich deficit." It also ended the 

possibility of foreign nations purchashg German amis on credit; since the Wehrmacht's 

mwing arms requirements Iirnited the amount which codd be exported, oniy payments of - 
precious hard currency or strate& raw materids in exchange for arms exports wouid be 

j8 Ibid., 863 154. 

j9 "Materials for a Conference with Goring, Keitel and Thomas on 25 November 
1938," 27 October 1938, Nazi Consuiracv and Atmession / Office of United 
States Chief of Counsel for Prosecution of Axis Crimmalitu, vol. 3, U.S. Chief Counsel 
for the Prosecution of Axis Cri-, Intemational Military Tniunal (Washington, 
D.C.: United States Govemment Printing Oflice, 1946), doc. 130 1-PS, 905. 
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863153. 
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a~cepted-~* This move demon~bated not only the Reich's desperate need for both foreign 

currency and war materials, but alsa its poiicy of constantly adjusting d e  policy to meet 

these needs. Further proof that declinhg foreign currency earnings had made unreshicted 

rearmament unmanageable and inevitably unsustainable can be found in Generai Wie lm  

Keitel's decision to impIement deep cuts to the Wehrmacht's steel and raw material 

allocations for armament production, effective 1 January 1939, to forestaii the coiiapse of 

the allocation system under the weight of umdktic armament orders and iüusory 

production fore~asts.'~ As Mason aptly points out, "These were truiy reactive policies ...."4J 
It is obvious that, by late 1938, the German economy had been worked into a state 

of financial crisis and operational paralysis which made continueci rearmament a less likely 

possbiiity. Michael Geyer argues that the regime had oniy itself to b h e  for allowing 

such a state of aEin to develop: 

There arose an economic, armaments, and financial chaos [late in 19381. This took 
the forrn of chronic shortages of all the factors of production and of rises in unit 
costs, as the mned forces competed with each other for non-existent capacities; this 
then led to a sudden policy reversai in November, one that gave priority once more 
to exports and cut the armed forces' demands for steel for 1939 by half. The Reich 
rreasury was tempordy emm, eexistmg cormacts were lefk hanging in the air. The 
leadership of the Third Reich quite consciously risked a crisis: the precarious 
armaments boom was transfonned mto an open economic and financial crisis, and . . 
there were no admirtlstrative solutions to the short-term and d e l r i t e  
overbdening of German indusny.'* 

And while both Hitler and Goring d e d  for a renewed emphasis on export production at 

this time, once Germany's foreip exchange stocks and bahce  of trade had already 

" "Bericht aber die Sieune des Reichsverteidigun~es," [Address by Goring at a 
Meeting of the Reich Defence Council] 18 November 1938, TMWC, 3 2  doc. 3575-PS, 
415. 
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. experienced a marked deterioration, it was simpiy too Iate and, admmmatively, too 

difficult to begin transferring already scarce materiais, labour, and indusbial capacity back 

to civilian export production. As David E. Kaiser notes, "G6ring did what he couid to 

increase exports during 1939, but the demands of rearmament made it dficuit to expand 

normal experts....'* P r e f e g  to reserve the buik of its civilian export capacity for 

nations which could pay in hard curtency, Gennany had exchangeci increasingly large arrns 

exports for strate& imports h m  south-east Europe. Amis exports to the Balkans had fïrst 

been openly suggested by General Blomberg in 1935 as a way of facilitating further 

rearmament, and it had thereafter served the dual-fold purpose of providing the Reich with 

an easy and çustainabIe method of obtainhg raw materials and foodstuffs with no 

conesponding loss of foreign exchange, and ensuring that Gerxnany's Balkan allies would 

be dependent upon the Reich for their military needs." It was also one of the Reich's most 

beneficiai trading arrangements, for south-east Europe's share of German raw material and 

foodstuff imports had risen fiom 4.7 percent in 1933 to 9.9 percent by 1938.4 By early 

1939, however, the continued expansion of the armed services made this trading w e g y  

ever more unféasible. Kaiser explains: "The requiremeats of the Germas armed forces 

resaicted arms experts... [and] the strategy of exchanging a m  for Eastem European raw 

materiais and food products began to break 

What, then, was the state of the Gennan economy during 1939, and to what degree 

had long-term preparations been completed? The increasing chaos, which Geyer had 

observeci spreading throughout the entire rearmament economy Iate in 1938, was indeed 

growing ever more swere by 1939. To begin with, the systemic and acute pmblems wàh 

Kaiser, Economic Dblomacv, 268-9. 
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raw material allocation, labour shortfdis, and foreign curreacy shortages which had 

continuaiiy hampered the pace and progress of Ge- rearmament in 1937 and 1938 

continueci unabated throughout 1939. In a May address to members of the Foreign Office 

on the statu of rearmament, General Thomas announced that although 23 percent of 

Germany's gros national product, more th that of any of its rivals, was king directed to 

tearmamen?', major economic and hnancial weahesws still ^Despite this 

extraordinary output which the Four-Year Pian conm'buted to," Thomas remarked, "[there 

are] four main concems of our economic strucm a. tb the:  the shortage of raw 

materials; the shortage of labour [or] workers; the shortage of capacity of individual 

indusuial branches; [and] the large financial need which arises everywhere in order to 

cover the financial requirements of these proje~ts."~' He highlighted the persistent 

shortage of iron ore, and warned that "Suppl[ies] of non-ferrous metals, which 

unfomately camot be achieved owing to the foreign currency probIem, are an absolute 

necessity in orcier to guarantee our Iong-term survival in a long or extensive c o n f l i ~ t . ~  

Like Thomas, Berenice Carroll argues that the economy's fauits were nowhere more 

obvious or crÏticai than in the sphere of raw matenal distri'bution: 

Worst of aii, the 'system' for docating scarce raw materials, especially steel, was 
stiU chaotic. Germany's steel supplies were probably adequate for aii 'essentiai' 
needs in 1939 and earlier, but for two reasons they appeared hopelessly inadequate: 

"Address by Major-General Thomas to Members of the German Foreign Office, 24 
May 1939. S t a î u  of Rearmament m Gennany; Economic Preparation for War (Defence 
Economy Opnkation); Cornparison of the State of German Armament with thai of the 
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tint, 'messential' demand was not throtdeci; and second, the widespread sense of 
scarcity led to hoarding and inflated demand on the part of aii claima~ts.~' 

Vollanann agrees, adding that the d e c e n M  and uncosrdinated nature of German 

rearmament manifested itseifby 1939 as the inefficient usage of both raw materials and 

productive capacity: 

The 'smooth flow of economic production' was bemg 'impeded by an often chaotic 
placing of orders'. Work was 'started on, to be set aside half-hished because new 
jobs needed completion'. Too much was king started simuitaneously. 
'Bottlenecks in production' o c c d  , and 'less was completed within a given time 
than might have k e n  completed without those bottienecks' . That mistaken 
directives and wastage of raw materials were daily occurrences goes without 
saying? 

Thomas also discussed the crisis hvo~ving labour difficulties: "Unfornmateiy, there is such 

a shortage of [agriculturai] workers in the nnal areas, that an improvement in the 

production of fhts is no longer even considerd as a q~estion."~' Germany's labour 

shortage had, by 1939, reached 1 million, and was especialiy acute in agriculture, where 

the migration of workers to better paying indumial and armament positions not only 

endangered performance levels, but also meam the use of a M e r  150,000 foreign 

labourers h m  Holland and south-east E ~ p e . ~  Ali diese aIarming figures reflected the 

extent to which untestricteci rearmament had Ieft the German economy m a precarious sate 

" From V6lkischer Beobachter. 23 Jdy 1939, cited in Volkmam, 'The National 
Socialkt Economy," 367. 
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in this lm year of peace, the Reich di depended on foreign inports ta fulfill33 

percent of its total raw material req~nements.~ Agriculnrral irnports, which had increased 

by 50 percent over the pst thte years due to rising consumption and the incorporation of 

the Aumian and Czech territories, accounted for 20 percent of the nation's entire food 

supply by 1939. And this figure neither included nor refl ected a mugi@ 45 percent 

shoaage in fats and a 30 percent shortage of animai f i 5 '  Unfominateiy, as Vollanann 

points out, "ln the event of war, therefore, oaiy mme 44.4 percent of the necessary 

requirements of impomi fmdmEs and 33 percent of the q u k n e n t s  of importai raw 

matenals could be regardeci as reIatïvely ~ecure."~~ Substantial gains were made in petrol 

production, which increased by 63 percent in three years. But because the pemleum 

industry was unable to mach its short-term production rargets, Gennany was stili forced to 

import haK of its oii throughout 1939. In addition, the syuthetic oiI industry, to which the 

Four-Year Plan tLad devoted huge resources, codd only satis@ 18 percent of the nation's 

ail requirements by 1939. S d a r l y ,  synttietic nibber or Buna production in the last year of 

peace amounted to ody 25 percent of the Plan's target of 80,000 tonnes.@ German 

dependence on imports for non-ferrous metais also remaineci reiatively high as domestic 

production was ody able to mis@ the sarne percemage total consumption m 1939 as in 

1934.~' Some success had been achieved in certain key sectors: self sufnciency was 

" This figure was sienificantiy higher for m m  essential war materiais. See Kaiser' 
Economic Diulomacy, 177, and VoIkmaM, "The National SociaIist Economy," 355. 

sa VoIlmiann. "The Narionai Socialist Ec~nomy," 299-300, 
See Avraham Ehkai, Nazi Economics: Ideolocrv. T h m .  and Policy (New Haven 

and Londun: Yale University Press, I990), 254, Table 7 Ger- I m p s  of FoouhJi, 
1929-1939, and Table 8 Gennmr Serf-ptoductrûn m Foodsmji, 19.2 7/2&1!?38/3Y, for 
Gennan food import ievels and domescic agiculturai producrion statistics. 

VoIIanann, "The National Socialist Economy," 309; Raiser' Economic DiuIo- 
ln. 



reached in c d  production by 1939; lignite and coke production rose by 22 and 23 percent 

respectively between 1936 and 1938; steel and iron production reached planned levels by 

1938; and production rates of key chernicals such as sulphuric acid, chlorine, caustic soda, 

and soda feu short of the Four-Year Plan's targets by a mere six percent. Furthemore, 

artificial fibre production, which had met only 53 percent of domestic demand in 1934, 

satisfied 43 percent by 1938-93 Despite these successes, however, we have already seen 

that shortages, backlogs, and production bottlenecks persistai throughout 1939. M y ?  

Because the Four-Year Plan's expansion of German industriai capacity and raw materiai 

output by 1939 was incomplete at best, and incapable of keeping Pace with the continual 

and overwheiming, uninhiiited demands made by large-de rearmament and industriai 

expansion. 

Germau rearmament had clearly reached a cross-ma& by mid-1939, yet Thomas, in 

the conclusion to his address of 24 May, argued that the remedy to these varied economic 

and hanciai ills lay in retuming priority to expon production, which, he explaineci, would 

then provide the Reich with the foreign c m c y  needed for continued rearmarnent. 

1 fear that an improvement in our annament-indepth will not occur mil we 
increase exports, which will bring in more foreign curreflcy. For this reason, 
therefore. the economic leadership must aiways keep this poinf especiaüy the 
production of exports, in mind. We [also] need to increase our exports in order to 
accumulate foreign c m c y  which will give us some W o m ,  if we should happa 
to need ik to buy important wartime materials which we l a ~ k . ~  

He was, however, compietely unable to grasp the futility of such a recornmendation at this 

late stage in the Reich's peacetime rearmament. Since the Wehrmacht's pressing demand 

for armaments d e d  out the expansion of arms exports, the civilian economy alone would 

have to suppIy b e r  amounts of exports; this, in tum, wouid require diverthg resources 

h m  military ro civilian production. A r e m  of materiai and labour back to civiIian 

production wodd inevitably result in a slow-down of Gennan fearmament, and th*, as 

" Voikmann, "The National Socialist Economy," 304-5. 

a "Address by General-Major Thomas to Members of the German Foreign ûEce, 24 
May 1939," TMWC, 36, doc. 028-EC, 124-5. 
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Hitier and Goring had h d y  indicatd, was politicaiiy impossible.64 For German 

rearmament had, by mid-1939, @ed a certain mornentum which couid neither be stopped 

nor significantly slowed without undermining the regime's crediiity. Thomas' 

recommendation was thus unrealistic not only in relarion to the degree to which the 

German economy had been tailored to satisfy the needs of tearmament, but also in tight of 

Hitier's politicai, ideologid, and foreign policy goals. 

The srraineci and overworked condition of the German economy was at the forebnt 

of Hitier's mind as he considered his foreign poiicy options in mid-1939. It undoubtdy 

worked in combination with 0 t h  critical factors to convince Hier  that a luniteci war with 

Poland, not a general European war, wouid not only aiieviate the Reich's serious economic 

and Gnanciai strains, but aiso bring the regime closer to attaining its uitimate goai of 

Lebensrmm (living space) in the East. Revisionkt historians such as RJ. Overy have 

always downplayed the severity and depth of Germany's economic and financiai troubles, 

refusing to accept the argument h t  domestic economic and social factors contniuted 

directiy to Hitler's decision to atmk Poland. Neverthdes, it is wrong to suggest that 

Hitler was ignorant oc or obiivious to, the pandemic stagnation spreadiag throughout the 

rearmament economy as a whole, given the continual flow of pessirnistic and often 

diswssing updates fiom Thomas' office, the Four-Year PIan authority, and each of the 

military services. 

HaWig been adequately informeci of these acute shortaga, backlogs, and delays, 

Hitler invariably concluded that rearmament had pushed the Gennan economy to the 

breaking pomt, having exhausted its material, hanciai, and productive capacities, and was 

now m danger of caving in on itseif ifreIiefcould not be had in the form of territorial 

accretion. As W i e h  Deist mes, economic faEtors were simpiy too important not to 

have had a tremendous impaa on Hitler's expansionist plans. 

Twenty-three Items h m  the Files of the Chief of the Ewnomic Annament Office 
Concetnnig Economic Reparation for War and Reannament Questions for the Period 
endmg 1 March 1939," W C ,  27, duc. 1301-PS, 160. 



The precarious economic situation, the disniption of the State's financial and 
resulting infiatïonary tendencies, the State's organization of manpower potentiai 
and concomitant sociai problems as well as the undeniable potential threat posed by 
the sum of these elements to the domestic power base of the regirae cannot, at lem 
h m  1936 onwards, be lefl out of consideration in any assessrnent of Hitler's war 
po l i ~ y . ~ ~  

At a conference on 23 May 1939, in the presence of his most senior military and 

govement officials, Hitler openly admitteci that the nation's economic and hancial 

c o ~ t s  necessitated the use of force, presumably to finiish the resources for continueci 

rearmament: "So, too, mus the economic problems be solved. No German c m  evade the 

creation of the necessary economic conditions for this. Circumstances must rather be 

adapted to aims. This is impossible without the invasion of foreign states or aüacks upon 

foreign pr~perty. '~ Later in August, Hitler once again repeated his warning to the Reich's 

military Ieaders, stating that deteriorhg economic conditions now demanded some form 

of action. "We have nothing to lose; we have everything to gain. Because of our 

restrictions, our economic situation is such that we can only hold out for a few more years. 

Goring can confimi this. We have no other choice, we must amd7 The target of this 

aggression, Hitler announced in May, was the hated Polish state. The conquest of Poland 

would not only serve Nazi ideological and expansionkt aims, but also replenish the Reich's 

depieteci supplies of raw materials, a@uihnal products, labour (both indusrrial and 

agricultirral), and hard currency. For, as Hitler confessed, "Datizig is not the subject of 

dispute at aii. It is a question of expanclhg our living space in the East and of securing our 

food supp lies.... Over and above the naturai fertïhy, thoroughgomg German exploitation 

[of Poland] will enormously mcrease the surplus.* Considerhg that even the Reich's 

66 "Minutes of a Conference on 23 May 1939," NCA, 7, doc. L-79,848. 

67 "Speech by the Fiihrer to Commanders-in-ChieE 22 August 1939," DGFP, D, 7, doc. 
192.201. 

" "Minutes of a Conference on 23 May 1939," NCA, 7, doc. L-79,849. 



most favoured trading partuers, those with clearïng account agreements, had stopped 

granting short-term loans to Germany due to its RM 355 million clearing account debf9, 

any addition to the economy in tenns of murces or capacity would be a welcome 

improvement. Even Overy, when faced with this overwhelming montain of evidence, 

conceded in 1989 that "Economic motives were a consideration in waging war against 

Poland alone...."" Nevertheles, economic motives were ceaainly not t&e sole determinant 

of war in September 1939. 

m e r  key factors, working in combination with the Reich's severe economic and 

hancial pressures, convinced Hitler that a limiteci war with Poland, not a generai 

European war, would be best fought in 1939. Fïrst, Hitler saw himsetfas irreplaceable, and 

feared that he was Gennany's last, best hope for achieving hegemony on the European 

continent. As the proverbial Lynch-pin to the entire politicaieconornic-military structure of 

the Third Reich, his existence and position as leader was of paramount importance. 

Speaking to his military leaders on 22 August, Hitler smted: 

Essentially aii depends on me, on my existence, because of my politicai talents. 
Furthemore, the fact that probabiy no one will ever have the confidence of the 
whote German people as 1 have. ïhere will probably never again in the h u r e  be a 
man with more authority than 1 have. My existence in therefore a factor of gmt  
value. But 1 can be elimiaated at any tirne by a criminal or a iunatic. No one 
knows how long 1 wiU iive." 

Thus, after pondering his own morraiity, Hitler concluded that time was not in his favour. 

T i e  was &O working agahx the heaIthy lead in armaments and military 

readiness which Germany presently possessed relative to its potentiai enemies. This 

constitutes the second factor which led Hitler to opt for war. General Thomas had 

confhued this earlier m May, when he stated that despite senous shortages of ahost every 

" Vollmiann, "The Nationai Sociaiist Economy," 365. 

David Kaiser, Tim Mason, R J. Overy, "Debate: Germany, 'Domestic Crisis' and War 
m 1939," Past & Present, 122 (Febniary 1989), 223. 

'' "Speech by the Fiihrer to Commanders-m-ChieE, 22 August 1939," DGFP, D, 7' doc. 
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factor of production, the Gennan armed forces, at present, certaidy possessed a 

considerable lead in both scope and preparedness over those of al1 other Hitler's 

thoughts on this had were two-fold. First, in order for it to be thoroughiy exploite& 

Germany must practice a form of pro-active diplomacy: 'The power of initiative must not 

be aiiowed to pass to others. The present moment is more favourable than in two or three 

years Second, it is apparent fiom statements made conceniing British and French 

readiness, that Hitler assumed the Reich's lead in armaments wouid natttrally have a 

deterrent effect: 

What are the real facts about British rearmament? The naval construction 
programme of 1938 has not yet been completed. Only the reserve fleet has been 
mobilized. No substantial strengthening of the Navy before 1941 or 1942. Litîle 
has been done on land. England will be able to send at most three divisions to the 
Continent. A little has been done for the Air Force, but it is only a beghhg. Anti- 
aircraft defence is in its initial stages. It will take a long time before sufficient 
numbers [of guns] are produced. England is still vuinerable h m  the air. This can 
only change in two or three years. At the moment the English Air Force has only 
130,000 men, France 72,000, Poland 15,000. England does not want the conflict to 
break out for two or three years. France is short on men (decime in the birth rate). 
Little has been done for reannament. The artiiiery is obsolete. France d[oes] not 
want to embark on this advent~tre.'~ 

This beiief was especiaiiy strong with regard to the Luftwaffe, whose mere existence, 

Hitler assume& would dissuade the West h m  defnding Poland. And his blatant over- 

estimation of the air force's fighting strength, Edward Homze argues, added to this illusion: 

"Hitler and Goring were victims of their own propaganda about the Luftwaffe. In the 

summer of 1939, Hitler apparently came to the conclusion that his Luftwaffe had a decided 

advantage over his expected opponents but that time was nmnnig against him. He 

"Address by General-Major Thomas to Members of the ûerman Foreign Office, 24 
May 1939," TMWC, 36, doc. 028-EC, 1 17-8. 

" "Speech by the Fiihrer to Commanders-in-ChieE, 22 August 1939," DGFP, D, 7, doc. 
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minakenly decided to ga~nble."'~ That Hitier was grossly misinfonned with regard to the 

extent of French and British reannament in particuiar ce- explaias bis overcodidence 

in the Reich's rniliîary superiority, and the ease with which he dismissed the threat h m  

the West. 

A third factor which eucouraged Hitler to take greater diplornatic risks was his 

growing conviction that Germany must be pfepared, without hesitation, to capitalize on tire 

growing instability in international relations bughout  the world He expiained this to his 

military chiefs in August: 

The political situation is favourabk for us: m the Meditmanean, rivalry between 
Itaiy, France and Engiand; in the Far East, tension between Japan and Engiaad; in 
ttie Middie East, tension which causes alarm in the Mohammdan world The 
English Empire did not ernerge stronger fiom the last war. England is in the utmost 
ped. Unheaithy industrialization. France's position has also deteriorated, above 
al1 in the Mediter~anean.~~ 

Sincc AIbania, these has b e n  a balance of power in the Balkans. Yugodavia is 
infected with the fatal germ of decay because of her i n t d  situation. Rumania 
has not p m  mnger. She is open to attack and vuinerabie. She is threatened by 
Himgary and Bulgaria Since Kemal's death, Tiirkey has been ruled by peq  min&, 
unsîeady, weak men.n 

Whether these assumptions were grounded in fàct is realiy &portant. What matters is 

fitkr's view that ail politicai and international conditions were momentady m Germany's 

favour, and his conceni that this advantagrnus international situation would certainiy pass 

tmless it was promptly exploite& For, he concluded diat "Aii these favoirrable 

circumstances will no Ionger prevail in two or t ime years, Therefore, beaer a conflict 

" Homze, Annmg the Luftwaffe, 265. 
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Fourth, Hitler's adamant belief that Great Britain would not intervene in a German- 

Polish conflict dernonstrateci a deeply flawed understanding of British strategic interests, 

and undoubtedly iduenced his decision for war. He had argued as eariy as May that war 

with Poland appeared inevitable, but tbat it would have to remain 19nited. "There will be 

war," Hitler announced, and "our task is to isolate Poland. The success of the isolation wiii 

be decisive. Thete must be no simuitaneous confiict with the Western Powers."" Three 

months later, he repeated bis opinion that ï h e  pmbability is saU great that the West will 

not i~tervene."~ How had Hiîier amived at such a position? Most importantly, he sensed a 

lack of resolve &om both British and French leaders, and bis experience at Munich a year 

earlier only helped reinforce this feeling in his own mind: "'The other side presents a 

negaiive picture as far as authoritative persons are concemed, There is no outstanding 

personality in England and France. Our enemies have leaders who are below the average. 

No personaiities. No masers, no men of a c t i ~ n . ~ '  

Hitler had been warned, however, as eady as September 1938 that Britain would 

not shirk h m  waging war against Germany. Writing to his chanceilor on the sony state of 

the rearmament economy a month before the Munich crisis, Min* of Finance Schwerin 

von Krosigk cautioned Hitler not to underestimate Britain's strategic advantage, nor 

overestimate the Reich's economic stability. 

The fact that Engiand is not ready for war militariiy, does not prevent England h m  
entering it. For she possesses two great aimip wds. One is the sooa expected 
active participation of the United States of America in the war. The second munp 
card is, Germany shows hancial and economic weaknesses, aithough she has a 
head start militariiy. Germany's seIf-sufficiency for the required war needs is only 
in the eariy stages. in my opinion, it is Umpian to think that we can secure the 

Ibid. 

f9 "Minutes of a Confefence on 23 May I939," NCA, 7, doc. L-79,849. 
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necessary raw materials with the importations h m  the Southeast [of Europe] and 
by the exploitation of our own resources. Economically, we are in a position *ch 
corresponds to Gennany's situation in 1917. The Western powers wouid not nm 
against the West Wall but wouid let Germany's economic wealcness take effect 
mtil we, after eariy military successes, become weaker and finally lose our military 
advantage due to deliveries of armaments and air plans by the United StatesE 

Mile  war had been avoided during the Munich crisis, much to Hitler's chagrin, conditions 

had changed considerably by the summer of 1939. Overy details the extent of HitIer's seif- 

delusion by this tirne: 

Hitler was determined to mate diplornatic conditions in 1939 to ensure that the 
codict with Poland would remain localized. Under the growing influence of 
Ribbentrop, Hitler argued that the failure of the western powers to take action m 
September 1938, or in March 1939, or against the Soviet action over Bessarabia 
d e m o m e d  the pusillanimous nature of western leadership. in the event of 
Germa. moves for a violent settlement with Pohd, Hitler beiieved that Britain and 
France wouid do nothing beyond some token of disapprovai. Indeed he hoped that 
his action wouid produce intemai governent crisis in the democracies, whose 
political stn~cture he regarded as more W e  than his own. His arguments for war 
against P o h d  only made sense h m  this perspe~tive.~ 

Littie did he realize, as Mason points out, that a stable political and military equiliium in 

Europe was an essentiai component of British strategic security: 

Much more persuasive is the fundamental foreign policy argument that Hitler never 
understood Britain and the British Empire, that his idea of some kind of a division 
of world power between a Germanized conthent of Europe and a sea-based British 
Empire grew out of a total misconception of British interests, and that the British 
govemment (even that of Chamberlain) was bomd to become involved in war with 
Nazi Germany as swn as that power entered on wan of aggression. This h e  of 
argument emphasizes not the fiuity application m the 1930's of the sûategy that 
Hitler had elaborated so cleariy in Mein K m f ,  but the hct that that strategy was 
kif founded upon a deep misunderstanding of the basic British need for some 
kind of baiance of pwer on the continent of Europe. This did not d e  out the 
semi-peaceful revision of some of Germany's hntiers, but it did mie out 

82 "Letter h m  Defendant Schwerin von Krosigk to HitIer, 1 September 1938, 
Conceming the Financial S W o n  of Germany, the F i c m g  of Armamen& and the 
Clarincation of Foreign Policy," TWC, 12, doc. EC-419,513. 
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Military guarantees such as the Anglo-Polish A h c e  of 25 August did nothing to deter 

Hitler's plans, despite, as Mason once again notes, "the clear evidence of the collapse of 

one of the centrai axioms of his foreign policy [namely, avoiding war with Great 

  ri tain].'* Hitler's decision to continue with a Polish offensive therefore represented a 

miscalcuiation in foreign poiicy of immense proportions, which had far-reaching 

consequences for the German Reich. 

The fifth and finai factor which, in conjunction with severe economic and financial 

pressures, persuadeci the Nazi Ieader that war with Poland couid pmeed was the security 

gained fiom the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact of 24 August 1939. The Pact not only 

provided the Reich with a secure, blockade-proof supply of strategic raw matenais and 

foodstuffs, unlike Germany's experience drrring the First World War, but also gave Hitler 

the coafidence to p r o c d  with the risk-iaden invasion of Poland. Even before the official 

sip.hg of the Pact, Hitler boasted to bis generals ttiat 'Wow Poland is in the position whicb 

1 wanted her. We need not be afiaid of a blockade. The East will supply us with cattle, 

coal, lead, and TWO &YS after the si& in a letter to the head of the Italian 

government, his tone had become haughtic. 

As neither France nor Britain can achieve any decisive successes in the West, and 
as Gennany, as a remlt of the Agreement with Russia, will have aii her forces free 
m the East after the defeat of Poiand ... 1 do not shrink h m  solving the Eastern 
question even at the risk of compiications in the West." 

The underlying assumption here, hidden amongst the egotisticai bluster, was b t  war with 

Poland had the potential to cause problems wah the Western powers, but these would in al1 

Mason, "The Domestic Dynamim," t 65. 

"Speech by the Führer to Commanders-in-chief, 22 August 1939," DGFP, D, 7, doc. 
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likelibood d e  only qFer Poland had been defeated, if at dl. Nevertheless, Hitler was 

wiuing to take tbis chance, for it is ctear that he never regardeci British and French 

guarantees to Poland as sincere. The pact with Russia, Ovay argues, 'kas a diplornatic 

coup of the gfeatest importance, for it came at just the ri@t psychological moment h m  

Hitler's point of view, and seemed to remove once and for a i l  the threat of a S ~ ~ O U S  crisis 

in the west.* Hans Mommsen adds, however, that the agreement with Russia created 

faise expectations of a Limiteci conflict which bound the regime and its leaders to a mrlitary 

solution: 

in the last hour the German-Soviet non-aggression pact reinforced the illusion of au 
isolated war againsr Pohd It was, however, decisive that as a result of its interd 
structure, the regime could not retreat without endangering its very d e n c e .  The 
prevention of war would in any case have discredited Hitler and his close 
entourage.* 

The Non-Aggression Pact thus paved the way for Hitler's calcuiated risk. 

Al1 of these various factors - deteriorating econornic and financial conditions; 

Hhier's fears for his health and ability to govern; the-relateci pressures concerning the 

Reich's military advantage; Wtier's beiïef in the existence of a favourable international 

situation; his miscalculation of British and French resolve; and the strategic security 
* - 

intrhsic in a non-aggression pact with Soviet Russia - played a major role in determmg 

the outbreak of war in Septemkr 1939. They coiiectively limited Hitler's options, 

influenced his judgement, and led him to Iaunch a war against Polaud in the hopes that the 

ensuing batde would not escalate into a general war with the Westeni powers. Of all the 

scholars who have written on this topic, Overy best captures the nature of Hitler's thoughts 

at this criticai point in t h e :  

1 see him wer] deliberateiy piaying down the wamings of those who said that 
BaaIn was serious this time, increasingly obsessed wnh the desire to have his Id 
war against the obsanate Pola, uapped inteiiecnrally in a selfseluding racial view 
of the Euopean balance of power, anxious to buy off Russia, even at the 

Overy, War and Economy, 195. 
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extravagant prke of giving Stalin a major strategic fwthold m eastem Europe, 
taking the Nk that he felt he should have taken in 1938 but had been tricked out of 
by Chamberlain and Mussolini. War with Poland would solve some of the 
economic problems, would help to keep the regime on the boil, and would bring 
him widespread popular support and give his soldiers a fint taste of bIood. In this 
sense the war had a domestic dimension as weU, and was not just 'foreign policy'. 
But most of al1 he saw a window of opportunity opening up and did not want to lose 
it. He remained stubbody committed to limited economic mobilization to meet a 
local war in August, an order that was not replaced with one for general economic 
mobiüzation ... until3 September.* 

Whaîever Hitler's particular mind set may have ken, however, the deteriorathg 

state of the Reich's economic and financial solvency throughout 1938 and 1939 was, 

without question, the principal catalyn which forced the regime to decide in the relatively 

near fùture whether to slow rearmament, or risk a limited conftontation in order to continue 

rearmuig. What resulted was a general war which Germany and its National Socialists 

nefier desired nor were prepared to fight. 

Certain, then, is that the Reich's pre-war reannament efforts were devoted 

ovenvheimingly to constructiag an industrial foudation upon which large-de 

armaments production, and a corresponding expansion of the m e d  forces, couM take 

place. Leading experts in this field, including Overy, Murray, Mason, V o m  Kaiser, 

and Geyer, agree to v q i n g  degrees that the Reich's pre-war rearmament was, by any 

standards, massive. More precisely, however, pre-war rearmament was as extensive an 

undertaking as possible given the Reich's political or dipiornatic, econornic, and hancial 

resuaints throughout the 1930s. It is estimated that between 1933 and 1939, the 

Wehrmacht's total direct expendinires on rearmament averaged RM 60.9 bülion, ranghg 

h m  a low esthme of RM 60.82 billion to a high assessrnent of RM 8 1.12 billion. Table 

1 outimes the estimated figures for total direct reannament expendiaires, 1933-1939. 

Kaiser, Mason, Overy, "Debate: Gennany,'' 236. 



Table 1 Some Estimates of Remmament Expendifure 1933-1939. by Calender Yem 
(RM billions) 

TOTAL 60.82 

ErrUnare sources @y column): (1) Heinrïch StuebeL 'Die Finanzienmg der AufiWug im Dritten 
Reich', Euro~a-Archiv, 6 (1 95 1 ), 4 12% (2) W o h  Fischer, Deutsche W-litik 19 18- 
1945 (OpIaden: C.W. Leske. 1968).102: (3) Artiiur Schweitzer. Big Business in the Third Reich - 
(Bloomington. ind.: indiana University Press. 1964). 33 1: (4) CarroiL Desien. 184: (5) Minister of 
Finance Schwerin von Krosigk in the Wiielmstrasse trial. quoted h m  René Erbe, 
nationaisozialistische Wichaftswlitik 1933-1939 im Lichtc der modanen Theorie (Zurich: 
P o l y ~ h i s c h e r  Veriag. 1958). 39: (6) Ibid, 25, 100. (7) Dieuich Eichholtz @chichte der 
deutschen Kriepsuiirtschaft 1939-1 945, VOL 1 1939-194 1 (East Berlin: Alcademie-Verlag, 1%9), 3 1. 

Source: Haus-Ench Voikma~,  "The Narional Socialist Economy in Preparation for War," in 
Gennanv and the Second World War, Vol. 1. ab Rescarch ïastitute for Miitary Hrstory, Fmiurg im 
Breisgau (Oxfotd: Clarendon Pras. 1990), 237. 

It îs clear that the Reich's direct spendmg on armaments in peace time was enormous, 

exhibiting a three- to fivefold increase h m  1935 to 1939, dependmg on the estimate 

employed. in other words, a fidi eight percent of the nation's GNP (gros national 

product) was dedicated to direct military spending in I935,15 percent m 1938, and an 

mipressive 23 percent by 1939 - a far higher ourlay on military expenditure than that of 

any of Germany's funne opp~nents.~' These @uns, however, do not mclude the indirect 

'' "Address by General-Major T h o m  to Members of the German Foreign CMEce, 24 
May 1939," W C ,  36, doc. 028-EC, 120; Overy, War and Economv, 20. 
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rearmament expenditures of the miuisûies of labour, transport, the interior, and aii c i v h  

departments, nor tbat of the Four-Year Plan.92 Consequentiy, m a ,  historiaus, including 

Overy, caution that 'The formal d i t a r y  budget-.. ignores the pwing sign.ifïcance of 

'indirect rearmament' a h  1936 ... and p a t l y  understates the degree to which the German 

economy was commitceà to re-militarimtion in the late 1930'~.*~ Furthmore, none of 

these rearmament expenditure estimates helps to confinn the vaiidity of a r e h e d  

Blitzkn'eg economy. la fa@ each demonstrates the opposite. 

State expenditms on capital investments also dustrate the nature of pre-war 

Gennan rearmament. In general, invesrment m the Reich's producer goods industries more 

than doubled between 1928 and 1939.~  More specificaiiy, investments in the capital goods 

sector quadnipled h m  1935 to 1939, and approximately 50 to 60 percent of aii industrial 

investment went into the large "militady-important branches of industry that came within 

the purview of the Four-Year Plan* during the last two years of peace. While both O v q  

and Murray point out the simiificance of this, Overy adds that the orientation of the 

Gennan economy d e r  1936 was increasingly geared toward industrial enlargement, 

producer-goods production, and strategic ühsmcture and transport hprovement- 

The whole industriai economy was distorted in tavour of engineering, industriai raw 
matenais, and heavy in- equipment. The labour markq too, d e r e d  a 
simiiar distortion, with shortages m consumer industries and agricuiture. By 1939 a 
quartet of the industrial work-force laboured on orders for the armed forces, but a 
geat many more worked on constructing the industrial capacity, or on the raw- 
material programmes of the Four-Year Plan, or the building of the Westwaii 
fortifications, or the sûategic refbrbishment of the raihvays.% 

Given that armaments production appears at this time to be just one in a muhitude of 

92 Voikmann, "The National Socialist Economy," 237, 

95 ûvery, War and Economy, 20. 

Murray, The Change, 17-19; Overy, War arid Econom~, 263- 4. 

Mason, Social Policv, 181. 

* ûvm, War and Economv, 2 1. 



rearrnament priorities and tasks, it seems highiy unlikeiy that a regime planning to launch a 

series of brief wars some time in the near future would continue to focus such intense 

effort and vas  materiai and labour resources on the construction of large-scale, long-term 

industriai and raw materiai projects during the last years of planneci peace. ûvery w s ,  

This strategy makes very littie sense in tenns of a limited cornmitment to short 
wars, and Hitler himself made it clear on numerous occasions that his conception 
went well beyond that, for a major war to be fought when the armaments were 
haiiy ready in 1943-5; and when the economic resources of centrai and south- 
eastem Europe had been integrated with those of the Reich, to provide a large 
economic phtfiorm for the launching of ~ a r . ~  

Moreover, it was these heavy industriai projects, not arms or munitions manufacnrring 

làcilhies, which, by September 1939, had already been completed or showed the greatest 

On 8 August ... OKW drew up a list of industrial sectors for which mobiiization 
plans already existed, those in preparation, and those still to be produced. It is 
sienificant that the rnobiiization plans that were complete [irodsteel, chernicals in 
part, mineral oiI] were exclusively in the heavy-industrial sectors, the foundations 
of the war economy, and were airnost entirely lacking in the manufacnrring sectors, 
reflecting closeiy the priorities established under the Four-Year Plan in 1936. Even 
in the heavy-industriai sectors there was stiii much that needed to be d ~ n e . ~  

in order to continue paying for these large rearmament projects, the regime was 

increasingly forced to borrow fimds and enlarge the nationai debt; taxation covered oniy 

two-thirds of the growÏng costs associated with uninhibited rearmament, and, as has ken 

rnentioned, Haler's cancellaiion of the Mefo bill program in early 1938 eliminated a 

vaiuable source of stable medium-term fimding. Consequentty, the national debt doubled 

to almost RM 42 billion between 1935 and 1938, and rose 30 percent over the 1938/39 

fiscai year alone, resuiting m what Mason refm to as a "revoiution m Gennan public 
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finauces.* 

This in-depth construction of an extensive military-industrial base also entailed a 

concomitant capping, if not duction, of consumer consumption- While earlier historiaris 

in this field believed the civiiian economy to be largely d é c t e d  by the Reich's 'modest' 

preparations for warl@', most contemporary scholars have found that the civilian econorny 

was indeed circumscfli to a greater or lesser degree after 1936. In 1938, for example, 

civiiian consumption made up between 54 and 59 percent of German national income, 

whereas this Ievel had been 81 percent in 1933, and 71 percent in 1928.1°' These figures, 

however, do not even take into accoimt the decade-long growth in population and 

employed labour force, the 20 percent rise in the index of indusriai production, and the 

airnos 40 percent inmase in jpss national p rod~c t , '~~  Flrrther prwf of a restricted 

civilian econumy is provided by Carroii, who found that "Consumer goods output 

increased 38 percent between 1932 and 1938, whik output of capirai goods increased 197 

percent.'03 As Table 2 demonstrates, an overwhelming concentration of resources was 

king directed to Germany's capM industry and producer-goah sector after 1935, w M e  

the nation's invernent In the consumer-gods indwtry recovered slowly and mdestly, 

failing to reach even 1928 Ievels by 1938. 

99 Mason, Social Policv, 181; M. Geyer, uRlisnmgsbeschleunigung und Inflation," cited 
in Overy, War and Economv, 191 ; Mason, "Some Origins," 83. 

lm See Burton H. Kiein, Germanv's Economic W o n s  (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, I959), and A h  S. Milward, The Gennan Economv at War (London: 
The AIthone Press, University of London, 1965). 

'OL R Erbé, Die nationalsocialistische Wirtschafbolitik im Lichte der modernen 
Theorie, 100, cited in ûvery, 83. 

l m  C.W. Guiilebaud, The Social Policv ofNazi Germany (CambridgeLondon, 
1941),106, and Klein, Gennanv's Economic ReParations, 72, IO, both cited in Mason, 
"Some Ongins," 82. 



Table 2 Imannent in Gennan i ndmy  1928-1938 (1928 = 100) 

&tace: Ursuia Albert. Die dcutsche Wiederaufiiisnina der DreiDincr Jahrc als Teil dm d i c h e n  
Arbeitsbeschaffiuig: und hre Finauzim~durch das System der Mefawechd (unpubl. dis .  
Nuremberg 1956). 68. cited in Vohmm. "The National Socialist Ecbnomy." 23 1. 

Similady, workers' wages çhrank as a percwtage of nationaI income between 1928 and 

2938, as Table 3 outlines; this decline was, of course, most pronounceci a f k  1933, as the 

Naional Socialist regime sou& to discourage consumer consumption by curtailing wages, 

Red earnings also failed to reach 1928 levels over the same @od. 

Table 3 G e m  Wage and Cotiswnption Stutistics 1928-1938 

Real Eaminp waga Consumption 
(1925/9 = 100) (as % of mional (as % of nationai 

income) incorne) 

h r c e :  G. Bq, Waes  m Germanv 1871-1945, (Princeton: Princeton University Rcss, l%O), 33 1, 
362, cited in Overy? Gonna 83- 



As s h o w  civilian consumption was king activeiy discoinagai a h  1932, W g  steadily 

as a percemage of national income, and the Reich's rising consumption throughout the 

1930s was thus concentrated largely in the rnilitary and heavy indusirial sectors of the 

national economy. These wage and consumption figures aiso suggest that workers and 

consumers directly subsidiied German rearmament through restricted wages and reduced 

living standards. 

There is therefore sufficient evidence h m  the pre-war period aione to corroborate 

the daims, fkt, that German rearmament was as extensive and large as was poütidy, 

materially, and financially possible; second, that the Reich was preparing to fight a long 

war in the eariy to mid-1940s after its long-term industriai and manufactirring programmes 

had been completed, and, finally, that the Bli~krieg strategy theory as an historical 

construct has been proved fdacious, and is now undefendable. A close examination of the 

Reich's rnilitary operations and economic mobilization in wartime supports these 

conclusions, for it not only reveais the m e  nature of the German offensives against Poland 

and France. but also explains the character of the war economy between 1939 and 1941. 

It is important to first point out that while the Wehrmacht did, throughout the Poiish 

and French campaigns. employ tactid and operational manoeuvres commoniy d e s m i  

as Blitzkrieg tactics, we must not confuse these operations wiîh the revoluciomy amoured 

strategy promoted by Generai Heinz Guderian. As discussed in Chapter 2, key scholars in 

this field, after examining the force suucture and conduct of the invriding army, have made 

three important discoveries. First, the army in both campaigu was made up 

overwhelmingly of traditional infanüy divisions, not motorid and a r m o d  divisions as 

a predetermined Blickrieg strategy would necessitate. Forneen of a total of 103 German 

divisions taking part in the attack on Poland were W y  motorized [six, and later ten were 

panzer) and O@ sixteen of 135 divisions serving in the French confiict were motorized. 

CIeariy, as Murray points out, "[the] development of amour was not the centrai concem of 

the =y's leadership. Rather, the army placed the emphasis m rearmament on World War 

I styIe, ttiat is, on mfanûy divisi~ns."'~ Wùy was this sa? Because, Murray continues, "the 

'04 Murray, The Chan~e, 37. 



OKtf and most generais ... did not regard armour as the solution to Germany's strategic 

problerns" and therefore took no part in the development of armoured tactics ta meet these 

requirerne~ts.'~~ Second, Gennan amioured divisions were not used to theh fUllest 

potentiai, for they were limiteci primady to a supportive role for the larger army of foot 

soldiers. This was most obvious during the Polish confiict, in which vast numbers of tanks 

were anached to infanuy divisions, ouiside the realm of the panzer arm, to fonn motorized 

infantq or light divisions. As Matthew Cooper states, T h e  mechanized units were 

dimibuteci dong the 1000 mile h n t ,  positioned among the armies in groupings no bigger 

than corps. The principle of concentration, so earnestiy advocated by Guderian, had been 

di~regarded."'~~ Even within the panzer arm's six, and eventuaiiy ten moured divisions, 

the uneven distribution of tank units and inadequate supply of supporting mobile &try 

divisions negatively affected the offensive capacity and endurance of each division. In 

generai, then. the armoured forces, either within the panzer arm or spread throughout the 

infantry formations, possessed no independent d e ,  and were tied closely to the movements 

of the m a s  army. Cooper explains: 

At every point throughout the [Polish] wcpaign the actions of the mechanized 
forces were subordmated to the strategr of encirclemenq and, for most of the the ,  
the movements of the individuai units were closely co-ordinated with those of the 
m a s  of the infanûy armies to which they were aîtached. Througho@ the 
employment of the mechanized uniu revealed the idea prevalent among the senior 
army and army group commanders that they were mtended soIeiy to ease the 
advance and to support the activities of the infantry.'"' 

Third, the army high command (OKH) never really employed Guderian's radiai m o u d  

idea in either the Polish or French campaigns, for this would have meant the organization 

'O5 WiIliarnson Murray, "German Army Doctrine, 1918-1939, and the Post-1945 Theory 
of 'Biitzkrieg Strategy'," Gennan Nationalism and the Eurowan Remonse. 1890-1945, 
eds. Carde Fink, Isabel V. Huli, and MacGregor Knox (Norman & London: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1985), 93. 

'O6 Matthew Cooper, The German Armv 1933-1945: Its Political and Milirarv Failure 
(La- MD: Scarbomugh House Publishers, 1 W8), 173-4. 



of armour into Large, self-contained units operating independentiy of the traditional infantry 

divisions, undertaking deep, penetrative thrusts behind enemy lines in order to induce 

organizational chaos. instead, the Generai StafTproceeded with the orthodox m e g y  of 

decisive manoeuvre and enveiopment as set out in Die Tnniwnf"uhrung of 1933IM, which, 

This was cIearIy evident with regard to Wehrmacht operations in Poland which, as 

Cooper observes, followed closely the OKH's conventional strategy: 

Any strategic exploitation of the armoured idea was still-bom. Cerminly, the 
panzer and motorized divisions played an importaut role in the ground operatiom, 
spearheading three out of five annies involved, and, certainly, the new concept 
found tactical expression m Hoepner's ... Guderian's ... and Thorna's [advances] .... 
But there it end& The paralysis of command and the W d o w n  of morde were 
not made the u l h t e  a h  of the operational employment of the German ground 
and air forces. and were on& incidental by-pducts of the naditional manoeuvres 
of rapid encirclement and of the supporting adVities of the flying artillery of the 
L-e, both of which had as their purpose the physical h c t i o n  of the enemy 
troops. Such was the Veniichtzfngsgeubk of the Polish ~ampaip."~ 

Such was the case during the French invasion as weii, wfiere the rapid advance of the 

panzer divisions was conrinuaily hampered by senior Germaa commazlders distressed by 

increasingly exposed flanks and overstretched or severed supply Iines."' "The ptoposals 

for deep, unsuppoaed duusts by mechanized fonnatiom," Cooper maintah, "were not 

only actively encomged. they were positiveS. f d " ' "  This was demonstmed in a 

March 1940 memorandurn from General Georg von Sodenstern, Chef of StafTto Field- 

Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, to General Fraoz Halder, Chïef of the Amy Geueral Staff: 

See above, Chapter II, p. 3 6 7 .  

'O9 Murray, The Change, 37; also see above, note 13, Chapter II, p. 36. 

"O Cooper, 174,176. 

"' These cornmanden included h e r a I s  von Kleist, Rm- Brauchitsch, Leeb, and 
Bock 
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1 have serious objections to the use of armoured and motorized forces ahead of the 
fiont line of the attacking armies. These mobile forces can have a strong effect 
upon morale, because of their speed and heavy armament, and yet, quite apart h m  
my basic opinion that they should be held back as operation reserves to force a 
decision d e r  the enemy h n t  has been broken, 1 fear tint they will be unable to 
cary out the task allotted to them in the imminent operation."' 

Thus the French campaigu, like the Polish before if was conducteci within the purview of 

the traditional strategic doctrine favoured by the army's senior comrnanders. That this 

strategy ultimateiy failed to completely eliminate ail resistance in the West, Cooper 

explains, is exempliecl by the German halt order at 

The famous 'halt order', which saved the British Amy, has k e n  a subject of much 
conaoversy. If the fatefui decision to stop the panzers outside Dunkirk is regarded 
as an isolated, typicd incident of the wnpaign, then the answer is difEicult to find. 
if, however, it is seen as the cuimination of the fm, hesitations, and f w  of the 
previous nine days, it becornes readiiy understandable. Coordination of the force 
and security of the flanks, had been basic to the Gemian advance so far; and on 24 
May, just as they were on the verge of one of the most decisive batties of 
annihilation in history, Hitler and his generals chose to khave exactiy as they had 
doue for the past fourteen days. They saw no reason why they should act against 
their tradition."' 

ûrthodoxy, not heterodoxy, thus dominated the strategic piamïug and execution of both 

the PoIish and French campaigns. 

Blifzkrieg, then, was not a suategy. Rather, it was a &es of wi-g operational 

tactics and manoeuvres hastiiy put into practice by competent hnt-line commanders under 

the d o m i d  guidance of Guderian's armoured idea. Had not t&e Wehrmacht been such an 

effectve fighting force, the Polish and French campaigns may have become long, extendeci 

batties of attrition. and tfiere would be no such concept as that of a planned BIitzbieg 

strategy. Nor is there any evidence to suggest that this hnt-line tactical doctrine was 

formulated with the Reich's precarious economic state in mmd- It has already been shown 

"3 ''General G. von Sodenstem to Generai F. Halder," 5 March 1940, Emperial War 
Museum AL 7933, cited in Cooper, 204. 

"' Cooper, 230. 



that not only did m y  hi& command not emphasize the development and deployment of 

mobile amour, preferring instead traditional infantry formations, but it also deliierately 

suppressed the application of Guderian's principles throughout both confiicts. As Murray 

points out, "The coincidence between the development of the doctrine that won the great 

victories of 1939-41 and the strategic needs of the German economy was no more than W. 

sheer c~incidence.""~ It is because these early campaigns were such definitive successes 

chat certain scholars, in hindsight, saw & to apply a theoretical h e w o r k  to these events, 

thus adding some much needed order and clarity to what, in reality, was a very 

disorganized and confushg period. 

This disorder arose, however, because Germany lacked a cleariy-formulated 

strategy which, normally, would have sewed as a foundation around which the regime 

couid set priorities and establish short- and long-tem goals for both the m e d  forces and 

the national economy. Responsibility for this situation lies prirnariiy with Hitler, whose 

diplornatic nsk-taking and push for unresmcted reamiament over the past three years 

ultimately thrust the Reich prematurely into a generai war wbch it had neither planned for 

nor was prepared, at the moment, to fight. And this mategic uncertainty did not disappear 

once war began, for even ofter the Polish campaign had ended, Hider's war direcaves 

continued to be marked, as Bernhard Kroener notes, by "a strangely ambivdent estimate 

of the situation which alternateci between the hope for a short conflict and the fear of a 

longer one.""6 No srrategy for Bliakrieg could have possibly been formuiated, let alone 

implemented, in such an atmosphere, nor couid it have been the guiding force behind what 

Murray describes as an essentially ÜnpW war effort: 

A close examination of the evidence does not support the theory of a Bliakieg 
matew, rather it points ta an uncertain and unclear grand mategy in wbich the 
Germans put the rniIitary pieces together at the last moment, wkh serious doubts 

'IS Muaay, "Gennan Amy DoctrÏne," 9 1. 

'16 Denkschrift of 9 October 1939, cited m Bemhard R Kroener, '%quaring the Circle: 
BWcrieg Strategy and Manpower Shortage, 1939-1942," The German Mïütarv in the 
Aee of Total War, ed. WiIhelm Deist (Warwickshire, UX-: Berg Publishers Ltd.,1985), 
289. 



and considerable haste. Whatever the reasons, the Germans fought the war of 1939 
- 1940 (in fact the war in generai) very much on the basis of an ad hoc strategy. The 
lack of realistic, hard-headed appraisals of risks, strengths, weaknesses, and 
economic factors in German strategc directives is striking when one compares 
British appreciations with whtever German ones come to mind, whether they be 
Hitler's or Beck'~.~~'  

The regime's unwiiiingness and inability to forge a comprehensive strategic blueprint not 

only affected the performance of the miIitary forces, but also had a particularly negative 

impact on the rearmament economy's efficiency and productivity from the outset of the 

war. 

The Gennan economy's performance during the early years of war reveals the 

absence of an ovemding plan to tdor  pre-war economic preparations and armaments 

production to the specific requirements of Blitzkrieg campaip. in fact, the economy, 

caught off guard by the iramediate and submtial material requirements of the Polish 

invasion, niffered severe difliculties and pressures as a remit of the prernature outbreak of 

general war, and, more importantly, Hitler and the Nazi leadership's refusal ta lay down 

unambiguous strategic goals and production priorities. Thomas and those within the 

Defence Economy and Weapons Office repeatedIy caIled on Hitler to give the Reich's 

military and economic leaders some indication as to the nacure and possible length of the 

confiict so that they could rnake the appropriate preparations. The general stated in a 

September memorandum, "We urgently need instructions fiom the Füimr on where we 

should focus our urgent needs," and he lamenteci the fact that shortages of labour, factory 

capacity, and raw materiais had already delayed the completion of many needed armament 

programmes."' On 18 September he m t e  that with regard to the Reich's Limited stocks of 

raw materiais, "We need a quick, clear decision about what Iength of war our M e r  

rearmament should aim for, [and] a decision about which goais and production t q e t s  the 

"' W i n  Murray, German h4ibw Effectiveness (Baltimore, MD: The Nautid& 
Aviation Publishing Company of America, 1992), 225,361. 

"' OKW, NARA T-77/429, Wi/ 1 F 53575, "Inteme Monatsberichte zur deutschen 
RuSnin-Wn September 1939, h e  1291954. 



German economy should work toward, and which priorities should guide W e r  

~earmament.""~ But these decisions wwe not immediately foahcoming, and economic 

efficiency d e r e d  as a remit. 

organizationai chaos grew exponentially within the German economy afkr 1 

September, since it was allowed to operate as it had done in peacetime: no CO-ordination, 

no central planning, no centralized control of raw material distriiution, and no clear 

production priorities. Thomas remarked, 'ln the course of the fïrst month of war, it has 

ken shown the conversion of the economy ne& tirne to adjust, and that the sudden 

change from peace to a war economy naturally has led to soute The most 

urgent area of concern was the production of weapom and munitions, which, as the Polish 

coaflict demonstrated, was whoüy unabIe to keep pace with the military's rates of 

consumption; after-action field and economic reports revealed that the armed forces had 

consumed h m  two to eight h e s  the amount of various types of mimitions which the 

national economy could produce in a month.''' Thomas, Cari Krauch of I.G. Farben and 

the Four-Year Plan, and other economic experts aii agreed b t  "We need to advise the 

Fiihrer together. the muuitions programme should be our number one priority. Ottter 

programmes need to be postponed or shortened. A better munitions situation will 

determine the war."ln Intemal memoranda h m  Thomas' office reporteci in October that 

insufEcient suppbes of skiiied workers, raw amteriais, tactory equipment, and food for 

industrial labourers rneant that most producbon demands over the past two months had not 

been met. It aIso acknowledged that the armament mdustry as a whok had experienced 

severe disniptions in its production programmes as a resuit of the sudden outbreak of 

12' Ibid, November 1939,1291 997. 

In OKW, NARA T-77/33 1, Wii I F 5.20 14, "Akteuvermerk vom 21. November 1939," 
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~ a r . ' ~ ~  These disruptions, however, were not limiîed solely to armaments production. In 

fact, the Reich's entire raw materiai distribution and transport systerns were strained to the 

breaking point, unable to meet the challenges posed by a general war in 1939.'" As Overy 

aptiy notes, "Many of the problems and pressures faced by the German war effort were the 

result, rather than the cause. of the premature outbreak of a large-scale European war."'= 

These severe economic upheavds cleariy make no sense within the context of a 

Blitzkrieg strategy. The German invasion of Poland was, according to BlikKn'eg strategy 

proponents, the mode1 BlikRn'eg campaign, and yet the Reich economy had such difnculty 

meeting the relatively modes military demands of such a confiict. Surely, had pre-war 

plans b e n  in place to keep mobilization levek just hi& enough to defeat an enemy in a 

quick campaign, the G e m  economy would not have experienced such chaotic qheavais 

flom a bief conflict against a vastly iafkrior enemy. The that the Blitzbieg mtegy, 

d e r  almost years, di cannot adequately account for such a situation demonstrates 

how historical reality has been made to fit within a theoretical assumption. Clearly, the 

performance of the national ecouomy throughout the early months of war reveals the 

absence, not the presence, of a purposely restrained pre-war rearmament programme. 

Long a h r  hostilities had ended, though, the confusion, mismanagement, and fack 

of direction continued, as the patchwork syçtem which had governed Gemany's pre-war 

reannament faltered under the demands of war. Bottienecks m munitions production and 

machine equipment persisted, as did shortages of essential raw materiais, mineral oii, rail 

cars, and stem engine~.'~~ It was the distmct absence of planning objectives, decisnre 

IZj OKW, NARA T-771429, Wi 1 F 53575, "Interne Monatsberichte," October 1939, 
frame 1291979. 

'" ibid., September 1939,1291964, OKW, NARA T-77/33 1, Wd 1 F 5.20 14, 
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leadership, and CO-operation h m  ail the Reich's sectors which, Overy argues, contri'buted 

to this chaotic state: 

Industrialists blamed the probIems on a lack of clear planning. Thomas blamed the 
problem on poor leadership by the civilian miniçters, particuiarly Funk at the 
Economics Ministry, and on the party officiaIs which wouid compiy oniy slowly 
with the demands for conversion, or who refused to abandon party or state projects 
on politicai as much as economic grounds. The irony was that the military and state 
authorities, m their anxiety to convert the ecunomy thoroughiy and smoothly to war, 
while avoiding dinuption on such a d e  that it might evoke popuiar resentment, 
createti instead a confùsed scramble ....'"" 

Hitler's 4 October revision of the vague and inadquate prionty rating he had issued on 7 

September did littie to arneliorate the c h ,  for while it outlined the urgent tasks of each 

of the three services, it instituted no fixed scheduie, the~by forcing these pressing 

conversion programmes to compte with each other for top rank.'2g Six days later, Hitler 

arbitrarily and without warnhg moved the motorization of firrther Wehrmacht divisions to 

top priority. Later, in mid-November, he once again revised the economy's priority rating 

by placing munitions production above ail other programmes.'* Dhurùed by Hitler's 

erratic penchant for shifting mobilization and production priorities, Thomas denounced the 

deplorable state of German economic mobilization at a codetence on 21 October to 

members of the Economics Ministry and Amy Ordnance Office, and attempted to 

12' RJ. Overy, "Mobilization for Total War in Germany 1939-1941," Enelish Historical 
Review, v.103,408 (1988). 623. 

12$ C m ü ,  195; OKW, NARA T-77/429, Wi I F 53575, "Interne Monaîsberichte," 
October 1939, fhme 1291 979, lists these rasks as ouîlined by Hitler, in order of urgency: 

1 .) A r q -  continue the completion of weapom. 
- the munitions programme. 
- equipping the motorized divisions. 

2.) Navy - w ~ y  out the U-boat programme 
- cornpietion m 1940 of necessary s u k e  ships. 

3.) Luftwaffe- the Ju-88 programme. 
- improvement of bomb production and manuticturing. 
- the anti-aircfaft programme. 



convince those in attendance dut things must change. 

There r e i p  today in Gemiaay a war of each against aiL The situation is the more 
to be depIored, in that 1 have bem at pains to rnake it clear to the Commanders-in- 
Chief that focal pomt. should be designated within the services and that the raw 
materiais should be assigned ks of ali to these. 

The GeneraI Staff and ûrdnance Offices have also been aorrned in fdi 
detail. And what bas happeneci? Now we hear on al1 sides the demand that no 
more m e s  be maintaineci, but th aII available supplies of raw materiais be 
distriiuted for current use.... New demands have been put forward by all three 
services. This m o t  go o d f O  

By November, Thomas' bûa t ion  with the unchanged situation was palpable, as the 

economy contïnued to endure chronic trampon problems, weapons and mimitions 

backlogs, and depleted raw material stocks: "The Generai S W s  need for munitions is 

understandabIe, however, impossible given the avaiiable raw materiais. At the be-g 

of the war, we shodd have determined the important areas and concennated on those. It is 

at present impossible to carry out the orciers of aii t h e  of the armed services."'31 

Furthemore, rivairy amringst the service branches, due in part to Hitler's fiequent priority 

revisions, conFinued unabated and was a great hindrance to the economy's conversion to 

waaime production. "Within the Wehrmacht's armament in* and services," Thomas 

noted, " there is again an intensifymg cornpetition amongst the programmes for existiug 

workem, raw materiais, and plant capacity. We can oniy wry out one programme, and 

another is set b a ~ k . " ' ~ ~  Wastage, inefficiency, duplication of effort, and managerial 

incompetence became idmarks of the German war economy over the next two years of 

OKW, NARA T-771331, Wi 1 F 52014, ",4ktenvermerk über eme Besprechung bei 
General Thomas betr Eisen- und Stahlkontipente des Heeres am 21.10.1939," 23 
October 1939, îrames 1 166966-67- 

''' OKW, NARA T-77/33 1, Wd I F 52014, "Aktenvennerk vom 21. November 1939," 
h m e  1 166894. 

13' OKW, NARA T-77i429, Wd 1 F 53575, "Intenie Monalsberichte,"November 1939, 
h e  1291992. 



The total lack of centraiized direction and unifieci conml over productive 

resources, coupled with unrestrained cornpetition amongst the arrned semices, the Four- 

Year Plan, and various other government niinistries, ted to the complete mismanagement 

and under-utilization of the national economy, and a dhssingiy low ievel of armaments 

production. As Table 4 demonstrates, German weapons and munitions production rose at a 

steady rate from Septernber 1939 until Iate 1940, whereupon it stagnateci and even feii 

slightly the following year. 

Table 4 Indices of Production of Certain Armcrments in Gerntany, 1939-1941 
(average monthly indices, J d e b .  1942 = 100) 

Period 
1939 4'" quarter 
1940 1' quarter 

20d quartcf 
quarter 

4' quarter 
1941 l'quarte~ 

2"d quarter 
3* quarter 
4b quaaer 

Ammunition hvlosives 
74 38 
82 4 1 

125 88 
t 39 101 
102 82 
105 93 
1 06 1 07 
100 I 03 
95 I l l  

Source: U.S.SB.S, The Effects of Siratepic Bombina on the German War Econom~ (Washington, 
D.C.: United States Govemmeat Printhg Office, 1945), 283-6, cited in Alan S. MiIward, Wat, 
Economv and Socient. 1939-1945 (London: Ailen Lane, 1977), 80. 

But figures gathered by Roif Wagenf"uhr on weapons expendinnes in Table 5 reveal a 

constaut, stable increase throughout this same period. 



Table 5 +nditure on Selected Weapm in Germany, 1939-1941 

Werrpon 1939* 1940 1941 
(1 94 1/2  ric ces. million tnarhl 

aircraft 1040.0 41412 4451.0 
ships 41 3 474.0 1293 -6 
amour 8.4 171.6 3 84.0 
weapons 180.0 676.8 903.6 
explosives 17.6 2232 338.4 
traction vehicles 30.8 154.8 228.0 

&&ce: caldated h m  R Wagentùhr, Die deutsche industrie im Kriepe 1939-1 945 (Berlin: 
Duncker Bi Humblot, 1963), 29. cited in RJ. Oveq, "Hitler's War and the German Economy: A 
Reinterpfftatioa" The Economic Historv Review, v. 35,Z (1982), 285. 

What could be the explanation behind these seemingiy contradictory sets of figures? 

First, these two mnds occurred sirnuitaneously: finished weapons and munitions 

production increased and then levelied off during this period at the same time that 

expenditures on armaments were rising steadily. As Overy states, T h e  supply of weapous 

grew much more slowly than the supply of resources to produce tî~ern."'~~ This he 

descrii as a paradox which was a consequence of the massive inefficiency and 

organizational ineptitude which hmdered the economy during these fkst two years of war. 

But it &O stemmed h m  the fact that the buk of the German economy's labour and 

material resources in September 1939 were still committed to the enlargement of the 

Reich's military-industriai foudation, and not to the production of armaments. 

The economy had to cope with completing expensive capital projects m industrial 
sectors essentiai for war as weii as producing iarger q d e s  of finished weapons. 
The synthetic oil and rubber p r o w e s ,  the chernical plants essentiai for 
expanding the output of explosives, the expansion of domestic iron~re aod steel 
output, the expansion of fadities and plant for armaments, aii of these soaked up 
sub~tafltiai quantities of labour, materiai, and managerial effort. The prablems 
produceci by the cornpetition for resources might weLi have mattered less ifthere 
had existed an effective and cosrdinated administration for the war economy to 
sort out the different claims and organize priorities. In practice, prionty was 
c b e d  for every new programme, so that a real ordering of need was dificuit to 

O v q ,  War and Economy, 346. 



produce.'" 

In other words, the economy was at odds with itself, saddIed with two diverging strategic 

objectives as it attempted to complete its raw material and heavy industriai base for large- 

d e  war while fighting this war at the same time, Hence the Reich's low output of 

finished weapons and munitions during the fh two years of war was not, as some scholars 

have suggested, the planned outcome of a purposely under-mobilized Blikkrieg econorny, 

but rather a by-product of the incornpetence, ineffective mobiiization, and inefficiency 

which dominated the Gerrnan war economy befoce its large industrial projects could be 

finished and rationaiization meanires insti~ed. Throughout late 1941 and early 1942, 

these war-essential programes were, one-by-one, completed, and the tramfer of 

remaining labour and material resources to direct war production, coupled with the 

implementation of serious rationali.ran'on measures and the elhination of much productive 

waste and inefficiency, brought about the huge production increases of 1942-44. 

The final contradiction which arises between the contrived Blitzkrieg strategy 

theory and the Reich's economic reality of 1939-41 concems the degree to which the 

economy was mobilized for war drrring the early years of the confîim A central tenet of 

this theory has been that Gerrnan economic mobilization was held d e l i i t e i y  low prior to 

1942 in accordance with the regmie's prede&ed plans to defeat its enemies one at a 

rime through a series of short, economically unobwive, campaigns. The Wehrmacht's 

defeat at Staiingrad, the theoiy goes on to m e ,  shattered this systematic pian and forced 

the Reich's leadership to order the complete conversion and mobilization of the economy 

for war production, what Joseph Goebbels and HÏtier at the beginning of 1942 coined 

'Total War'.'35 

Economic statistics h m  this period, however, meai an altogether différent 

picture. Figures gathered by one of the founders of this Bli'rzkeg theory demonstrate, as 

outiined m Table 6, that a steadüy mcreasmg amount of the Reich's net national product 

13' See Alan S. Mihvard, "île End of the Bkhieg,'' Ekonornic Histow Review, 16 
(1 W), 499-5 18, for an indepth acfotmt of the theory. 



Table 6 The Mobilization of Net National Productjôr W m  Germany, 1938-1 945 
(percent of national incorne) 

Key.- 
(I) National utilization of resoutces suppiied to the war effon regardes of ongin: military spending 
as share of national product. 
Cn) Domestic hance of resources supplied to the war effon irrespedve of utiiization: miiit;iry 
spending (for German . Iess net impom) as &arc of national product 

Source: Klein. German s Prebara~i V' 'ons for War, 256 cited in Mark Harrison. "Resource 
Mobilimtion for World War II: the U . S A  UX, U.S.S.R., and Gennany, 1938-1945," Economic 
Historv Review. 2* series, 41.1 (1988), 184. GNP at market prices is adjusted to NNP at factor 
cost by a deduction representing the shm of capital depreciation and indirect taxes in 1938 GNP 
within pre- 1939 boundaries. 

Klein's data, dram largely h m  the United States Sîraîegic Bombing Sucyey, reveals no 

harnessed mobilization between 193 8 and 194 1, and no mimense inmases &er 194 1. 

Furthemore, when these figures are compared with the mobiluation rates of the other 

powers, as Mark Harrison has doue, they show Germany, by 1943, to be the most highIy 

mobilized of all the combataats in the Eucopeau the an^.'^^ Surely, not even Kiein and his 

Mark Harrison, ''Resome Mobilization for World War II: the USA-, UK, U.S.SK, 
and Gexmany, 1938-1945," Economic History Review, P series, 41,2 (1988), 184. 

MobiIization rates of net national product far war as a percentage of national 
income, for d powers in 1943 are iïsted m Harrison, 184, as foiiows: 

1 II 
U S A .  47 53 
UX. 57 47 
U.S.S-R. 76 58 



pro-Blikkrieg coiieagues, who maintain that mobiIization was decidedly modest before 

1942, couid argue that the Reich's peak mobihtion statu, attained in 1944, could have 

been reached &er just one year's intensive effort. This was, of course, a physical and 

financial impossibility. 

Invesîment figures for G e m  i n d m  for the years 1938-1944 also reveal similar 

mnds as Klein's mobilization figures. Table 7 shows that the peak of invernent in almost 

eveq category, excludllig building c o ~ c t i o ~  was reached in 1941, during which the 

regime's large synthetic raw mate& chernical, and maflufacturing kil i ty programmes 

were slowly king completed. 

Table 7 Staristics on Investment in Gennan Indwtry 1938-1944 in billion Rh4 

Machine Four-Yem 
Year Buildings  machine^ Tmk* Plm 

vaiue of annuai sales. 
Source: Wagcnfllhx, Die deutsfhe IndusaicJ60-3; D. Petzina, Autarkiewlitik im Drinen Reich 
(Shmgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, 1968). 183. citecl in RJ. Overy, " M o b i o n  for Total War in 
Germany 1939-1941,- Endish Historical Review, v.103.408 (1988), 622. 

With the bulk of industriai bvestment m place before 1942, it is apparent that the Reich 

economy had begun working towards the full mobilization of its economic resources soon 

after hostilities had commenced, S'miilarly, mihary and state e>rpenditure, like the Reich's 

mobht ion  of net national product, mse consistently and in an uninterrupted M o n  

throughout the entire wartime period, even outdistancin& as Table 8 shows, the growth of 

1 = National utilizabon of resources supp iied to the war effort, regardles of origm. 
Li = Domestic finance of resources nrppiied to the war e f f o ~  irrespective of utilization. 



national mcome. 

Table 8 Military expenàiture, store expendihae and andonal income in Gennany 
1938- 1944 (billion RM) 

Military State National 
expenditure expendilme income 

Figures based on revenue h m  occupied Empe and Germany together. 

Source: W. Boeicke, 'Kriegsfinraiaenmg mi internationden Vagleich', in Kriepswirtschaft im 
Zweiten Weitkriw eds. F. Forsuneier. fi.-E. Vollmumn (Düsseldorf: Droste, 1977), 55-6, cited in 
Ovcry, Gorine., 95. 

Overy explains that since mifitary expenditures did mdeed outpace the growth of the entire 

German economy, This could ody have ken  at the expense of civilian ~onsumption."'~ 

Nevertheless, it is ciear t b t  military spending quadnipled between the 1938/39 and 

1941142 fiscal years, a finding which directiy conaadicts the daim diat the Reich's 

Bliekrieg stratagem kept wartime mobilization purposely low for the first two and a haif 

years of war. As O v q  points out, "In fact the patest  percentage increases in military 

expendaure were in the years 1939 to 1941. This pattern codkms the fâct that Gerrnan 

rearmarnent and war expenditure foliowed a relariveiy smwth course of expansion over the 

period with none of the implied disconhuities of the BIitzkneg e~onomy."'~ Aggregate 

NNP mobilization, i n d a  mvwtmen& and miIit;iry expenditnre figures aii CO* that 

the main period of conversion to a war economy took phce during the füst two years of 

war, and that a vast proportion of the Reich's industrial and manpower resources were, by 

the end of 1941, devoted exclusiveiy to war production. That diis had not yet translateci 

ln Overy, "Hitler's War," 283. 

LM %ici. 



mîo a massive increase in the numbers of weapons and mimitions was due, as already 

discussed, to the negligent mishandihg and ineffective mobilizanon of the national 

economy. 

The 'production miracle' of 1942-44, nameiy the three-fold increase m the volume 

of Gemm armaments production, tmk piace after 1941 and was the resuit of a concerted 

rationakation effort which had its roots as early as  1940. Hitler's brilliant Armaments 

Minister F r h  Todt implemented a new system of production cornmittees in 1940, designed 

ta mcrease output by giving mdustry pater  responsibility for each stage of ~e 

development and m a z l ~ ~ g  process. As an interd memomdum reporteci, "The task 

of rhe work teams is to ensure the most efficient output of ail running factories through 

regular reporthg discussions of al1 sectors of production, especially Mhing, assernbly- 

iine, and piecework"''g h early 1941 Todt crcated speciai cornmittees for each weapons 

type, which. as Overy argues, laid h e  foundation hr more rationai production under Todt's 

successor, Afbert Speer.'Q SimiIarly, Erhard Milch of the L-e also sought to 

M i n e  production by impIemwting a systern of production circles. Todt, Milch, and 

Thomas were eventually able to convince Hitler in the fail of 1941 that organizational 

mefficiency, duplication of effort and mass wasmge throughout the bureauccacy and arms 

ind* were largely to blame for the Reich's production problwis. Cousequently, Hitler 

issu& orders on 3 December 1941 calling for the rationalkation of the entire war 

economy: "There m u s  be an increase in the perfomiance of armaments and imptement 

production through the use of modem principles of mass production, and the 

rationakation of aiI Whing m&ods, h u g h  new ecmomic workmg practices of 

bus mes^."'^' This was folIowed on 10 lanuary 1942 by his Führer Directive 'Armament 

42, which not oniy Iaid down new production propumes for raw marerials, armamens, 

'- OKW, NARA T-77/15, WT 1 F 5.1 18. "Bildung von Arbeirsgernekhaften in der 
Munaionserzeugimg," 6 Apni 1940, &me 726840. 

14' OKW, NARA T-77/15, Wd 1 F S. 117, "Vereidkhung rmd Lektqseigenmg 
unserer Rüsnmgsproduktion," 3 December 1941, h e  726328. 



explosives, and transport, but also placed the Gennan war economy under the centralized 

coatrol of Speer and his arrnameats m h i s q .  The long-term effects of these measures, 

ûvery notes, were stunaing: 

By 1 944, output of al weapons was three times greatm than in 194 1, while the 
amount of additional labour, materiais, and factory space had mcreased by ver- 
much less or, in some cases, not at all- From 1941 ail the major armament5 bas 
reported substantial improvements in efficiency in the use of labour and capital, 
achieved by a combination of better production planning, more advanced work 
methods and the e i i i o n  of wastage. In maay sectors, output per man hour rose 
by 200 to 300 percent between 1941 and 1944. For the first time, pianning and 
actuai output began to converge.'" 

This transition to large-scaie war production was therefore aot a shift h m  limited to total 

war mobiiization, as the BlitzRreg saaq~ theor): coatends, but rather the transformation 

within a M y  mobilized economy h m  disorganized and inefficient, to ceaaalized and 

saeamlined production. 

'" Wagerdik, Die deutsche Industrie im Mme, 178-9, cited in ûvery, 150. 



CONCLUSION 

While changing research interests over the pas fifteen to twenry years have shifted 

attention away fiom the question of a planned BlitrRrieg strategy toward other areas of 

inquiry. this debate has by no means been resolved. On the one side are the supporters of 

the Blitzkrieg strategy -- Burton Klein, Alan Wward, Ham-Erich Volkmann. Wie lm 

Deist, Berenice Carroll. Timothy Mason, and Avraham Barkai - who. to varying degrees. 

agree not only that Blirzbieg-style operations during the Polish and French campaigus 

were specifically designed with the Reich's precarious economic situation in min4 but aiso 

that German military and econornic mobht ion  both before the outbreak of hostilities and 

throughout the first two years of war was deliberately restrained. in addition, these 

scholan argue that an economic crisis was indeed forming by 1938-39 which inevitably 

tbreatened to derail the regime's rearmarnent program. Conversely, revisionist historians -- 
Richard Overy, Williamson Murray, Bernhard Kroener, and Peter Hayes - reject both the 

notion of a growing economic and financiai crisis in 1939 and the existence of a pre- 

determined Blirzktieg strategy. They maintain that war in 1939 was a product of Hitler's 

diplornatic risk-taking, and that preparations had been made for a large-sale confiict to be 

fought in the mid- 1940s. once the regime's heavy industriai and raw materials projects had 

been completed. Blirzkrieg was instead a series of winning tacticai and operationa1 

d o d e s  employed on the Polish and French battlefields, which coincidentally suited the 

regime's economic and financial capacity. Finaiiy, these scholars insist that despite a 

snmning degree of administrative ineptitude and industriai inefficiency between 1939 and 

1941. the Reich was wholeheartediy committed to totai economic mobilization once war 

bew- 

This analysis. whiie revisionist in nature. has attempted to take a baianced and 

hopefiiliy more inclusive approach to the debate. It provides docurnentary evidence to 

support the assertion that the uninhibited and unco-ordinateci rearrnament of the three 

service branches cansed a real economic and financiai crisis which jeopardized the entire 



rearmament process and the regime's long-tenu goais by mid-1939. The grave economic 

situation. in addition to diplornatic risk-taking and the Reich's short-tenn military 

advantage. played a major role in determining the outbreak of war in September 1939 by 

limiting the leadership's options. and Ieading Hitler to launch a war in the hopes that it 

would remain limited. His only other options were to slow down or abandon rearmament 

altogether: given the regime's ideological goals. these were totaily unacceptable. .Mer 

securing a reliable future supply of raw materials by way of the Nazi-Soviet Non- 

Aggression Pact, Hitler chose to risk a limited confrontation with Poland at a time which 

he believed was optimal with regard to Germany's ternporary military advantage and the 

West's apparent lack of resolve. This rniscaiculation, a consequence of Hitler's flawed 

understanding of British interests. led to a general war which Germany neither desired nor 

was prepared to fi& 

More importantly. this work rejects the existence of a pre-determined Blickrieg 

strategy. Pre-war militay and economic preparations were d é c t e d  by any plan to limit 

the scope of Gennan rearmament. or to keep mobilization IeveIs just hi@ enough to defeat 

an adversarq. in a limited conflict. The Four-Year Plan demonstrates t h .  for its in-depth 

preparations and long-range enterprises serve as proof of the regime's intention to fight not 

a series of Blitzkrieg wars in 1939. but a total war sometime in the mid-1940s. once the 

expansion of the regime's military-industrial foundarion was complete. The performance 

of the armed forces and the war economy during the first two years of war also 

demonstrates that while Germany's milit .  forces did employ Bliokieg operational 

tactics to maximize their effectiveness on the battlefield there existed no detailed strategy 

for a series of B l i ~ b i e g  d e s  amss Europe to which those Ieading the Wehrmacht and 

managïng the economy could tum for guidance. These tacticai and operational doctrines 

proved decisive in both the Polish and French campaigns, but were not the products of an 

overall strategy which sought to tailor pre-war economic preparations and armarnents 

production to the specific requirwients of a Bli~krieg campaign. Furthemore. economic 

figues gathered between 1939 and 1941 indicate not only that the vast majority of German 

industriai. labour. and h c i d  resources were already committed to war-time ptrrposes 



during the first two years of war, but aiso that this conversion to total economic 

mobiiization began soon afier war had broken out in late-1939. We find therefore, that the 

Blitzkrieg strategy, empioyed by historians for weii over five decades, is a myth which can 

no longer be regarded as an applicable or adequate historical framework within which to 

interpret the economic motivations and miiitary decisions of Hitler's regime. 

Why is it so important that the notion of a planned BlitzRrieg strategy be put to rest 

once and for dl. especiaüy considering that it no longer dominates current research? First, 

we must acknowiedge that revisionist scholars, particuiarly ûvery and Murray, have done 

much over the past twenty years to revolutionize this debate. Their in-depth research. 

innovative arguments. and provocative conclusions called into question the validity of the 

widely-accepted B l i M g  strategy, and forced the historicd community to reevaiuate 

many of its previously-held assumptions. Second many influentid contemporary 

historians -- Vohann.  Deist. Mason (d. 1990). and Barkai' - still believe that the 

requirements of Blithieg guided pre-war rearmament and ttirottied war-time economic 

mobilization. despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Their implicit support of 

the BlitzRrieg strategy t h e o ~  coupled with the influence of their wtitings has the potential 

to adversely affect the cogency of numerous future works on a variety of refated and ofien 

unrelated topics. as succeeding historians adopt a set of d i d t e d  and disproved 

assumptions while fashioning arguments atop a faulty historiographical construct. 

This work thus represents a revisionist interpretation which acknowledges the 

existence of a growing econornic crisis within the German reannament economy by the 

summer of 1939. Tbere is, howevei simply no evidence of a deliberately planned 

BlitzRn'eg çtrategy. oniy improvise& impromptu military campaigns fuelled by an 

ineffective. ?et W1y mobihed war economy which caused the Reich to stagger across 

Europe followhg no coherent strategy. 

For example. Avraham Barka. States in his book Nazi Econornics: Ideolow. Theorv. 
and Policy (New HavenLondon: Yde University Press. 1990), 235, that "The blitzkieg 
strategy had aiready corne to an end in the faü of 1941, with the fdure of the German 
army to capture Moscow before winter closed in." 
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